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ABSTRACT

This thesis describes the development of new semi-rigid joints for moment-resisting steel framed (MRSF)
seismic-resisting systems. Intended as the weak link in the seismic-resisting system, in accordance with a strong
column, weak joint philosophy, the joints and systems were designed and detailed to withstand the design level
ultimate limit state (500 year return period) earthquake with minimum damage. To meet economic criteria, the
joints and systems were also required to be cost-effective to design, fabricate and construcl when compared with
conventional MRSFS.

Four joint systems between the beams and columns of a MRSF were considered. These were the:

. Ring Spring Joint (RSJ), where the beams are clamped to the columns with flush endplates and
compressible ring spring elements

o Post-tensioned Tendon Joint (PTJ), where the beams are post-tensioned onto the columns with post-
tensioning technology

. Flange Bolted Joint (FBJ), where the beams are bolted to the columns through flange and web plates that
are designed and detailed to undergo dependable cyclic extension and compression under inelastic
rotation demand

. Sliding Hinge Joint (SHJ), where the beam is pinned to the column at the top flange level and is connected
at the bottom flange and the bottom of the web by a unique asymmetrical sliding shear detail

The RSJ, FBJ and SHJ were developed through to the experimental stage, with large-scale tests on
representative joints undertaken. The FBJ and SHJ were further developed, through small-scale static and
dynamic testing, finite element and numerical integration time-history analyses into fully designed and detailed
systems.

Design procedures and detailing requirements for the two fully developed systems are presented, together with
details of experimental testing, finite element analyses of joint components and numerical integration time-history
analyses of complete structural systems. Design and detailing requirements for the joints and the frames are
covered and fully worked design examples for the Flange Bolted and Sliding Hinge Joints are presented.

The results demonstrate that the semi-rigid, strength-limited joints developed, when used in properly designed
moment-resisting steel frames, have considerable advantages over conventional rigidly jointed frames for
meeting strength, stiffness, ductility, damage-resistance and economic criteria.
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS

dep edge distance parallelto the line of principal applied force (mm)
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Backgrcund to P:oject

The idea behind developing the semi-rigid joints for moment-resisting steel framed seismic-resisting
systems (MRSFs) that are detailed in this report came principally from two sources. The first of these was
a presentation, in March 1994, by Professor MJN Priestley at which was detailed [1] the results of testing
a prestressed concrete beam-column sub-assemblage under simulated seismic loading. This sub-
assemblage comprised beams prestressed to the columns with partially debonded tendons. The sub-
assemblage displayed good, stable "elastic action", with a bilinear - elastic hysteresis curve. Priestley
argued [1] that this form of hysteretic response has inherent advantages over the elasto-plastic hysteresis
curve typically displayed by the plastic hinging of steel beam or beam-column members [2]. These
advantages relate to stability over successive cycles of inelastic action and the ability of the sub-
assemblage to retain to its initial position after the cessation of inelastic demand.

The potential application of this concept to steel systems is covered in section 3.2.

The second principal source of support for this concept came from the observed response of damaged
steelframes in the 1994 Northridge and the 1995 Hyogo-ken Nanbu earthquake.

The January 1994 Northridge earthquake caused considerable damage to ductile, moment-resisting steel
frames. This damage took the form of fracture of the beam flange to column flange connection of the
rigid, welded MRSF beam to column connections, details of which have been widely reported, eg. in [3,-

The failures turned the initially rigid connections into semi-rigid connections, with the connections as the
weakest flexural link, relative to the moment capacity of the connected beam or column. Thus, the
inelastic demand on the frame was concentrated in the connection.

While many hundred MRSF buildings suffered this form of joint damage, the outward response of these
buildings was good. Most showed no visible signs of distress after the earthquake, such as permanent
lateral deflection, nor were there indications of unexpectedly large interstorey lateral deflections having
been developed during the earthquake. Thus, the change of the inelastic seismic response from the
expected elasto-plastic beam hinging to actual semi-rigid joint rotation, at a lower level of lateral load
resistance, did not adversely affect the buildings' earthquake performance. This characteristic has also
been observed in the predicted response of the frames from analytical modelling [4]. The semi-rigid
response has also been shown to reduce accelerations at floor level [4], which has benefits for reducing
non-structural and contents damage.

A year later, the Hyogo-ken Nanbu (Kobe) earthquake caused damage to a wide range of steel framed
buildings, principally older medium-rise commercial and industrial buildings. Details are given in eg. [5].

The pattern of damage from this earthquake showed that, for seismic-resisting systems which exhibited
inelastic response, three factors were important in order to achieve a good performance of the overall
building. These were [5]:

(1) The beam to column connections retain their integrity, with regard to carrying shearand axialforce,
when their moment capacity is reduced.

(2) Inelastic demand is minimised in the columns, both demand due to general plastic hinging and,
especially, demand due to local buckling or crippling failure.

(3) The inelastic response is essentially symmetrical in nature and does not lead to a progressive
movement of the building in one direction

From these sources came the concept that:

(i) Semi-rigid joints in which the inelastic demand on the MRSF is developed within the joint, rather
than within the beam, can have significant net advantages for MRSFs using standard l-section
beams and columns, as they can suppress inelastic demand in the beams or columns, allowing a
lighter range of sections to be used.



(ii) Setting performance targets for the joints and systems such that minimal structural repair is required
following the design level ultimate limit state earthquake, as defined in [6 or 7], is highly desirable.

(iii) Any joints developed would have to show net benefits in terms of cost and performance over
traditional rigid framed, strong column, weak beam MRSFs.

(iv) When developing semi-rigid joints, the ability of the MRSF to self centre following inelastic demand
is more important than the dissipation of large amounts of hysteretic energy. Separate studies by
lwan [B] and Stewart [9] have shown that post-elastic response of well proportioned seismic-
resisting systems is not sensitive to hysteretic energy absorbed, while the ability to self centre and to
withstand inelastic demand without degradation is beneficial [1] in the control of P - A response and
post-earthquake stability.

(v) When developing semi-rigid joints for buildings that contain a concrete floor slab, the influence of
that slab on joint behaviour would be considerable and hence need to be determined.

Semi-rigid beam to column connections, by definition, are connections in which the moment capacity of
the connection is weaker than the moment capacity of the beam they connect onto the column. Moment-
rotation studies of a number of semi-rigid connections have been published. For example, reference [10]
by Abdullah and Chen covers the double-web angle (called the angle cleat in New Zealand terminology),
top and bottom angle seat, extended end plate, flush end plate, flexible end plate plus bottom angle seat
and double-web angle plus bottom angle seat connections.

Fig. 1.1 shows the experimental momenfrotation curves for most of these connections. While these
connections possess good rotation capacity, some of their features are not so desirable for moment-
resisting seismic resisting systems. For example:

. Any connections developed must exhibit rigid behaviour under serviceability limit state earthquake or
wind loading. This eliminates the use of all but the flush end plate and extended end plate type
connections, as the moment capacity at the end of elastic behaviour is too low for the other forms of
connection to develop rigid behaviour under serviceability lateral load conditions.

. One of the principal objectives of this programme has been the development of connections that
could resist the ultimate limit state event without the need for extensive repair. Of the two existing
semi-rigid connection types with sufficient rotation capacity, the flush and extended endplates offered
the best basis from which to commence the joint development.

. Another feature for the connections to possess is a clearly defined yield point on commencement of
inelastic action, followed by a stable post-elastic spine curve, with a slow but steady increase in
moment capacity under increasing rotation demand.

. Finally it was desirable for the final failure mode not to involve bolt failure in tension or weld fracture.

Both of these last points led to the flush endplate configuration being the preferred starting point for joint
development; however looking at a thick endplate, thus avoiding endplate deformation at low levels of
moment, in conjunction with a "bolt" capable of elastic deformation in compression which could be used to
spring load the beams onto the columns. The first two joints considered, as described in section 1 2, were
developed on this basis.

When neither of these were shown to be practicable, attention turned to the use of tensioned bolts in
shear, thus providing sliding resistance under strong rotation demand. The influence of bolt slipping in
high strength bolted connections on the behaviour of multi-storey frames in earthquakes has been shown,
for example by Takanashi et. al. [11], to be potentially beneficial in providing a source of rotation capacity
and energy dissipation. However, these writers caution that slippage should be avoided under moderate
earthquakes and that repeated cyclic slippage of fully tensioned bolts clamping steel on steel interfaces
leads to a significant loss in bolt tension and hence sliding shear capacity.

The concept of bolt shear slipping as a seismic-resisting mechanism has also been studied by Popov and
Grigonan [12], using steelon steeland steelon brass on steel interfaces. Their steelon steelresults were
similar to Takanashi et. al's, however the inclusion of a brass shim allowed stable sliding to be developed,
with excellent cyclic repeatability and minimal loss of bolt tension once stable sliding is achieved. Further
details of their work are described in chapter 2.



The two beam to column joints that were successfully developed in this project employed the use of bolts
in shear and bolt sliding, however in the case of steel on steel with this sliding not occurring until inelastic
action in the connected plates has developed.

The results presented in [10, 11,121do not include the influence of the concrete floor slab, however this
was considered likely to have a significant effect and was included in all large-scale experimental testing
undertaken in this project.

L.2 Objectives of Project

The principal objective was to develop one or more innovative semi-rigid joints for MRSFs that will achieve
the following performance characteristics :

r Remain fully rigid up to the design level serviceability limit state earthquake moment, as defined in
t6, 7l

. Remain reasonably rigid above the serviceability limit state level and up to the design level ultimate
limit state earthquake moment, as defined in [6, 7]

. Allow inelastic rotation between beam and column to occur when the design ultimate limit state
earthquake moment is exceeded

. Be able to withstand the inelastic rotation demand associated with the design level earthquake with
negligible damage, such that the ultimate limit state posldesign earthquake building response
under ongoing serviceability conditions is not significantly affected

. Withstand greater levels of rotation demand with increased damage but not failure.

Four joint types were considered in this project and three of these taken through to experimental
evaluation. These are the:

Ring spring joint (RSJ), both between beams and columns in a building superstructure and at a
column base. Fig. 1.2 shows an example of the former and Fig. 1.3 the latter. While this met most
of theperformancecriteriasetforbeamtocolumn jointbehaviour(seesection 2.4tor these)itwas
not cosfeffective for use in a MRSF superstructure. However, it is a practical option for column
bases and the design and detailing requirements for this application are presented herein.

Post-tensioned tendon joint (PTJ). Fig. 1.4 shows these concepts. This joint was taken through
design concept to design procedure development. However, for the reasons given in section
3.2.2, it was not considered a practical concept to develop further - even to the experimental testing
stage.

Flange Bolted Joint (FBJ). Fig. 1.5 shows an example under test. This was one of two semi-
rigid joints that met all performance criteria. including cost-effectiveness and was developed through
to fulljoint and system design and detailing requirements.

(4) Sliding Hinge Joint (SHJ). Fig. 1 .6 shows an example under test, including a more general view of
the large-scale test rig used for all the large-scale joint tests. This was the second of two semi-rigid
joints that met all performance criteria and for which full joint and system design and detailing
requirements have been developed.

1.3 Scope and Timeline of Project

In order to complete the evaluation and development of each joint, the following general steps were
required:

(1) Formulate tentative design and detailing provisions for the joints.

(2) Develop components for experimentaltesting (small-scale and large-scale as required).

(3) Conduct experimental tests to determine the moment-rotation characteristics for the joint and its
behaviour in terms of the five performance characteristics given as bullet points at the beginning of
section 1.2 above.

(1)

(2)

(3)



(4) On the basis of the first round of experimental tests, refine the design and detailing provisions as
required and repeat experimental testing until step 3 is satisfactorily completed.

(5) Determine an appropriate hysteresis model(s) from the RUAUMOKO [13] library for input into
Numerical Integration Time-History (NITH) Analyses or develop a suitable model.

(6) Formulate design provisions for moment-resisting steel framed seismic-resisting systems (MRSFs)
i ncorporating each joint.

(7\ Develop representative designs for a range of frames for typical ground conditions and seismic
zones.

(8) Develop a representative suite of earthquake records for the NITH analyses.

(9) Develop mathematical models of the representative frames and subject these to NITH analyses to
determine the range of demands on the system.

(10) Compare the system demands with the capacity of the joint and the system members and with the
desired performance characteristics, as given at the beginning of this section.

(11) Refine the system design and establish design structural ductility levels to ensure that the desired
performance characteristics are most appropriately met.

For the ring spring joint (RSJ), the above procedure was taken through to step 9, however the NITH
studies were not pursued in great detail following the decision to restrict its use to the bases of columns.

For the post-tensioned tendon joint (PTJ), step 1 was undertaken, followed by feasibility NITH study (steps
5-10) based on postulated moment-rotation characteristics for the joint. However, the experimenlal testing
was not undertaken due to the joint being considered impractical for use in MRSFs.

The results of this work on the RSJ and PTJ are presented in chapter 3.

For the FBJ and the SHJ, all 11 steps were fully implemented. Fig. 1.7 shows a moment-rotation curve
from the large-scale experimental testing and Fig. 1.8 shows an example of the five storey frame
analytical model established for NITH. Section 4 herein covers the FBJ development through all 11 steps
and section 5 covers the development of the SHJ.

This project was undertaken as a part-time PhD, fitted around the student's full time position as HERA
Senior Structural Engineer. For that reason, it was carried out over an extended timeframe, from 1995
through to 2003.

Table 1.'1 gives details of the timeframe and principal published outputs from the inception of the
programme through to the preparation of this report, in early 2004.

L.4 Outline of Thesis and Relationship with Previously Published Material

Chapter t has introduced the concept of semi-dgid joints in the MRSFs, given the objectives of the
programme. lt has presented the scope of work undertaken and the timeline (see Table 1 .1 ) over which
this work was done.

Chapter 2 presents an overview of the application of semi-rigid joints for moment-resisting steel frames. lt
commences with a brief look at international practice. This is followed in section 2.2 by a discussion of the
advantages and disadvantages of using semi-rigid joints instead of the conventional rigid joint.

Section 2.3 presents details of the performance of semi-rigid joints in recent severe earthquakes. Finally
section 2.4 gives the design philosophy and target performance requirements used for each of the joints
and MRSF systems incorporatrng these joints.

As mentioned in section 1.2, the first two joint systems considered were the ring spring joints (RSJ) and
the post-tensioned tendon joint (PTJ). The work undertaken on these is presented in chapter 3. This
covers the concepts, design procedure development, experimental work undertaken, and conclusions
from that work. lt gives a design procedure and detailing requirements for the limited use proposed for the
RSJ, namely at the base of columns. A brief summary of the analytical modelling undertaken is also
given:

4



Comprehensive details of this first stage of the project are published in HERA Reports R4-87 [14],
R4-88 [15]and R4-94 [16].

The most significant aspects of this programme, with regards to both quantum of work undertaken and
benefit of results obtained, has been the development of the flange bolted joint (FBJ) and the sliding hinge
joint (SHJ). Development of the FBJ is covered in chapter 4 and of the SHJ in chapter 5. Each section
presents details of:

o the concept behind the joint
o the expected performance in severe earthquakes
o the experimentaltesting undertaken (which involved small scale and large scale tests)
r development of moment-rotation models for subsequent NITH
r details of the NITH studies and expected system performance
. design and detailing requirements for the joint
. a design example.

The future developments of these joints and of systems incorporating these joints is presented in chapter
6.

The conclusions and recommendations from this project are presented in chapter 7, followed by the
references and append ices.

Because of the extended timeframe of this project and the presentation of so much material in advance of
this thesis report, not all details previous published are presented herein. That especially applies to the
initial feasibility study, reported in R4-87 [14], the more detailed evaluation of system demands on the
systems incorporating RSJ and PTJs, reported in R4-88 [15J and the experimental testing I design
procedure development for these two joints, reported in R4-94 [16]. Outlines of that material and key
points only are presented herein, principally in chapter 3. To obtain the full details of the first part of this
research, therefore, this thesis must be read in conjunction with those three reports, especially
[15 and 16].

With regard to the FBJ and SHJ developments, full details are presented herein. The design and detaiting
requirements are taken from the already published material, eg. [17, 18, 19,20] with minor updates as
required. This thesis is therefore a complete source of the research undertaken for the FBJ and the SHJ
and for the use of those joints in practice.



Table 1.1 Timeline of Work Undeftaken and Published Outputs from Programme

1995
Outputs Date Work done
Report R4-87 [14] on
feasibility study
November

July to December Design concepts for ring spring and tendon joints
Setting up of trial structure for NITH
NITH runs to establish concept and svstem demands

1996
Outputs Date Work done
1996 NZSEE Conf
paper [21] March
HERA Report R4-88
[l5lSeptember

January to June

November

Finalising NITH studies and presenting results
Large scale ring spring test 1 22 Nov 96 on bare steel
column with RSJ at base

1997
Outputs Date Work done
1997 NZSEE Conf
paper l22l March
Writing of HERA
Report R4-94 t16l
November,
December

February to August

May to September

October to December

September to December

November to December

Large scale ring spring test 2
. Developed and assembled Feb to May
r Tested 22May
e Data processing July, Aug

Large scale ring spring test 3
e Developed and assembled May to July
r Tested 23 July
e Data processing July - September

Large scale Belleville springs test
. Took place on repaired test 3 assemblage
o Assembly November
r Joint tested 2 Dec
o Data processing Dec

Tendon joint
r Started design September
o Realised not viable October
. Abandoned as workable concept Nov

Flange bolted joint
o Concept hatched and first design procedure

formulated Nov
o Concept completed and sketches made Dec
. Design concept developed for CHS joints to

Princes Wharf Dec



1998
Outouts Date Work done
1998 NZSEE Conf
paper [23] March

Report R4-94 t16l
May

Presented paper l24l
on project at ASEC
1998

Design and detailing
requirements [25] for
the FBJ published in
the Structural
Engineering Society
Journal in September

January to February

January to May

May to September

August to September

September to December

September to December

Documented the abandonment of the PTJ as a
workable concept and its replacement wilh the FBJ.

FBJS (Flange Bolted Joint with brass shims) test
. Development of design and drawings for test

Jan to March
o Assembly specimen March and April

' Part 1 test 16, 17 April
r Part 2hest22,23 April
r Data processing May 1998

FBJ (Flange Bolted Joint)test
. Assembly specimen at June and July
o Part 1 test 27 July
r Part 2 test 10 August
r Data processing Aug / Sept

Draft report for large scale tests written

Frame design spreadsheets for FBJ
r Started June to Aug based on target nominally

ductile t = 1.25
. Then updated lo 1t = 2 in Sept on basis of joint

rotation capacity

NITH of representative frames from Sept to end of
year

1999
Outputs Date Work done

Progress report in
HERA Steel Design
and Construction
Bulletin lssue No 47

January to June

February to December

October to December

NITH work continuing

Overview of scope and type of testing written Jan

Development of the small scale test rig and test
specimens
r Planning and rig development March, April,

May
. Semi-rigid test specimen development April,

May
. Loading regime and instrumentation July
. FBJ small scale tests commenced 19 July and

through rest of year

Semi-rigid SHJ joint design Oct
Preparation for Large Scale SHJ test No 1

r design and drawings Oct
r fabrication and assemblv Nov, Dec



2000
Outputs Date Work done
12WCEE paper [26]
and presentation
Jan/Feb

FRST end of year
report August

DCB No 58 [17] Oct
design and detailing
requirements FBJ
and systems

DCB No 59 [19] Dec
design concepts for
SHJ

January to May

March to September

February to September

September to December

October to December

Large Scale SHJ test No 1 - continued
r instrumentation 24'n Jan to 25th Jan
. testing started 26tn Jan
. demonstration test to 12WCEE 3'd Feb
. completion of test 1 8tn Feb
r proc€ssing of data

Small scale component tests on FBJ and SHJ
ongoing
r March to Sept

Large Scale SHJ test No 2
. Redesign of joint Feb
o Drawings March, April
r Fabrication May
. Assembly June
r f nstrumentation of spec 24 to 28 July
o Testing of joint test 3 3'd Aug
. Testing of joint test 4 4tn Aug

Development of SHJ Hysteresis Model
r Undertaken Sept 2000 to mid Feb 2001 then on

hold due to sabbatical leave of RUAUMOKO
author in Europe during 2001

Development of SHJ design procedure
o Started October to formulate the full design

procedure

2001
Outputs Date Work done
NZSEE Conference
Paper l27l
2001 March

DCB No 62 June -
minor correction to
FBJ procedure

DCB No 64 t18I
October
. NITH results for

FBJ
. Expanded scope

of application on
FBJ

December to February

March to July

During year

Aprilto October

Development of SHJ Hysteresis Model - ctd
. Main develop completed mid February
. Finally got working end 2001

Development of SHJ design procedure and design
spreadsheet

NITH analyses on the FBJ
. Development of Excel macro for processing of

results
. CC doing analyses mid 2001
o Presentation of demands on system late 2001

Finite Element studies on the sliding hinge joint sliding
flange component to determine:
. Stress-strain state in bolt during sliding
o Change in bolt tension force during sliding
o Loss of bolt pretension prior to sliding
o Brass shim yield strength variation



2002
Outputs Date Work done
HERA Report R4-
110 I28l on FEA
studies Feb

DCB No 68 Aug
2002 t20l full
design and detailing
procedure for the
SHJ

Metals Industry Conf
paper t29l on two
new semi-rigid joints
- Sept

DCB No 70 OcVNov
02 - details [30] of
NITH and FEA
studies

January to March

Aprilto November

FEA studies completed

NITH studies on the SHJ - all based on 10 storeys
. Revised earthquake scaling program based on

draft NZS 1170.4
. Commenced once the SHJ hysteresis curve

running properly in RUAUMOKO, Feb
r NITH studies underway strongly April through

July
r Extract program to extract the SHJ results

written mid 2002
r Results compiled late 2O02

2003
Outputs Date Work done
Paper [31] to
NAFEMS
Conference on FEA
studies

DCB No 75 l32l
FISSER - Nov

February to June

October

June to December

November to December

Continuing with FEA and writing up

Design procedure for FBJ with CFST cols

Development of FISSER system
. Design procedure
. Spreadsheel
r Extract program
. NITH runs

Writinq of draft thesis report
2004
Outputs Date Work done

January to July

March

Februarv to Julv

Completion of draft and submission of thesis

Abandoned FISSER study

Self-Centerinq Slidino Hinoe Joint develooed
2005

April
May
June

Oral exam sat and passed
Finalchanges to thesis report made
Thesis oublished
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CHAPTER 2

OVERVIEW OF SEMI-RIGID JOINTS FOR MOMENT-RESISTING STEEL
FRAMED SEISMIC-RESISTING SYSTEMS

2.L Previous Examples of Semi-Rigid Joints in MRSFs

The Steel Structures Standard, NZS 3404 [34] has, since 1992, allowed the use of semi-rigid joints in
MRSFs, provided that their moment-rotation characteristics are known and quantified for design. The
detailed seismic design requirements for MRSFs with rigid connections, which are presented in HERA
Report R4-76 [35], are readily adaptable to systems with semi-rigid joints. For this to be done within the
context of the New Zealand Building Code [36], the Steel Structures Standard [34] and the Loadings
Standard [6, 7] the following details are required to be known about the joint's behaviour;

(1) The moment-rotation behaviour through the range of rotation demand that could occur.

(2) The overstrength characteristics of the joint for design of the MRSF secondary elements (eg.
columns, column panel zones, beams, foundations).

(3) Detailing requirements and fabrication / erection requirements necessary for the joint to perform as
intended.

(4) Will the joint retain its integrity with regard to transferring shear and axial force when the moment
capacity is reduced?

(5) Will the joint cause column crippling due to inadequate load path from the beam into the column?

(6) ls the inelastic response of the system essentially symmetrical in nature?

The required design models for semi-rigid connection use in non-seismic applications are available, for
example as given in [10] or referenced from [37].

Their use in seismic-resisting moment frames has also been researched; for example Roeder in [38]
describes the cyclic performance of riveted, encased riveted and seated beam connections in conjunction
with a composite slab. ln this latter case, the moment capacity of the connection is developed through the
slab and the angle seat to the bottom flange providing the paths for horizontal moment-induced axial force
transfer through the connections.

Roeder describes these latter connections as providing "not insignificant" bending moment capacity, but
not to the section moment capacity of the beam, along with moderate rotational capacity. Roeder notes,
however, lhat their behaviour is quite variable and highly related to their mode of failure. One common
mode of failure is through web crippling of the column, which is one of the three forms of failure noted in
section 1.1 herein (see section 1 1 (2)) which must be avoided.

Roeder also advises [38] that, while the moment capacity of both semi-rigid and rigid connections is
enhanced by the presence of a concrete slab acting compositely with the beam, the slab contribution is
dependent on the detailing, elongation capacity of the slab reinforcement and other details, making its
contribution highly variable. The ability to carry tension force through the slab under negative rotation is
particulady dependent on the amount and position of the slab reinforcement and the extent of
reinforcement buckling that occurs on the return positive rotation cycle which puts the slab in compression.
These issues mean that, while the effect of the slab on the connection behaviour must be taken into
account, it cannot be relied upon as an integral part of the connection capacity without very careful
attention to the detailing of the reinforcement. Roeder's conclusions [38] emphasised points that required
addressing in this research programme, being:

. $ood experimental knowledge of the strength, stiffness and ductility of semi-rigid connections is
required

. aoY proposed new connection must be accompanied by design and detailing requirements that have
been developed from, or confirmed by, experimentaltesting

r the role of the composite floor slab in semi-rigid connections must be determined
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As described in the following chapters, the three relevant points from [38] noted above were addressed in
the connections developed by this programme.

Component and design cyclic models for semi-rigid connections, including the interaction of composite
slab and steel beam in developing the moment-rotation characteristics, are available, eg. as given in [39].
The authors of [39] claim that their model can realistically predict the complex behaviour of semi-rigid
connections under cyclic loading, with minimal computation effort. However, these characteristics are not
always beneficial for good overall system response, with the examples given in [39] involving initially high
moment under small rotations, with a significant decrease in moment capacity under increasing rotation
demand. The moment-rotation behaviour being sought from the connections being developed herein
involves an initial stiff, elastic phase followed by a much flatter post-elastic phase, but always with the
moment increasing under increasing inelastic rotation, for a given direction of rotation, at least up to
rotations substantially in excess of the expected design rotation level under the ultimate limit state
earthquake.

ln New Zealand, there are many pre-1975 moment-resisting steel framed buildings, especially those with
bolted or riveted beam to column connections, which will perform as semi-rigid systems under severe
earthquake attack. An example is the 1937 Government Life building [40], a typical connection of which is
shown in Fig. 2.1. The behaviour of the joint in regard to items (1) - (6) above is best determined
experimentally; results for a typical concrete encased, riveted beam to column connection are shown in
Fi1.2.2.

A simplified methodology to predict the cyclic moment-rotation behaviour of pre-1975 semi-rigid beam to
column connections was developed by a NZSEE Task Group [41], utilising research on older beam to
column connections undertaken in the USA, for example by Roeder [42].

The author was a member of the Reconnaissance Team that surveyed and documented the damage
caused to Kobe and the surrounding area by the 1995 Hyogo-ken Nanbu earthquake. The report [5] from
the Team documented many examples of semi-rigid connection behaviour in MRSFs. lt is likely that most
of these were unintended and their performance not quantified; some caused partial or total collapse of
the building (Fig. 2.3), others only local damage (Fig.2. ).

The unpredictable nature of semi-rigid MRSF behaviour in joints that have not been developed through a
structural research programme, means that few examples of such joints are in use worldwide.

The same is not the case for braced systems, where a number of braces using sliding/semi-rigid/energy
absorbing systems have been developed. As mentioned in section 1 .1 , a system by Grigorian and Popov
[12] is given special mention here, in which they developed a sliding joint to fit between a brace and the
supporting frame in a concentrically braced frame (CBF). Details are shown in Fig. 2.5. This concept of
sliding joints in a braced frame has been developed further by Butterworth, as described in Butterworth
and Clifton [43]and illustrated in Fig. 2.6.

Popov extended the symmetrical sliding joint concept into beam to column joints for moment-resisting
frames; details are in [44] and an example of their rotational slotted bolted connection is shown in
Fig. 2.7. Special mention is made of this connection as it led the author to extend the concept into the
asymmetrical Sliding Hinge Joint, the development of which is covered in Chapter 5.

While the research required to allow semi-rigid connections to be used in MRSF seismic-resisting systems
is appreciable, there is a significant net advantage to their use in this regard. The advantages and
disadvantages of semi-rigid joints in MRSFs is reviewed in section 2.2.

2.2 Advantages and Disadvantages of Semi-Rigid MRSF Systems

2.2.1 Potential advantages in terms of seismic performance

(1) E/astic strength and strffness are de-coupled

The seismic-resisting system can therefore be made elastically stiff up to the onset of joint yielding
or opening, through the use of deep beams. The joint yielding or opening moment can then be set
equal to the derived design earthquake moment from the Loadings Standard, independent of the
beam section moment capacity. This allows for reduced design actions on the column stiffeners,
panel zones, column members and foundations.



(2) Ductility is achieved with minimum permanent structuraldamage

The principal location of "ductile" action is within the joints, where the extent and nature of inelastic
demand can be controlled so as to be reasonably readily repairable.

(3) lnelastic demand is minimised on the beam and column members

When designing the seismic-resisting system both for fully ductile action and to meet the P - A
exclusion drift limits of NZS 4203 [6] or DR1170.4171, the resulting differential in moment capacity
between the joint system and the incoming beam or column members will comply with the
differential required to be developed in a capacity design, making the beams and columns
secondary members. This maximises the scope for conventional l-section beam application eg.
proprietary l-section beam and column members [45, 46] as beam and column members in
MRSFS.

2.2.2 Potential advantages in terms of design

(1) Ability to de-couple seismic and gravity requirements in beam design

This involves applying a variation on the procedure for design of multi-storey lateral load-resisting
systems in non-seismically active countries fa7l. ln that procedure:

(1.1) The beams are designed to resist the applied gravity loads (dead, live loads) in a simply
supported condition.

(1 .2) The lateral load-resisting system is designed to resist the actions from lateral loading only as
a rigid frame. (Plus the axial compression loads in the columns from gravity loading).

The design procedures developed for MRSFs utilising the FBJ are given in section 4.10 herein and
utilising the SHJ in section 5.10 herein.

(2) Simple design procedure, especialty for preliminary design

This is a consequence of 2.2.2 (1) above. Design provisions were developed and refined
throughout the research project. They are presented in sections 4.7 and 4.10 for the FBJ and
sections 5.7 and 5.10 for the SHJ.

2.2.3 Potential disadvantages in terms of design

Joint design and detailing is more compticated than in a conventional MRSF joint

The design and detailing process is marginally more complex than conventional rigid MRSF beam
to column connection design and involves some new requirements, as presented in chapter 5.
Offset against this is the fact that no beam splice design and detailing is required.

2.2.4 Potential advantages in terms of construction

(1) Welding is undertaken in the shop; site erection involves bolting or post-tensioning only.

(2) All seismic-resisting system members are delivered to site in stick form - ie. with no beam stubs
required on the column members. This reduces the cost of transportation to site and simplifies the
erection.

(3) The number of connections is minimised. because no beam splices are required. This reduces the
fabrication cost.

The fabrication of the FBJ and SHJ connections is straightfonruard and their cost is assessed as
similar to that for a bolted / welded beam splice or for a bolted moment endplate connection.
Costings for those connections are given in [a8l

ln a MRSF with rigid welded momenl connections, one or two bolted welded beam splices in each
beam are required in addition to the beam to column connection- ln a semi-rigid MRSF with FBJ or
SHJ connections, no beam splices are required. From [48], the cost of the splice is similar to the
cost of the beam to column connection, therefore use of the FBJ or SHJ connections will reduce

(1)

(4)
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the connection cost component of a semi-rigid MRSF to around 50o/o - 70o/o of that for a rigid
welded MRSF.

At the time of completing this thesis, a 10 storey moment-resisting steelframed building comprising FBJs

onto concrete filled steel tubular columns is under construction for the University of Auckland. The joints

and system have been designed to Chapter 4 herein. The General Manager of the fabricator/erector for
the steelwork has confirmed [49] that the fabrication and construction advantages given in the 4 points

above are being realised on this building and also that the joint clearances are sufficient to facilitate

erection of the beams.

2.2.5 Potential disadvantages in terms of construction

(1) The cost per ring-spring joint is higher than for a conventional rigid connection; however, by

restricting their use to the column bases only, that cost penalty is minimised. In the superstructure,
use of the flange bolted joints or sliding hinge joints will reduce the cost compared with conventional
rigid construction.

(Z) The installation and tensioning of the spnngs in the ring-spring joint requires a significant pre-

tensioning force to be achieved. The equipment necessary to achieve this is cumbersome to

operate when working at erected beam height above the floor below in a multi-storey frame,
however its application in a column base connection will be straightforward.

(3) The erection of the FBJs is very straightforward, provided that a suitable clearance is left between

the top and bottom flange plates (see Fig. 4.4) to allow for dimensional variations in beam size from

the specified values (especially depth). This is addressed in the detailing requirements for the FBJ,
given in section 4.7.8. As of mid-2005, these joints are in use and those clearances have been

shown to be sufficient.

(4) The erection of the SHJ will be somewhat more intricate, although features have been built into the

connection details to facilitate erection. These are given in section 5.8.

2.3 Support for the Semi-Rigid Joint Concept from Observed Building Performance in Severe
Earthquakes

The Northridge earthquake, in January 1994, caused considerable damage to modern, ductile moment-

resisting steel frames (DMRSFs). This damage took the form of fracture between the beam flange to

column flange connection of the rigid beam to column connections. Further details on the nature of the

damage and the reasons for it are given in the literature' eg' [50, 3].

The failures turned the initially rigid connections into semi-rigid connections, with the connection as the

weakest flexural link, relative to the moment capacity of the beam or column. Thus the inelastic demand

on the frame was concentrated in the connection.

The hysteretic performance (cyclic moment-rotation curves) representative of the damaged connections

are given in [4]. An example is shown in Fig. 2.8. The nature of these curves can be described as being:

(1 1) Pinched in nature with little energy absorption.

(1.2) The centreline of the curve (ie. the average of the loading and unloading curves) exhibits essentially

bi-linear elastic characteristics, with a relatively low value of initial elastic stiffness and a low value

of opening moment. The curve is also not symmetric, due to the influence of the floor slab on the
joint rotation being different in each direction'

(1.3) The curve shows some degradation over successive cycles.

While over 100 buildings suffered joint damage in this earthquake, the overall response of these buildings

was good. Most showed no outward signs of distress after the earthquake, such as permanent lateral

deflection. nor were there indications of unexpectedly large interstorey lateral deflections developed during

the earthquake.

Thus the change of the inelastic seismic response from expected elasto-plastic beam hinging to actual

near-elastic semi-rigid joint rotation did not adversely affect the buildings' earthquake performance. This

characteristic has also been shown in the predicted response of the damaged frames from analytical

modelling [4].
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The problems caused by the joint damage were:

(2.11 The change in building response from that assumed in design.

(2.2) The difficulty of modelling this response and utilising it in design/analysis.

(2 3) The difficulty of dependably quantifying performance of the damaged frames in future severe
earthquakes.

The Hyogo-ken Nanbu earthquake, in January 1995, caused damage to a range of steelframed buildings,
principally to older medium-rise commercial and industrial buildings. Details are given in section 6.5 of [5]
and two examples are shown in Figs. 2.3 and 2.4 herein

The observed seismic-resisting system performance can be summarised as follows:

(3 1) Well proportioned systems, where all connections between members maintained their integrity,
performed very well, with no structural damage and negligible or no non-structuraldamage.

Well proportioned systems mean seismic-resisiing systems where the columns are sufficiently
stronger than the beams or beam/joint assemblages to avoid inelastic demand being concentrated
in the columns and where the column geometry is such as to avoid a local buckling failure of the
column).

(3.2) Well proportioned braced framed systems, but where some connections between the braces and
the beams/columns failed due to insufficient strength and/or ductility, still performed quite well.
Damage was typically confined to cracking of non-structuralcladding.

(3.3) Poorly proportioned syslems, especially with inadequate column strength and storey stiffness,
performed badly.

In the seismic-resisting systems which exhibited inelastic response (ie. suffered damage), two factors
were important in order lo achieve a good performance of the overall building. These were:

(4 1) The beam to column connections retain their integrity with regard to carrying shear and axial force.

(4 2) Inelastic demand be minimised in the columns, due to both general plastic hinging and local
buckling failure.

These results showed that MRSFs with semi-rigid connections can deliver comparable or better
performance to MRSFs with rigid connections with suitable attention to inelastic behaviour, rotation
capacity, determination of joint overstrength and application of this to the system design. Those aspects
were addressed in each semi-rigid joint devetoped in this project.

2.4 General Design Philosophy and Target peformance Requirements

2.4.1 General design philosophy

The general design philosophy that was developed and applied for each of the two semi-rigid joint and
associated systems presented herein aims lo establish dependable behavioural characteristics for the
semi-rigid MRSF seismic-resisting system for two levels of ultimate limit state seismic event. The first is
the design level earthquake, as specified by NZS 4203 t6l or DR1170.4 [7], and the second is a defined
maximum considered earthquake (MCE) - ie. a more severe event than the ultimate limit state design
earthquake. When this project commenced, and in the absence of any guidance in [6], the MCE was
taken as a 1000 year return period event, wilh the accelerations for that event determined from the hazard
analysis work of Matuschka [51]. This has since been increased to a 2000 year return period event for
the 2000 - 2002 N ITH studies. With the publication of the AS/NZS '1 170 standards, especially Part 0 [52],
this was specified as 2500 year return event. However, the multiplier from DLE to MCE is 1.7 for the
2000 year return period and 1.8 for the 2500 year return period, an insufficient change to warrant re-
running the analyses.

Under the design level ultimate limit state earthquake, the MRSF is expected to respond with minimal
structural damage, such that it can be readily repaired

Under the maximum considered earthquake, the MRSF is expected to retain its integrity, to allow
evacuation and post-earthquake assessment, but to suffer controlled structural damage.



In terms of the force-based seismic design philosophy, for which the design procedures presented herein
have been developed, it is intended that the design procedures developed for these semi-rigid systems
utilise the equivalenl static method or modal response method of [6, 7], in conjunction with NZS 3404 [34J
and, where appropriate, HERA Report R4-76 [35]. This is to ensure maximum ease of use. The
preliminary sizing/design method, in particular, should be easy to use and rapid to apply.

2.4.2 T arget performance requirements

The target performance requirements from each system for the two levels of earthquake described in
section 4.1 are as follows:

(1) For the design ultimate limit state earthquake (ie. as represented by NZS 4203 Section a [6tor DR
1170.4 [7], involving a 500 year return period);

(i) Negligible inelastic demand in the beams

(ii) Minimal inelastic demand in the columns at base level (such that the column bases will be
readily repairable) and none at higher levels

(iii) The rotation demand on the joints not to exceed that associated with easy assessment and,
where necessary, rapid and straightforward repair

(iv) Column panel zones to remain essentially elastic

(v) Lateral drift not to exceed 2%

(vi) Lateral stiffness at the end of the elastic range of behaviour to be sufficiently great
tominimiseP-Aeffects

(2) For the maximum considered earthquake (ie. based on a 2000 to 2500 year return period);

(i) Negligible inelastic demand in the beams, except in the vicinity of bolts to beam flange and
web elements for the FBJ and SHJ

(ii) Inelastic demand in the columns to be able to be dependably resisted (this applies especially
at the base) but minor inelastic demand may occur at higher levels

(iii) Joint rotation demand may cause significant local element damage, but no joint failure.
Repair still to be possible.

(iv) Panel zones may yield to accommodate increased joint moments from (iii) above.

(v) Lateral drifi to be within sustainable limits, including the influence of P - I effects.

Application of the design procedures for the force-based method of design, in practice, will involve:

(3) Analysing the frame for the design level earthquake using, typically, the Equivalent Static Method or
the Modal Analysis Method from [6 or 7], and sizing the members and connection components to
meet the required strength and stiffness criteria for this event.

(4) Developing a suitable strength hierarchy within the connection components and detailing the
system such that the performance conditions specified in (2) above can be met for the maximum
considered earthquake.

One of the principal long-term aims of this research project was to determine the seismic behaviour of
each system, in order to develop simple design and detailing guidelines for designers to apply, in
accordance with typicaldesign office practice, so as to meet the performance requirements of (1) and (2)
above. These design and detailing guidelines avoid designers needing to explicitly demonstrate
compliance with the above performance requirements.
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CHAPTER 3

FIRST TWO JOINT SYSTEMS CONSIDERED

3.1 Introduction

The first two joint systems researched were the Ring Spring Joint (RSJ) and the Post-Tensioned Tendon
Joint (PTJ). As shown in the timeline Table 1 .1 , this work took place from late '1994 to 1997. lt has been
extensively written up in three research reports, namely

o HERA Report R4-87 [14] - covering the 't994/95 work
. HERA Report R4-88 [15]- covering the 1995/96 work
. HERA Report R4-94 [16] - covering the '1996/97 work

leport R4-94 [16], in particular, documents the large scale experimental testing undertaken, while Report
R4-88 [15] contains the design procedures developed for the joints and moment-resisting steel framed
seismic-resisting systems (MRSFs) containing the joints

The material presented in this section is taken from these three reports, in particular from [15, 16]. lt
comprises a summary of the key information contained in those reports, the relevant sections of which will
be referred to for more details.

The design and detailing requirements for Ring Spring Joint at the column bases (RSJB) that are
presented in section 3.2.6 are new and expand on the concept of RSJ use at the base of columns, which
is presented in [15, 16] but not developed into a full design procedure and set of detailing requirements.

3.2 Ring Spring Joints

3.2.1 Concept behind the ring spring joints

The concept involves connecting the beams to the columns with a bolted moment-resisting flush endplate
connection, where the bolts incorporate elastically compressible ring spring elements. (Figs. 1 .1 and 1.2
show two experimental test setups. Fig. 3.1 shows the concept involved for the joints in the closed and
open positions.

The ring springs proposed for use in this system are a proprietary item, manufactured by Ringfeder Gmbh,
of Germany. The company offers a range of standard spring elements, described in [53]. Only elements
from their standard range were used in deriving the ring spring assemblages developedior the perimeter
frame joints in this project. The reasons for keeping to this standard range were to minimise cost and to
ensure ready availability of the specified spring elements.

The load capacity and force-deflection characteristics of the elements which form the ring spring
assemblages were developed principally for application as industrial buffers, rather than as components in
a seismic-resisting system. Because of this, it was somewhat difficult to derive assemblages which meet
the optimum performance characteristics required. HERA has established contact with Ringfeder, who are
interested in this research and would look at providing a proprietary range of spring elements specifically
for seismic-resisting system application. However, this has not been taken beyond the initial contact
stage, as the restriction of their use to column bases means that the range of elements in [53] is sufficient.

Eachring spring assemblage is madeupfromastackof springelements,asshowninFig.3.l. Fig.3.2
shows, in section, the individual components of an assemblage and the details of the cap and bearing
plate. ln this application, the ring springs are restrained with a central bolt and bearing plate. More than
one element stack may be used, to form an assemblage of nested element stacks, as shown in Fig. 3.2.

The assemblage is pre-loaded by tightening the central bolt.

Fig. 3.3 shows the dimensional relationship of part of a spring stack under the unloaded condition (Fig.
3.3 (a)) and the fully compressed condition (Fig. 3.3(b)). ln the unloaded condition, the inner element ano
the outer element sit over each other under an interference fit, so that the adjacent edges of each inner or
outer element are separated by a distance of 2s". As increasing compression is applied to the stack, the
inner ring is squeezed inwards and the outer ring pushed outwards, closing the gap until the adjacent
edges of each inner element and each outer element are in contact. This is termed lockup and marks the
maximum extent of spring action for the stack [53]. lf the compression force is further increased, the stacr



functions as a rigid steel spacer. The spring stack is elastic throughout this operation; no matter how high
the applied compression force, when this force is removed the spring stack retains to the unloaded
condition. This aspect was confirmed in the large-scale experimentaltests undertaken.

When these spring stacks are assembled into a RSJ, three distinct modes of behaviour are exhibited -
at least in a bare steel beam to column connection - depending on the applied moment or rotation
demand. These are described in detail in section 5 of [15]and summarised as follows:

(1) The joint c/osed condition

When the joint is assembled, the ring spring assemblages are compressed by a pre-determined force,
through tightening the central bolt. This puts each bolt into tension and thus exerts a clamping force
between the endplate and the column flange.

This clamping force is set to a level such that the joint remains closed, and hence functions as a rigid
connection, up to attainment of the design seismic bending moment, M*, associated with the target
category of seismic loading being developed in the beam. (This will be either category 2 or category '1

seismic loading; as defined in NZS 3404 [34]).

This covers the behaviourfrom the origin to position 1, as shown in Fig. 3.4,for applied negative moment
(tension on top face of beam). The expected appearance of the joint prior to opening is sketched in Fig.
3.5

At M" = Mno, the joint is considered to be just on the point of opening on the tension face of the beam.

The rotation at Mooun, ie. 0o, corresponds to the onset of yielding for a conventional ductile beam-
column subassemblage.

This is the joint closed regime of behaviour and the force-controlled region of the experimental tests
described in sections 3.2.3 to 3.2.8.

(2) The joint open condition, prior to lockup

For 0* > eo, the joint is considered to rotate about the point of compression contact as a rigid body. The
endplate thickness necessary to achieve this is determined from the rigid endplate condition from Murray
[54]. The anticipated behaviour is described in section 5.1,2 of [15]. This rigid body rotation further
compresses the springs beyond their as-installed compression, increasing the tension force developed in
the bolts and hence the moment developed by the joint.

This covers the behaviour for position 1 to position 2, as shown in Fig. 3.4, for applied negative moment.
The expected appearance of the joint, over the opening range, is midway between that shown in Fig. 3.5
and Fig. 3.7; see Fig. 3.6.

The theoretical relationship between moment capacity and rotation over this region is derived from the
known compression stiffness of the ring spring elements and the distances from the point of compression
contact to the centrelines of the two rows of bolts. This is straightforward to determine; details are given in
section 5.1.2 of [15].

This mode of behaviour ends when the spring elements adjacent to the beam tension face reach lockup.
This point is termed joint lockup and is shown as position 2 in Fig. 3.4. The expected appearance of the
joint at that point is sketched in Fig. 3.7.

This is the post-open regime of joint behaviour and is in the displacement-controlled region of the load
tests described in sections 3.2.3 to 3.2.8.

(3) The joint open condition, after lockup is reached

For 0* > 0s, it was envisaged, when developing the theoretical joint moment-rotation characteristics
presented in section 5.1.3 of [15], that the endplate would yield about the locked-up spring elements in a
similar manner to a conventional flush endplate connection [54]. The associated yield-line pattern is
shown in Fig. 3.8. Some further assumptions to convert the ring spring to an effective bolt diameter were
also made, details of which are given in section 5.1.3 and Fig. 5.10 of [15].
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lf the assumption of conventional flush endplate yielding had been correct, a significant and rapid increase
in moment capacity of the joint beyond lockup would have been observed, until permanent endplate
deformation occurs.

The actual behaviour of Test No. 1 in the post-lockup regime, however, showed that permanent endplate
deformation commenced about the springs adjacent to the compression face of the beam. This is shown
in Figs' 3.9 and 3.10. lt also showed that no significant increase in joint moment capacity occurred
following lockup, but that the rate of strength increase prior to lockup was maintained in the post-lockup
regime. This latter point is illustrated in Fig. 3.1 1.

This fed to a re-evaluation of the endplate behaviour at lockup, as described in section 2.2.2 of [161.

An idealised yieldline pattern was developed, representing the experimentally observed conditions from
the bare steel beam to column Test No. 1, which were that:

r Initial yield began under assemblage no. 2 - ie. that adjacent to the compression face of the beam

' This yielding was limited in spread and, in that test, occurred at approximately two thirds of the
rotation from opening to lockup

' Rotation of the endplate due to transfer of compression force at the point of compression contact
prevents a yieldline from forming in the endplate adjacent to the beam compression flange

' The maximum endplate yieldline capacity is achieved when yieldlines extend to around assemblage
no. 1 - ie. that adjacent to the tension face of the beam.

The idealised yieldline patterns are shown in Fig.3.12. The pattern on the left hand side is associated
with initial endplate yielding and forms the second check on endplate thickness. The pattern on the right
is associated with development of maximum endplate yieldline capacity and sets the lower limit on bolt
design tension capacity.

Section 2.2.2 of [16] presents the development of the equations for endplate capacity associated with
these yieldlines. These are used in the design procedure for ring spring joints at the column base
presented in section 3.5.2 herein.

3.2.2 Scope of experimental testing undertaken

There were four tests undertaken on the Ring Spring type joints. Three of these were on a joint with ring
spring assemblages under the bolts, while a fourth test used proprietary Belleville springs 1St1 in place of
the ring springs.

All four tests were set up to model a beam to column connection in a multi-storey perimeter moment-
resisting steelframe (PMRSF), as shown in Fig. 3.13. Test no. 1, in regard to orientation and setup, was
also applicable to a column base setup, provided premature column yielding due to the axial compression
on the column is suppressed. Achieving that is part of the requirements of the design procedure given in
section 3.5.2.

Test No. 1, undertaken in November 1996 as part of a separate research project [33], comprised a bare
steel610UB101 beam connected to a 350WC258 column, with each ring spring asiemblage consisting of
a twin stack of spring elements. Fig. 3.14 shows the test setup for this joint, and Fig. 1 .3 shows the test
joint prior to loading commencing.

This test utilised the test rig from a series of large-scale beam to column welded joint tests [33]. which
were undertaken in order to determine the adequacy of the welded beam to column connection design
model given in [35]. The beams were oriented vertically in these tests [33] to allow the test specimen to
be part of the reaction frame, as the magnitude of jack force required to fully yield the beams in the welded
joint tests was too large to allow the jacks to be mounted directly off the strong wall and strong floor.
However, as described in section 3.5.2 and shown in Fig. 3,47. use of a Ring Spring joint at the iolumn
base (RSJB) would require the endplate to bear onto a steel shoe cast into the concrete, so this test seruo
was also a good representation for a RSJB test.

Test Nos. 2 and 3 comprised a representative assemblage from a building, including the floor slab. The
test set up is shown in Fig. 3.15, while Fig. 3.16 shows Test 2 in preparation and Fig. 3.17 shows Test 3
just prior to test loading. The only difference between these two test setups was that a polystyrene packer
was placed against the face of the column, above the endplate, prior to casting the slab for Test No. 2,
whereas the concrete was cast directly against the face of the column for Test No. 3.

The scope of Tests Nos. 2 and 3 was as follows:
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. To determine the experimental momentrotation characteristics of the ring spring connection, when
subjected to rotations up to those expected in a maximum considered earthquake event

o To determine the influence of the floor slab on the joint behaviour
. To determine the extenl and pattern of joint damage at each target milestone for the joint
. To gain experience in assembling a typical connection, in the correct orientation, and hence to gain

an indication of the constructability of the connection
. To isolate the parameters controlling the hysteretic behaviour and the mode of failure of the joints
. To determine the suitability of the ring spring elements to undergo repeated test loadings

Test No. 4 took place on the repaired Test No. 3 assemblage. The bolts were replaced, the slab repaired
and the ring spring assemblages replaced with proprietary Belleville springs. Fig. 3.18 shows the joint for
Test No. 4, ready for loading and Fig. 3.19 shows the top view of the repaired floor slab, prior to loading.
Details of the Belleville springs are given in section 2.4 of [16], summary details in section 3.2.3.3 herein.

3.2.3 Material and section properties

3.2.3.1 Sfee/ and through-bolts

Longitudinal test specimens were taken from the beam flanges, lower column stiffeners, panel zone web
and the through-bolts for Tests 2 to 4. These specimens were tested in accordance with BS EN
10002 Part 1 [55] with a crosshead rate of 2mm/minute. The location of these tensile test specimens is
shown in Fig. 3.21. The results are given in Table 3.1.

Longitudinal test specimens were also taken from the beams and columns of Test No. 1; details are given
in [33].

The through-bolts used in the tests were 36 mm diameter Grade AlSl 4140 [86] bar, threaded with a
metric cut thread to AS 1275 [88]. Nominal mechanical properties of this bar in the as-supplied condition
are given in [89]; tested properties in Table 3.1.

3.2.3.2 Ring springs

A detailed description of the ring spring elements is given in [15]. Figs. 3.2 and 3.3 herein show cross-
sections through part of an assemblage; Figs. 3.10, 3.17 show the spring elements in position for tests 1 &
3, respectively.

Operating parameters for the ring spring assemblages used in these tests are as follows:

(1) For IesfNo. 7

wo concentnc assemblaoes were used. detarls are as follows
Inner

Assemblaqe
Outer

Assemblaqe
Combined

Assemblaqes
Element Type
l'lse

s" (mm)
k" (kN/mm)
Ro" (kN)
R, - (kN)

12,400
12
2.6
6.4

16,600
10
3.7
n-u ri g

150(t )

550
Note 1: The target value of R. = 426 kN could not be achieved because suitable hydraulic prestressing equipment was not available
at the time [33].
The key parameters calculated for this joint are given in Table 3.2.

(2) For Test Nos. 2 and 3

The outer assemblage from Test No. 1 was used; details are as follows:
Element Type 16600
Dr" 10
s" (mm) 3.7
k" (kN/mm) 9.5
Ro" (kN) 245
RL." (kN) 350

The key parameters calculated for this joint are given in Table 3.1.
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3.2.3.3 Belleville spnngs

Belleville springs are truncated conical washer-type elements that compress elastically. They can be
assembled in various ways, as described in [56], to generate elastically compressible elements.

The force-deflection characteristics required for Test No. 4 necessitated springs outside the standard
range as given in [56]. Hence a prototype assemblage, comprising nine elements arranged into three
sets, was recommended by the manufacturer, Solon Manufacturing Company, USA. Fig.3.22 shows the
layout of the assemblages used. The properties of each assemblage were as follows:

he set 3
s, (see Fig. 2.20)(mm) 4.45
s, (mm) 13.3
t" (element thickness)(mm) 6.48
k" (kN/mm) 26.2
R. (kN) 250
RL (kN) 349
OD (outer diameter)(mm) 1ZT
lD (inner diameter)(mm) 41.6

The Belleville springs were designed to give the assemblage a similar pre-tensioned force (Ro) and lockup
force (Rs) to the ring spring assemblage of Test Nos. 2. 3.

However, these springs are inherently much stiffer than the ring springs, which can be seen by comparing
k" for the two assemblages. They are also physically more compact, as can be seen by comparing Figs-.
3.17 and 3.18. This size comparison can best be seen by comparing the size of the bearing platato the
spring or washer assemblage. The same bearing plate was used in each test.

The Belleville springs are manufactured from ASTM 754 [57] high carbon steel, with fy,nom,nar =
1500 MPa and E = 206 GPa.

3.2.3.4 Concrete and slab reinforcement

Specified concrete strength, to NZS 3108 [5S], was f" = 25 Mpa at seven days for Test No. 2 and 28 days
for Test No. 3.

Two test cylinders were made for each test. Results of these tests were:

for Test 2t f" . specrrieo = 25 MPa; t . acruar = 32.1 + 1.1 MPa

for Test 3r f. 5pecrrieo = 25 MPa, fc , acruar = 34.3 + 1.0 MPa

The slab mesh reinforcement comprised D147 HRS mesh, consisting of 7.2 mm diameter deformed wires
at 300 centres. Material properties were:

fy, (0.2Yo proof stress) q85 MPa
fu S7S-TTIMPa
Elongation at fracture 2o/o

The slab mesh reinforcement was anchored behind the column to simulate continuity through to an
adjacent bay. This anchorage is shown in Figs 3.15, 3.16 and detailed in Appendix A.

3.2.3.5 Sfiearsfuds

Five 19 mm diameter headed shear studs, complying with NZS 3404 [34]Clause 13.3.2.1(a), were used in
each test, plus one set-up stud to prequalify the weld settings for placement.

The position of the studs is shown in Drawing S03, Appendix A. Mechanical property tests were not
undertaken on these studs, which were designed not to allow slip between slab and beam to occur and
were successful in achieving this.

Fig. 3.16 shows the decking and studs in place for Test No. 2.
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3.2.4 Design of Specimens

The design of each specimen is described in section 2.2 of 1161.

The design of specimen 2 is presented below; the same procedure was used to design specimens 3 and
4. The design of the bare steel joint (Test No. 1) is covered in [33].

3.2.4.1 Calculation of lesf 2 opening moment and actuator force

Key parameters for each of these joints are given in Table 3.2.

As shown in Fig. 3.5 and 3.12, the joint for Test Nos. 2 and 3 comprised four ring spring assemblages.

Each assemblage comprised a stack of '10 Type 16600 spring elements, as specified in [53]. Fig.3.3
shows the arrangement of the elements. The properties of an assemblage were as follows [16]:

r?=u = 10 (4 inner rings, 5 outer rings, 2 half rings) (3 1)
se = 3.7 (from [19]) (3 2)
Rr = 350 kN (from [19]) (3.3)

k" = *=#=e'46kN/mm (3'4)

where:
r'rsu = number of ring spring elements in a stack
se = maximum travel possible per spring element
R1 = lockup force in a spring assemblage
os"se = total displacement of assemblage from unloaded condition to lockup

For the joint configuration tested in tests 2-4 (see Fig. 3.6 and Appendix A), and taking the point of
compression contact as (t"o/2) from the edge of the endplate,

€sl.actual = 438 - 16 = 422 mm (3.5)

os2,acruar = 132 - 16 = 116 mm (3 6)

Mo = 2Ro (e"r + e"e) = 1.08 & (3 7)

where:
Ro = opening force (pretension force) in a spring assemblage
Mo = opening moment (as shown in Fig. 3.4)

The lockup force, R1, of a spring element is a function of the element type and set by the manufacturer.
They also recommend [53] that RJRL < 0.7 for long term pre-compression load. A target rotation from
opening to lockup of 2O-25 milliradians was sought. Working with the above parameters the design of the
test specimen 2 proceeded as follows:

& = 0.7R1," = 0.7 x 350 = 245 kN (3.8)

Mo = 1.0BRo = 265 kNm (3.9)

Fo " = actuator force to theoretically open joint (3.10)

Fo.^ = 26512.341 = 113 kN

where: 2.341 is the distance from the actuator centreline to the column face (see Drg. S01, Appendix
A).

3.2.4.2 Calculation of the loading regime parameters for Test 2

Refer to Fig. 3.6 in conjunction with the following calculations

(A) Calculation of actuator displacement, Ao, at Mo
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(41) Deflestiofl due to beam eJastic flexibility, fixed cantilever support

A - ct4'3
&,u. = ,fr = 4,1 mm F.11)

whefe:
Cr = 111-2 = factor from NZS 3404 Clause N1.1.2(a)(i) to aceount for the beam being integrally

cqnnected with the slab
E = 205,000 MPa
| = 477 x 10s mrna for the Fg0UBgA ftom [S9]l- = clear length of beam

(A2) Assessed rotation o{ joint at M. = 3.5 millhadians, using the procedure from [1S]. This accounts for
elastic lornt rstation and tlle frame tlexibitity.

(Ag) Expected actuator displacemeni at M" is:

& = 0.0035 x?3tl'l + 4.1 = 12,3 nrm g.1Z:)

(E} Caloulation of joint rotation at lockup

(Bl) Rotration of the endplate away from th-e eolumn face, 0. .

s' = sFring travel from ooening to lockup

= q59 
'?45 = 11,1mm (8.13)

9.46

(ts2) €1 = sTes = (11.1M22i x 103 = 2G mrad (g.14}

(C) Cateulatisn of [4r

(Cl ) Calculation of force in sprihg assemblbge no. 2 at joint lockup

Rrs? = 245 + 9.46 x 11.1x (e"le"r) = 274 kN (9.1S)

(CZ) Calculatisn of h4r-

Mt=.2x350x0.422+2x27:4x0"r116=35 kNm (3.16)

(Cts) Calculation of Gr.s = M/ M.
C1." = 359/264 = 1.36 (3.12)

(D) Calculation of actuator dlsplacrailieht, AL, at M1

(D1) Defleetisn dueto beam,elasticflqribility

AL,bu = 4.1 x 1.3.6 = 5.6 mm (9.1S)

(D:21 Ascessed rotation of joint & frame at lockup

0r-l = 3.5 x 1.36 = 4;8 rnrad (3.19)

(D3) Rotation of1'oint at loekup

0r. = Oui * 0L = 4.8 + 26 = 30.8 mrad (3.20)

(D4) Expected aotuatordisplacemenL As at Mq is

Ar_ = 30.8 x2..341+ 5.6 = 77 mm (9.21)
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The loading was force-controlled up to attainment of Mo, with an actuator force, Fo," = 113 kNm. In the
joint-open regimes, the loading was displacement-controlled. Cycles of loading to Ar-, 1.5Ar and 2.OAr
were applied; see section 3.2.6 for details.

The key parameters for each of the four joints tested are given in Table 3.1 . Section 3.4.1 and Appendix
B, and describe the representative frames designed for the 1995/1996 research, which involved the
analytical evaluation of expected frame performance. The joint size involved in these tests is
representative of one of the lower levels of this frame, in terms of the internal actions developed.

(E) The test rig is shown in Appendix A. lmportant points of the rig design were that:

(E1) The column is connected to the strong floor and strong wall with effective pin connections, as
shown in Fig. 3.15 and detailed in Appendix A.

(E2) The design of these components, plus the joint tension and compression stiffeners, was based on
the maximum actuator force, F."r." = 280 kN.

(E3) The RHS anchor for the slab mesh reinforcement, shown in Fig. 3.15, was designed to resist the
ultimate tension strength of the slab mesh reinforcement, representing this reinforcemenl in practice
being continuous past the joint into an adjacent bay.

(E4) The slab was designed as a solid concrete 120 mm thick slab, so as to represent the thickest floor
slab likely to be generally used in practice.

3.2.5 lnstrumentation

The instrumentation for Test No. 1 is detailed in [33]; that for the joint can be seen in Fig. 1.3 herein.

For Test Nos. 2-4, load cells in series with the jack provided loading data, while the portal frame
displacement transducers e, f (Fig. 3.23) positioned as shown in Fig. 3.24 provided information on
deformations.

The type of transducer used depended on the range of movement and resolution required. The majority
comprised portal (frame) gauge transducers, which record lateral displacement at the base of the portal
columns through measurement of the elastic strains induced by a uniform bending moment in the portal
gauge rafter. The portal gauge columns are effectively rigid; the portal gauge rafter is a thin sleel strip
which deforms elastically. See Fig. 3.23. The gauges are calibrated by recording the strains generated
for a known displacement at the base of the portal column.

The roles of the transducers shown in Fig. 3.24 were as follows:

(1) Transducers a and b measured relative vertical movement between the column legs and the floor.
There was one transducer at each location, positioned on the column centreline.

(21 Transducers c and d measured relative horizontal movement between the back face of the column,
at stiffener level, and the wall. There were two transducers at each location, one at each column
flange tip.

(3) Transducers e and f measured vertical displacement of the beam, relative to the floor, at the jack
point.

(4) Transducers g, h, i, j and k measured relative displacement between the inside face of the back
flange of the column and the jointfacing face of the endplate. These monitored the opening of the
endplate relative to the column. A pair of transducers was used at each location; giving one set
down each side of the connection.

(5) Transducer / measured horizontal movement between the slab top face and the column face. One
transducer was used, positioned on the centreline of the column. This transducer only produced
meaningful results up to joint lockup.

(6) Transducers m and n measured diagonal movement in the panel zone. A pair of transducers was
used at each location, giving one set on each side of the column.

(7) Load cells o and p measured the force developed in the twist restraint arms at the beam end.
These twist restraint arms are shown in Fig. 3.25.
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(8) Transducer q measured vertical displacement between the beam and the column. lt comprised one
transducer, located on the column centreline.

(9) The fourthrough-bolts, identified in Fig. 3.24 as A, B C and D. were strain gauged to record axial
forces in them. These strain gauges were calibrated to record the forces associated only with
elastic strains and hence over-recorded the forces in the bolts once bolt yielding commenced. This
is illustrated in the presentation and discussion of the test results in sections 3.2.7 and 3.2.8 herein.

3.2.6 Loading regime

The loading regime was tailored to the operating regime for the joint and varied from test to test in order to
answer questions in the next test raised from observed performance in the previous test. By the final test
on the Ring Spring Joints (Test No. 3) a recommended regime for testing this type of joint had been
established and is shown in Fig. 3.27.

3.2.6.1 Loading regime for Test no. 1

This comprised:

e 2 cycles to Mooun (Load controlled, Foo"n is the actuator force required)
r J cycles to 0.5 016"110 (Displacement controlled)
e J cycles to 1.5 O1o"xuo (Displacement controlled)
t 1.5 cycles to well beyond Orocr.up, limited by the displacement capacity of the jack (Displacement

controlled)

3.2.6.2 Loading regime for Test no. 2

o 4 cycles to Moo"n (Load controlled)
t { cycles lo e16"xuo (Displacement controlled)
c 2 cycles to 1.5 0;*1ro (Displacement controlled)
t 2 cycles to 2.0 e;o.*uo, (Displacement controlled)

The choices of four cycles and 2 cycles was driven by established convention. The aim with this type of
connection is to provide dependable performance at joint opening and at joint lockup, hence four cycles to
each these points were specified, following the philosophy of NZS 4203 [6] Part 2 Appendix C4.A.

The decision to undertake two cycles to each target displacement beyond lockup followed the established
New Zealand philosophy for determination of ductility capacity of a test specimen, where this is nol
known prior to testing. This involves two cycles to increasing levels of ductility demand, eg. as expressed
in Fig. a of [33].

The results from Test No. 2 showed that three cycles to each target displacement in excess of 016"1up

should be used. This is because the behaviour on the second cycle of the loading differs from the first,
while that of subsequent cycles closely follows the second cycle behaviour. Three cycles at a given level
of displacement (rotation) demand therefore illustrates the differences between the first and second cycles
and then shows whether the behaviour stabilises after the second cycle. (ln all cases, for the joints tested
in Test Nos. 3 and 4, it did).

In addition, it was desired to determine how the joint would behave when subjected to the opening
moment (which is considered broadly representative of the upper limit of serviceability seismic conditions)
once it had already been subjected to levels of displacement in excess of this.

These factors were incorporated into the loading regime for Test No. 3, as described in the next sub-
section. They were also incorporated into the establishment of loading regimes for the flange bolted joint
and sliding hinge joint experimental tests described in sections 4.3 and 5.3 herein.

3.2.6.3 Loading regime for Test no. 3

This is illustrated in Fig. 3.27. That test was taken through to 1.5 01o"1,p in order to allow the specimen to
be repaired for Test No. 4, using the Belleville springs.

The numerical values for the loading regrme paramerers shown in Fig. 3.27 are given in section 3.2.4.2
above.
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3.2.6.4 Loading regime for Test no. 4

As previously stated, Test No. 4 took place on the repaired joint from Test No. 3, with the ring springs
replaced by Belleville springs and new through-bolts used.

This meant thal the joint commenced rotation in the (open") condition, following the rotations imposed
from Test No. 3

Because the Belleville springs have a much greater post-opening compression stiffness and lower travel
than the ring springs (see k" for each in sections 3.2.3.2 and 3.2.3.3, respectively), it was not going to be
possible to directly compare the results of Test Nos. 3 and 4. lt was therefore decided to change the
loading regime in order to subject the bolts to a higher degree of yielding in the latter stages of the test
than had been possible in Test No. 3.

The loading regime adopted comprised:

(1) Three cycles to Moo.n (force controlled, with the jack force, Fo = 116 kN, corresponding to,

Mo = 264 kN).

(Because of the damage incurred in the previous test, the joint commenced visible rotation at Moo"n

= 103 kNm on the first cycle of loading).

(2) Two cycles to a jack displacement corresponding to developing the assessed yield force in the bolts
of the assemblage adjacent to the tension flange.

This yield force, N6,6, was assessed as 800 kN, via the following process:

Ar,6 = tensile stress area = 817 mm2

A length of the bolt shank was also turned down locally to provide a suitable surface for mounting
the strain gauges on. The properties of this turned down area are given by:

do..s = 32.93 mm

A"g.o = 852 mm?

Hence yielding will commence in the threads and also in the turned down region of the strain gauge.
Using the latter gives:

Ntty= Ass.6 fyr,acr = 708 kN (3.22)

ffl -- 831 MPa for Grade AlSl 4140 bar, using the experimentally recorded yield strength given in
Table 3.1

N,tr o = Ar.u (a.u"t = 678 kN (3.23)

As mechanical property tests were not undertaken on the through-bolts used for Test No. 4, the
results from the 4 tests on bolts recorded in Table 3.1 were used. These showed that bolt yielding
was expected at around 678 kN and that the maximum bolt force would be just over 800 kN.

However, because the bolt force being monitored was based on calibration of the strain gauges in
the elastic range, lhe beam tip displacement was therefore applied until a recorded bolt force of 800
kN was reached in the first bolt of assemblage no. 1. This, in theory, allowed for development of
0.1% plastic strain in the bolt.

Two cycles to Moo"n . (Force controlled, with the jack force, F"' = 116 kN).

Three cycles to a jack displacement of t 100 mm. (Displacement controlled)

Two cycles to Moo"n . (Force controlled, with the jack force, F)" = t16 kN).

(3)

(4)

u
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3.2.7 Experimental results

3.2.7.1 Scope and coverage of HERA Report R4-94 and relationship to this section

HERA Report R4-94 [16] presents the full experimental results for Tests 2, 3 and 4 and presents a
summary of Test 1.

This section repeats the summary of Test 1, which was outside the scope of work undertaken for this
thesis, but forms an integral part of the results.

It then presents key results only for Tests 2-4. In each instance, reference is made to the appropriate
section from [16] in which the full results are presented.

3.2.7.1 Resulfs for Test no. 1

The following details are taken principally from [33]

Fig. 3.11 presents the moment-rotation characteristics of this joint, showing both the externally apptied
moment at the column face (calculated as the jack force multiplied by the lever arm) and the internal
moment of resistance (calculated as the measured bolt tension forces multiplied by their lever arms from
the point of compression contact).

close agreement between the two is achieved in the joint-open regimes.

The joint commenced to open at an applied moment of around 170 kNm, slightly greater than the 154
kNm calculated. The joint behaviour was close to predictions, with the joint being considerably more
flexible than it should be in practice, due to the low level of bolt pre-tension possible in the test lab (see
t33l)

Post-lockup rotation caused yielding of the endplate under the bolt line adjacent to the compression
flange, as previously discussed and as shown in Fig. 3 10.

Bolt yielding did not occur, as evidenced by the linear relationship between bolt force of the tension side
assemblage and rotation up to the maximum rotation imposed (see Fig. 3.28). This is supported by the
fact that the force necessary to cause yielding in a pair of the 40 mm diameter Grade AlSl 4140 bolts
(2Nry.o = 1662 kN), exceeds the maximum recorded tension force in a pair of these bolts.

(N,,y,o = 838 kN for A".5 = 100gmm2 artd fyr,act = 831 Mpa)

lnelastic deformation in the joint in the post-lockup range involved an 8 mm dishing of the 20 mm thick
washers between the spring assemblies and the restraining nuts (details are shown in [33]), yielding of the
endplates, as previously discussed, a small local buckle in the compression flange of the beam and a 0.1
radian bend in one pair of through-bolts.

The local buckle in the compression flange occurred at an applied moment equal to 0.94 times the actual
section momenl capacity and is probably due to high localised compression forces due to the angle of
rotation of the beam, relative to the column, at that time of the test. Only the flange in compression it the
maximum imposed rotation of 0.12 radians showed this local buckle; the other flange, which is in
compression under the lower maximum imposed rotation of 0.068 radius, did not exhibit loCal buckling.

Visible endplate yielding was confined to the post-lockup rotation to the right (see Fig. 3.'10 for the sense
of this). This direction placed the inner (left hand) pair of bolts into maximum tension. The
commencement of endplate yielding is shown by the loss of bolt force in the right hand bolts, located over
the point of maximum yielding. The point at which this commenced is iOentifieO in Fig. 3.28 and the
maximum extent of endplate yielding is shown in Fig. 3.10.

Also, as shown in Fig. 3.10, there was no visible yielding in the column panel zone during this test. This is
consistent with the calculated moment capacity of the panel zone (see Table 3.2), exceeding the
maximum applied moment.

3.2-7.2 Key results for Test nos 2-4

For Test no. 2:

Fig. 3.29 shows the moment versus net rotation
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. Fig 3.30 shows the external moment (actuator force x lever arm) versus net rotation, and the
internal moment (calculated as the moment generated by the recorded bolt tension forces acting
about the point of compression contact).

. Fig. 3.31 shows the recorded bolt strains (multiplied by EA,,6 to give forces) versus joint rotation.

. Figs. 3.32 - 3.37 show photos of key stages of the test.

For Test no. 3:

. Fig. 3.38 shows the moment versus net rotation.

. Fig. 3.39 (a) and 3.39 (b) show the endplate shape at the end of each load cycle for the left hand
side of the joint.

. Fig. 3.40 shows the left hand side of the joint at the end of the first cycle to 1.5 01661,rp.

For Test no. 4:

. Fig. 3.41 shows the moment versus net rotation,

. Fig. 3.42 and 3.43 (b) show two views of the joint during the test.

The moments associated with end of elastic behaviour and the maximum recorded moments for tests 2 - 4
are shown in Table 3.3.

A much more comprehensive set of experimental test results is given in the following parts of [16]:

. ForTest No.2, Figs.3.4 to 3.18 present data and Figs 3.19 to 3.25 photos of keyaspects of joint
behaviour

o For Test No. 3, Figs. 3.26 to 3.47 present data, Figs 3.48 to 3.53 present photos
. For Test No.4, Figs. 3.44 to 3.66 present data, Figs 3.67 to 3.74 present photos

In each case, the data presented covers moment versus rotation, bolt forces, stiffener lengthening and
panel zone rotation, endplate shape in each cycle under peak negative moment, peak positive moment
and at the cycle end. The photos are a visual record through the test.

3.2.8 Discussion of results

3-2.8.1 Scope and coverage of HERA Report R4-94 and relationship to thr's section

Section 4 of HERA Report R4-94 [16] presents comprehensive discussion of the results, under the
following headings:

(1) performance of joint in the joint closed condition
(2) performance of joint at joint lockup position
(3) performance of joint beyond lockup
(4) influence of floor slab
(5) experimental performance measured againsl target performance criteria

This section presents a summary of the key aspects of that discussion under the same topic sub-
headings.

3.2.8.2 Pertormance of joint in the joint closed condition

When e.r, = 01e61up ond M" S Moo"n, the maximum rotation demand on the joint has not exceeded that
associated with the joint commencing to open.

The joint is designed to function as a rigid joint in this condition. lt achieves this, in that:

(1)The slab undergoes only hairline cracking (see Fig. 3.32) under negative moment and no cracking
under positive moment

(2)The bolt forces show effectively zero change from their initial level of pre-tension
(3)No visible or recorded changes to endplate shape occurs.

When 0.a, = 01661gp dnd M* s Mooen. the joint has previously undergone imposed rotation in excess of joint
lockup and is subsequently subjected to applied moment not exceeding that corresponding to the original
calculated opening moment.



This corresponds to the post-severe earthquake situation, where the joint has been subjected to rotations
up to or just exceeding lockup and is then intended to function as a rigid joint under subsequent moment
demand not exceeding the design opening moment, Mo,,"n.

For Test No. 1, all the components of the joint remained elastic at 0r", = 0r_ and it would be expected that
the subsequent joint stiffness for M* S Moo.n would not have significantly changed. This expectation was
not able to be tested, however, because the bolts could not be pre-tensioned to their design pre-tension
level, due to lack of suitable hydraulic tightening equipment, as described earlier.

The joints in Test Nos. 2 and 3 showed evidence of inelastic response. This can be seen in the
degradation of the moment-rotation curves (eg. Fig. 3.38, in which there were four cycles to lockup)and in
the ongoing deformation of the endplate (see Fig. 3.39a cycles 5-8). Significant slab cracking occurred
under peak negative moments, with fracture of the mesh reinforcement passing over the crack line.

It was expected that these changes would "soften" the joint at subsequent loading to Moo"n and this was
examined directly in Test Nos. 3 and 4, by means of load-controlled cycles to Moo"n following the
displacement-controlled cycles to lockup and beyond. Fig. 3.27 shows the cycles applied in Test No.
3; these are termed Open'and Open".

The extent of joint softening in Test No. 3 is shown in Fig. 3.38 and more clearly in Fig. 3.27 of [16], which
gives the separate moment-rotation curves for each cycle of loading.

In terms of the rotational stiffness, k, = 0.31k" and ke = 0.16 t<n.

This loss in stiffness is due to a combination of endplate distortion and bolt yielding; visually the influence
of each is very slight, however their combined effect is to reduce the opening moment following previous
cycles to joint lockup.

One of the principal causes of the ongoing degradation was pieces of concrete dropping into the gap
between the endplate and column flange under negative moment (see an example in Fig 3.33), then
becoming crushed under subsequent moment reversal leading to a pushing apart of the two surfaces and
local deformation of the thinner column flange. Fig. 3.a0 shows the outcome of this for Test No. 3 at cycle
13.

3.2.8.3 Pertormance of the joint at joint lockup position

The following is a short summary of section 4.3 of [16].

These ring spring type joints are designed to reach lockup under the maximum rotation typically expected
from severe seismic conditions.

The net lockup rotation of 26 milliradians (mrads) calculated for Test Nos. 2 and 3 (see Table 3.2)
represents an appropriate value for this purpose The lockup rotation of Test No. 1, 0r_ = 56 mrads, is too
high and resulted from the inability to fully pre-tension the bolts prior to testing. The value of e;_ = 9 mrads
for Test No. 4 is too low and represents the fact that the Belleville Spring assemblages were too elastically
stiff for this application (although that could be overcome, in practice, byadding moie sets of springs).

The discussion on joint performance and beyond lockup is based on the observed performance of Tests 2
and 3. In terms of the overall joint performance, the moment-rotation characteristics of the joints are
shown in Figs. 3.29 (Test No. 2) and 3.38 (Test No. 3) respectively. Features to note are:

The first cycle to Ons (negative rotation) generated a significantly greater moment than did
subsequent cycles. The reason for that was the contribution of the slab mesh reinforcement, the
majority of which fractured during this cycle and so gave a one-off contribution to joint strength.

The first cycle to epl (positive rotation) generated a significantly greater moment than did
subsequent cycles. The cause of this was the slab, which had opened on the previous half cycle of
negative rotation, resisting closing and so raising the point of compression force contact under
positive rotation.

This slab influence persisted in later cycles of loading, but with diminishing effect.

On second and subsequent cycles of loading to O1o"xup, the moment-rotation characteristics became
stable and repeatable and the influence of the ring springs on the hysteresis curve was shown,
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especially under positive rotation. This can be seen by comparing the shape of the hysteresis curve
in Figs. 3.29 and 3.38 with that of Fig. 3.11.

4. The joint response was slightly asymmetrical (between negative and positive curvature) due to the
influence of the floor slab.

The ring springs showed no sign of permanent damage or distortion. They were able to accommodate
significant changes of angle of the through-bolts (see eg. the left hand assemblage in Fig. 3.10) without
distress.

The bolts remained elastic to lockup.

The endplate undenrvent a small amount of yielding in each cycle to lockup; the change in shape on the
left hand side is shown in Figs. 3.39a Cycles 5-8. The plastic deformation is represenied by the idealised
yieldline pattern shown on the left hand side of Fig. 3.12.

The effect of pieces of concrete falling into the gap between endplate and column and subsequently
pushing the two surfaces apart is shown in Fig. 3.39a cycles 7-8.

Minor yielding of the panel zone occurred; this was recorded and is noted in [16] but was not visible.
Otherwise the beam and column remained elastic, both visually and as indicated by the transducer
recorclers.

3.2.8.4 Pertormance of the joint beyond lockup

All the trends exhibited up to lockup continued beyond lockup to an increasing extent. Details in regard to
each component are given in section a.a of [16].

The moment was greatest when on the first cycle of rotation to a level in excess of that previously
imposed, then the moment-rotation characteristics stabilised on second and subsequent cycles of loading
to the same imposed rotation fiack displacement).

Minor inelastic action occurred in the panel zone.

A comparison of the experimental and calculated values of panel zone capacity is given through
comparing the calculated values in Table 3.2 with the experimentally recorded moments in Table 3.3.
From this it can be seen that using the beam depth, d6, to determine the design shear force on the panel
zone (ie. Equation 12.9.5.2(1) from NZS 3404 [34]) is unconservative, ie. it will underestimate the actual
panel zone shear force across the panel zone.

The mechanism of transfer of the moment-induced tension and compression actions across the joint, or a
beam on one side only, is illustrated in Fig. 3.6. The lever arm between the lines of action of these
internal forces is effectively halved.

This can and should be accounted for by using 0.5 db in place of d6 in Equations 12.9.5.2(1) and
12.9.5.3(5) of NZS 3404 [16] when undertaking a panel zone check of a ring spring joint with a beam on
one side only.

For a joint with beams on both sides, d6 should be used, because the lever arm will be between the two
points of compression contact, as for a conventional joint.

3.2.8.5 lnfluence of the floor slab

The floor slab exerts a considerable influence on the response of the joint. Details have been presented
in the above sections and in [16]and can be summarised as follows:

(1) The floor slab causes some asymmetry in the response for each direction of rotation (ie. positive
and negative)

(2) The energy absorption on second and subsequent cycles of loading to a given rotation is reduced
from that available on the first cycle, although the moment reached on the second and subsequent
cycles to the same magnitude of rotation is the same as on the first cycle (ie. energy
absorption decreases, but the flexural strength for a given maximum imposed rotation does not
decrease).
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(3)

(4)

(5)

Once the joint has undergone one rotation to near lockup, its flexural stiffness for subsequent lesser
rotations is quite significantly reduced. This has the effect of reducing the moment at which the joint
will open in subsequent earthquakes, which lowers the threshold of structural damage in
subsequent minor events following a severe earthquake.

The self-centering ability of the joint is reduced by the presence of the floor slab under both positive
and negative rotation, however it is still reasonably good in that regard and remains considerably
better than the self-centering ability of a conventional rigid joint.

The slab increases the strength available from the joint, for a given rotation, especially under
positive rotation (slab in compression).

The extent of this strength enhancement can be quantified, for design purposes, utilising the data
derived from Test Nos.2 and 3. The derivation of this is given on pages 130 and 131 of [16]. The
dependable strength of the concrete slab at lockup, where the concrete is cast up against the
column flanges, is given by:

R"on" = 0.55 f" b"on"l"on.

where:
0.55 = qx0.g5

(3.24)

(3.2s)

Q = 0.65 from NZS 3101 [60]
b"on" - 2b.
b" = width of column flange
t"on" = effective thickness of concrete slab, determined from NZS 3404. Clause '10.1.2.5.1 .

The additional design moment, qMaod.pL is given by:

QMaoo,pL = Rcon" (fo - O.sf"onc)

where:
t = overall slab thickness

The results of the experimental tests (on all the large scale joints tested, not just the RSJ) showed
that the compression load path from the slab into the column is equally effective whether the
concrete is cast against the front flange or not (ie a pocket left in front of the front flange, as shown
in Fig. 4.47. This makes the development of R.on. effectively independent of the column flange out of
plane bending strength.

For design or analysis purposes, the nominal value of f" is used to generate qMaoo,pL and this
moment is added to QMpr. Fig. 3.44 shows the internal actions associated with the concrete slab
influence under positive rotation and moment.

The floor slab suffered considerable cracking under negative imposed rotation. The width of cracking
observed at the beam centreline was in accordance with predictions based on rigid body rotation of the
beam aboutthe point of compression contact (see Fig.3.6). ForTest Nos. 2and1, this corresponded to
13-15 mm of crack opening at joint lockup under negative rotation.

The effects of this have been previously discussed and can be summarised as follows:

(i) The reinforcement running across this crack will yield and initially contribute to the moment capacity
developed in the connection. This contribution will, however, be short-lived and variable, as cold
formed mesh reinforcement will fracture, and deformed bar reinforcement is likely to buckle on
reversing loading rather than compress.

(ii) A "flashing" would be needed over the top of the endplate, and attached to the column flange, to
prevent concrete fragments falling down the gap between the endplate and column flange and
interfering with the joint closing under load reversal.

(iii) The spacing between columns effectively lengthens during earthquake - induced rotation by the
amount of the slab crack width under tension moment. While this lengthening effect will largely
return to zero at the end of strong ground motion, its influence, especially over a multi-bay frame,
may be undesirable.



3.2.8.6 Experimental pertormance measured against target pertonnance criteria

These criteria are listed in section 2.4.2herein.

(1) With regard to the design ultimate limit state earthquake(see section 2.a3(\):

(i) No inelastic demand in the beams is met.

(ii) Minimal inelastic demand in the column bases will be met if either a nominal pin joint or a ring
spring joint at the column base (see section 3.5.2) is employed.

(iii) Permanent damage in the joints generated by bolt or endplate yielding can be suppressed,
however the slab damage is unavoidable and is a significant drawback to meeting the target
criteria for reparability.

(iv) To keep the column panel zone elastic, for joints with beams on one side only, will require the
design modification recommended in section 3.2.8.4.

(v) (v) and (vi) These will realistically be met.

(2) With regard to the maximum considered earthquake (see section 2.a.3Q\:

(i) Negligible inelastic demand in the beams will be met.

(ii) Column base inelastic demand will be able to be dependably resisted, based on the rotation
demand expected from [15] and summarised in section 3.4.3. herein, especially if a nominal
pin joint or a ring spring joint is used.

(iii) Joint failure will be dependably suppressed with the design concept and procedures
developed, based on the tested performance of these joints when compared with the rotation
demand expected from section 3.4.3.

(iv) Designing the panel zones for the desired level of strength is straightfonvard, provided that
the design modification given in section 3.2.8.4 used.

(v) This will realistically be met.

3.2.9 Development of analytical moment-rotation models

In order to determine the seismic response of the perimeter MRSF system incorporating these semi-rigid
joints, analytical models were developed for use in the numerical integration time-history programme
RUAUMOKO [13]. Details of these models are presented in HERA Report R4-88 [15], with a brief
summary in section 3.4 herein.

Fig. 1.8 shows the model developed (termed the complex model [15]). In this the ring spring joints are
modelled as rotational springs and the panel zones are also modelled as separate rotationalsprings.

A full description of the analytical modelling is given in section 6.3 of [15], with a summary in section 3.4.2
herein.

One important purpose of the experimental testing was to test the adequacy of the theoretical moment-
rotation models developed and used in [15]and to propose any changes required. These evaluations are
covered in section 5.2 of [16] for the bare steel beam to column joint and section 5.3 of [16] for the joint
incorporating the floor slab.

The bare steel model uses the existing hysteresis model from RUAUMOKO [13]. This is IHYST = 18 and
its shape is shown in Fig. 3.45. lt gives a good representation of the experimentally recorded moment-
rotation characteristics (compare the shape of the curve shown in Fig. 3.45 with the experimental curve
from Tesl No. 1 in Fig. 3.11).

The concrete floor slab exerts such a significant influence on the joint response that a new analytical
moment-rotation curve was required for the beam to column joint incorporating a floor slab. lt was
developed based around the observed moment-rotation characteristics recorded experimentally and
written as a Visual Basic program in Excel. lt uses input values of rotation and calculates the appropriate
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moment. Fig. 3.46 shows the analytical moment-rotation curve for Test No. 2; compare with the
experimental curve in Fig. 3.29. Good agreement between the two was obtained.

The Visual Basic routine is given in Appendix C of [16] Because of the decision not to recommend use of
ring-spring joints in the building superstructure, for the reasons given in section 9.2.11 herein, the routine
is not included in this thesis. However, the same procedure was subsequently used to generate the
analytical moment-rotation curve for the Sliding Hinge Joint (SHJ), details of which are given in section 5.5
and Appendix D herein.

The bare steel model developed has relevance to the ring spring joints at the column bases and hence
details of it are presented in section 3.2.10.

3-2.10 Analytical moment-rotation model developed for the bare steel ring spring joint

The ring spring hysteresis model in RUAUMOKO t13l is based on a bi-directional moment-rotation curve
with the characterislics shown in Fig. 3.4 for each quadrant. Comparing Fig. 3.4 with the experimentally
obtainedmoment-rotationcurveforTestNo. l,seeFig.3.ll,showsthatthisrepresentation is accurate,
provided that appropriate values of the input variables are used. Section 5.2 of [16] presents details of
this model for use either in a bare steel beam to column joint or at a column base. 

- 
bnly the latter are

given below:

On the basis of the experimental tests, these variables are determined as follows:

1. Mo and ML

These should be taken as 1.05 times the theoretically calculated values determined using section 3.5.2
herein; see equations 3.42.1 and 3.42.2.

2. Initial stiffness in joint closed condition, k

Al represents the squashing of the material under the point of compression contact when Mo is
attained. As shown in the column base configuration (Fig. 3.47), this will be squashing of the steel
baseplate. The value will be very small and is likely to be similar to the shortening across the column
that occurred in the ring spring joints when the spring assemblages were pretensioned. As shown in
Fig. 3.39a Cycles 1-4, this is where the 0.1 mm is derived.

3. Reduction factor for slope of upper loading line (see Fig. 3.4)

As the two quadrants are equal, knsn = kp5n = ksn

k - MJqo

where:
0o = Al/(db-trb)
Al = 0.1 mm
du,ttu = incoming section depth, flange thickness

k.,. - 1'15(ML-Mo)

el - oo

where:

0r- = as given by equation 3.14

fsh = krhlk

4. Reduction factor for slope of the steep unloading line

(3.26)

(3.27)
(3.28)

(3.2e)

(3.30)

r,s = 1.0 (3.31)

This recommendation is based on the use of the ring springs at the column base and determined from
Test No. 1. As shown in Fig. 3.11, the stiffness of the upper unloading line is the same as the elastic
stiffness.
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5. Reduction factor for slope of the lower unloading line

lnul= lprl= lul

From lhe experimental tests (see Fig. 3.11), an appropriate value is given by.

lut = 0.32f"6

6. DXtNtT

(3.32)

This is a dimensionless value required by [13] to define the intersection point of the initial loading line
and the lower unloading line. lt uses the original definition of KLOOP as defined in [13.2] and is given
by:

(3.33)

This bare steel model represents closely the actual moment-rotation curve up to lockup, which is the
operating range for the ring spring joint when used at the column base.

3.2.11 Benefits and shortcomings of the ring spring joints

Based on the experience from the four large-scale tests, the benefits and shortcomings of the ring spring
joints can be summarised as follows:

(1) The ring spring assemblages themselves are well suited to the inelastic demands of seismic
loading, maintaining their performance under repeated simulated severe seismic loading.
Furthermore the proprietary range of spring elements available would cover the full range of typical
building applications. They are robust and, provided they are protected from corrosion in external or
wet internal environments, they will maintain their performance for the expected life of the building.

(2) Four ring spring assemblages are required per joint. The components alone for these will cost
between $1000 to $2500 per joint, making them a relatively expensive item.

(3) Placing and pretensioning the ring spring assemblages in a horizontal position at the elevation
required for typicaljoint is challenging and time-consuming.

Placing and pretensioning the ring spring assemblages vertically, at ground or floor level (see Fig.
1.3 and Fi1.3.47 for examples), would be a much more straightforward operation.

(4) The experimental moment-rotation behaviour of the ring spring joint between a bare steel beam and
column is stable, symmetrical and exhibits a high degree of energy absorption.

(5) The inclusion of a floor slab across the joint diminishes the effectiveness of the ring spring
behaviour and the overalljoint behaviour.

(6) The nature of the joint behaviour, when supporting a floor slab, means that the slab will suffer
considerable damage, even when the joint operates in the elastic range (up to joint lockup).

On the basis of these benefits and shortcomings, the decision was made, in late 1997, to limit the ring
spring joint use to the column bases of MRSFS. Such use will require a special steel shoe seating detail
(see Fig. 3.47). The design procedure for this application is given in section 3.5.2.

3.3 Post Tensioned Tendon Joints

3.3.1 Concept and postulated moment-rotation behaviour of the post-tensioned tendon joints

This concept involves simply post-tensioning the beams against the columns, using a pair of conventional
post-tensioning bars, as are used in post-tensioned concrete construction. The concept was first
presented in HERA Report R4-87 [14]. A detailed design model, design procedure and postulated
moment-rotation behaviour were developed in 1997 and are presented in HERA Report R4-BB [15].

Fig. 3.48 shows the components and the configuration of the post-tensioned tendon joint (PTJ). Fig.
3.49 shows the internal actions when at the point of opening under negative moment.
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Fig. 3.50 shows the postulated moment-rotation curve for the design modet developed in section 5.2 ot
t1sl.

Figs. 3.51 to 3.56 show the postulated condition of the joint going through a cycle of negative rotation.

Fig. 3.57 shows the elevation of a system designed as the starting point for a proposed large-scale
experimental test programme.

Like the RSJ, the PTJ was envisaged to have four regimes of behaviour. These are:

(1) The joint c/osed condition

In this condition, the applied moment M* is less than the clamping force exerted by the tendon, so
the beam endplate remains clamped to the column. Fig. 3.51 shows the internal actions when the
joint is at the point of opening.

(2) The joint open condition, prior to lockup

As the applied moment (or enforced rotation) increases, the joint commences to rotate about the
centroid of the compression flange. This stretches the post-tensioning tendons, increasing the
tension force in them. They are designed to remain in the elastic range so that their increase in
length is recovered on unloading.

The tendon tension force and hence the joint moment increases, with increasing rotation.

The joint open condition at tockup

The rate of increase in moment with increasing rotation, resulting from elongation in the tendons,
was found [15] to be relatively low. For this reason, a pair of locking bars were proposed at the top
and bottom of the joint. As shown in Fig. 3.48, these would be installed with a preset clearance
corresponding to the desired lockup rotation.

When the joint opens sufficiently that the clearance gap for the bars on the tension side is reached,
the joint is locked up. This is shown in Fig 3.52.

The joint open condition beyond lockup

The design model (section 5.2.3 of [15]) was based on elastic stretching of the lockup bars on the
tension side (Fig. 3.53), followed - with increasing rotation - by endplate deformation.

On unloading, the deformed endplate would contact the column flange and, as the direction of
rotation reversed, it was intended (see section 5.2.3 of [15]) to proportion the components so that
either the endplate deformation was flattened or the column flange deformed slightly to maintain
conlact between them. This concept is shown in Fig. 3.56.

The postulated moment-rotation curve is shown in Fig. 3.50.

The PTJ design model was developed prior to the large scale experimental testing being undertaken on
the ring spring joints with floor slab (Test Nos. 2-4). As previously explained, the negative influence of the
floor slab on the ring spring joint was significantly greater than anticipated and the same negative
influences could be expected in the PTJ. Furthermore, serious practical problems with designing a
workable PTJ system using l-section beams were encountered when attempting design of the system
shown in Fig. 3.57.

3.3.2 Practical problems encountered with designing a workable post-tensioned tendon joint

In November '1997. design commenced on the two post-tensioned joints for the 1997/g8 experimental
tests, to be undertaken on a similar large-scale system to that used for Test Nos. 2-4 (ie. the set-up shown
in Fig. 3.15).

Fig' 3.49 shows the internal actions required to be developed in the tendon joint to resist applied bending
moment sufficient to cause the joint to commence opening. The lever arm between the lines of action of
the internal compression and tension force in the open tendon joint is considerably less than that available
for the ring-spring joint. (This can be seen by comparing er in Fig. 3.49 with €51 ?rd ee in Fig. 3.6). For a
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given applied moment, M*, it means that the required tension force in the pair of tendons, to resist this

momenl, is considerably higher than that required within the ring springs. Furthermore, in the tendon joint,

this tension force in the tendon must be balanced by a compression force in the beam, which, once the
joint commences to open, must flow through the point of compression contact between the beam and

the column (eg. the compression side shown in Fig. 3.49) back to the dead end anchorage.

Fig. 3.50 shows a theoretically derived moment-rotation curve for one of the tendon joints previously

designed. Following the design procedure developed in [15], a pair of tendons were sized to generate a
similar opening momenl and increase in moment from opening to lockup (see points 1-2 in Fig. 3.50) as

was developed by the ring spring joints tested in 1996/97.

The design/design check on the joint components then commenced. This showed that the beam flange

on the compression side (see Fig. 3.49) had insufficient compression capacity to resist the tension tendon

forces at the lockup moment and would need plating to develop the required capacity. Further evaluation

showed that this plating would be required over the full length of the beam in the experimental test and, in
practice, would be expected to be needed between the points of anchorage of the tendons. Because of

ihe cyclic nature of seismic loading, this would be required to both flanges. A typical anticipated tendon

deployment is shown in Fig. 3.57; the required extent of plating would add considerable extra expense.

Additional force in the compression flange at the connection would be generated by engagement of the

lockup bar on the tension side of the joint, when the rotation exceeded that associated with lockup (eg.

between points 2 and 4 in Fig. 3.50), and this would need additional plating to resist it.

Experience gained with constructing the experimental ring spring joints also showed that the installation

and post tensioning of the tendons would not be straightforward in the laboratory and would be

considerably more difficult on site, to the extent that it is hard to envisage the successful design and

construction of a MRSF using semi-rigid tendon joints, in practice.

Finally, there were issues with the beams forcing the frames apart under rotation, effective anchorage of

the tendons, compression across the joint panel zone and performance in fire that would need to be

addressed in developing a successful PTJ.

For these reasons, the use of PTJ with proprietary l-section beams, eg. as specified in [45, 46, 59] was

not considered a practicable proposition to develop further. Instead, a new concept - the Flange Bolted

Joint - was proposed and a design procedure for this postulated in late '1997/early 1998. That joint and

the Sliding Hinge Joint (SHJ) became the main focus of the research from 1998 onwards.

3.4 Brief Summary of Analytical Modelling Undeftaken

3.4.1 Design of representative frames

Analytical modelling was undertaken in order to determine how well the frame designs met

target performance requirements. The process was iterative, involving several cycles

design/analysis/evaluation/design modification.

The first step was to design representative frames.

A floor plan of the representative building and the basic design data used are shown in Fig. 3.58. The 35

m x 21 m footprint of the building is representative of a medium size commercial building.

The building is supported laterally by a perimeter frame along each wall. Each perimeter frame is 3 bays

wide, comprising three beams and four columns in plan. Beams A1-81, E1-F1, A5-85 and E5-F5

are designed as simply supported to avoid concurrent seismic actions on the corner columns.

The dead load is representative of a composite steel flooring system of the type shown therein, supported

on steel secondary beams. Suitable allowance was made for services, floor coverings, suspended

ceilings and partitions. Also allowed for is the cladding self-weight, represented as a line load around the
perimeter of the building.

The basic design live load, Qp, is chosen at higher than the recommended minimum specified value for

offices from NZS 4203 [6], consistent with recommended design practice. The use of the live load area

reduction factor, ry,, is in accordance with NZS 4203 [6]'

A preliminary design procedure for the frames incorporating the ring spring and post-tensioned tendon
joints was developed in 1996/1997 and is presented in section 4.3.1 of HERA Report R4-88 [15]. Based

on meeting the strength and stiffness requirements of NZS 4203, member sizes were selected for the
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representative frames in a low seismic hazard region (Auckland) and a high seismic hazard region
(Wellington). The member sizes selected are shown in Fig. 3.59 for the former ind Fig. 3.60 for the latter.

The basic floor plan and floor loading were used in all subsequent numerical integration time history
(NITH) analyses.

Because neither of the two joint systems researched in [15] proved suitable for use in the building
superstructure, details of the frame design are nol included herein. They can be read in section 4.3.1 ot
[15], with a copy of the spreadsheet output for one design shown in Appendix A of [15].

3.4.2 Scope of analytical modelling undertaken

3,4.2-1 Computer program used

The computer program RUAUMOKO [13] was used for the numerical integration time-history analyses
undertaken. This program is designed to produce a step by step time-history response of a non-linear,
two dimensional framed structure to an input ground acceleration, or a force excitation, which varies with
time. The program also calculates the natural periods/frequencies of vibration of the elastically
responding structure, for the specified number of modes of vibration, and the modal participation factors.
It produces similar results to the most commonly used program of this type internationally, namely DRAIN-
2D [61].

The principal advantage of using RUAUMOKO for this project lay in the wide range of joint cyclic moment-
rotation curves which could be input into the program and the ease with which new curves could be
added, or with which two or more existing curves could be combined to generate a new curve, with the
desired characteristics.

Another advantage of RUAUMOKO lay in its excellent on-screen graphical output, which allowed the
displaced shape and pattern of inelastic demand to be viewed at specified time-steps throughout the
analysis. Results were also available in printed graphical form, which could be exported into a
spread-sheeugraphical program such as EXCEL, or into a printed output file.

3.4.2.2 Scope of modelling work reported in Ra-Sg [15]

Section 6 of [15] describes the analytical modelling of the representative frames containing RS & pTJ
joints. This covers:

o modelling of the seismic-resisting systems
. beam and joint modelling
r selection and scaling of earthquake records
r selection of time step

Section 7 of [15] describes the results from the over 100 runs on the representative 5 storey frames.
These cover:

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

a

rotation demand on the joints
rotation demand on the panelzones
rotation demand on the column bases
lateral deflection of frames
effect of joint lockup
effect of different damping ratios
comparison of Auckland (low) and Weltington (high) frame performance
comparison of spring and tendon system performance
influence of concurrent vertical and horizontal earthquake actions
demand on columns and column splices
seismic base shears and moments oenerated

Because neither joint system was finally recommended for use in a MRSF superstructure and because of
subsequent changes to the procedure for selecling and scaling earthquake records, only key details of the
analytical modelling on the RS and PTJ systems are presented herein. These details are taken from [15,
221.
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3.4.3 Key details from the analytical modelling

Eight representative five storey fames were developed. These incorporated the following variables:

(1) Difference in seismicity of design location (Auckland, Wellington)
(2) Difference in base fixity (pinned, fixed)
(3) Difference in frame stiffness (beam and column sizes)
(4) Difference in joint stiffness under load

These frames were subjected to five sets of earthquake records, scaled to match the seismicity of the
design location (Auckland or Wellington). These records included:

. One (Tarzana 1994) representative of very stiff soils, as defined by NZS 4203 - horizontal and
vertical records used

. Three (EL Centro 1940, Newhall 1994, Hall 1995) representative of intermediate soils - horizontal
and vertical records used

. One (Bucharest 1977) representative of flexible soils - horizontal record only used

Over one hundred analysis runs using RUAUMOKO [13] were undertaken on these frames, in order to
build up a detailed understanding of the performance of each system (ie. ring spring and tendon) under a
range of earthquake conditions. The following parameters were determined:

o Rotation demand on the semi-rigid joints
r Rotation demand on the column bases
r Rotation demand on the panel zones
r Lateral deflection of the frames
. Influence of frame stiffness on seismic response
. Influence of seismic zone
r Influence of P -Aeffects
r Effect of base fixity
. Effect of simultaneous vertical and horizontal earthquake action
. Self-centering ability following an earthquake
r Demand on column splices
. Upper limit on seismic actions on the columns
. Influence of elastic viscous damping

Selected results are given in Figs 3.61 to 3.68. Figs. 3.63 to 3.68 show the peak demand (rotation,
deflection) for each run and the nature of response (elastic or inelastic) in each instance.

The identification details and relevant data for the reported analyses are given in Figs. 3.61 and 3.62.

Fig. 3.61 gives the location of the variables reported in the subsequent figures, while Fig. 3.62 lists the
principal parameters associated with each run and the method of identification (name of run).

Results for two of the five earthquake records only are given herein. The Newhall record generates the
most severe response from the intermediate soil type events. The Bucharest record contains one
acceleration pulse with a period closely matching the inelastic first mode period of the frames, generating
maximum lateral movement in the frames.

In general, the results indicate that the target performance criteria given earlier are reasonably well
achieved, even under the most severe conditions.

Particular points of interest are as follows:

(1) The variation in post-lockup behaviour of the ring spring joint has only a minor influence on frame
response.

(2) The influence of foundation fixity is considerably greater.

(3) The frames with the tendon joints exhibit only slightly greater peak response values (rotation,
deflection) than those with the ring spring joints. However, their dynamic response shows a greater
higher mode influence, which is reported in [15].
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(4) The variation in post-opening stiffness in the frames with tendon joints has only a minor influence on
frame response.

3.5 Conclusions From The First Two Joint Systems Researched

3.5.1 General

The first two joint systems researched, from 1995 to 1997, were the ring spring joint (RSJ) and the posf
tensioned tendon joint (PTJ). Also included in these studies was the overall feasibility of using semi-rigid
joints in moment-resisting steel framed seismic-resisting systems (MRSFs)

The principal conclusions from this research were:

(1) The semi-rigid joint concept for MRSFs is feasible and has appreciable design and construction
advantages over rigid MRSFs, especially MRSFs using t-section beams and l-section columns.

(2) For semi-rigid joints between beams and columns, where the beams support a concrete floor slab,
this will exert a significant influence on the joint behaviour and needs to be included in experimental
testing.

(3) The ring spring joints (RSJs) are viable solutions at the base of columns, but not for beam to
column connections in the superstructure. especially where a concrete slab is present.

(4) The post tensioned tendon joint (PTJ) is not a practicable option for MRSFs with l-section beams
and l-section columns.

3.5.2 Design procedure for ring spring joints at the column bases of MRSFs

The steps are as follows (read in conjunction with Fig. 3.47):

step 1: Determine design moment, maximum moment and value of c1.

Mcorumn,Ep = 0.5V1h"o1ln.or - O.sNc*eu4or (3.34)

where:
V1 = design seismic base shear on the system (for p6"",nn)
NG*eu = design axial compression force on column from G,eu at base
h.or = height of bottom storey
flcor = number of columns in the seismic-resisting system
dcor = column depth
(This equation is based on the base shear being evenly distributed between all the columns in the
seismic-resisting system and the point of contraflexure being at mid-height of the column).

D. M column.Eyrr^_ =------ 13.351P's 2(e", + e". )

Mcotu.n. mu, = lesser of (1) and (2)

(1) 0.5Vsp*r, h.o1/n"o; - O.SNc*or44

(21 1.180M,, l''-I^ ^ '\ o*",J'oM"

(3.36)

t^ M 
"olu^u.*t"v, = 

- 

(3.32)' M *tu*n. Er,,

Step 2: Choose the extent of joint rotation in the joint open mode.

This is taken as 25 milliradians, being a maximum demand at the column base as shown by the numerical
integration time history studies undertaken for the FBJ and SHJ systems (sections 4.6 and 5.7 herein).

step 3: calculate the target maximum force in assemblage no. 1 at spring lockup
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Rro.xrp." = CLR;." (3.38)

Step 4: Calculate the target stiffness for the pair of spring assemblages on the tension side of the beam
(ie. assemblage number 1 in Fig. 3.47).

. (c, -1).R:"
ket = 

o o; (e*frJ (3'3e)

Step 5: Calculate the expected average total travel for the spring assemblage from the unloaded position
to the fully compressed (lockup) position.

Step 6: Using the range of proprietary closed spring elements available from [53], generate a spring
assemblage for which:

(1) (n"" .s" ) ) sr".",r.unu (3.41.1)

Dr \lockuo.e
St,e,averaqe

- Ke1

(2) Rp." = Rp,,

(3) 8o"kup,u = Rn"rup."

D.(4) k"1 = i+qTe = k;1
Dr.St

(3.40)

(3.41.2)

(3.41.3)

(3.41.4)

(5) 
[{n""."" 

) * ],",. 
- o.oru 

".,
(3.41.5)

(6) In any assemblage which comprises more than one stack of elements, minimise the difference in
unloaded stack height between each stack.

(7) ln any assemblage which comprises more than one stack of elements, ensure that the smaller stack
can fit inside the larger stack when the assemblage is fully compressed
ie. D2,.r61s", ( dz, r",s", (see Fig. 3.3 (b)).

Notation for steps 1-6:

R;." = design level of pretensroning force in each spring assemblage

€sr, €s2 = lever arms, as defined in Fig. 3.47
Ctockrp." = as defined in step 1

Rt"iup.u = as defined in step 3

k"l = as defined in step 4

s,,"."uur.g" = as defined in step 5

r"u = number of spring elements in a stack (see Fig. 3.3(a))

se = maximum travel possible per spring element (see Fig. 3.3(a))

Ro.* = final pretensioning force in each assemblage

Rrockrp,e = rate maximum compression force, from [53], for the fully compressed assemblage

k.r = as defined in steP 6 (4)

Dz,d, = as defined in Fig- 3.3 (b)

Satisfying step 6 will involve trialand error in formulating appropriate stacks of ring spring elements.

Step 7: Having selected appropriate ring spring assemblages, determine Moo.n," and M1o"1ro,, from:
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Moo"n." = ZRp.. (e.r + erz)

Mo"kup.s = 2Rtoctrp.e (€rt + €"2)

Step 8: Determine the required endplate thickness
occurring.

Calculate the limiting thickness required, t;p.y .

.t
f"0,, = 

L

Rto"kup.u'A

fr"r(0.0838 + 0.1 67(c + D/g)+ 0.7 e", I do)]"

^=[++08]
I = (b,o

c = (JG5. otsstl -o 5d;) [-r- * 9i I'/ \erz d, )

-s-o5dot*.*)

p=(zao-3€,r-1.5db)

where (see Fig. 3.12):
eb = diameter of through-bolt hole
€su = as defined in Fig- 3.47
bep = endplate width
g = through-bolt gauge
Rtockup,e = lockup force of each ring spring assemblage

Select the first plate thickness for which t"o > tuo,,

Step 9: Determine the required through-bolt diameter

lhere are two requirements to check. The first is an ultimate strength requirement, given by equation
3.44, and the second is a requirement to suppress bolt yielding at the expected locku[ force ln the ring
spring assemblage, given by equation 3.45.

0t',16 = QA"f6>No (3 44)

(s.45)= A"fyt > 1.15R16"1rp,"

= design capacity of bolt from [34]
= stress area from [34]
= nominal tensile strength of bolt
= 830 MPa for property class 8.8
= 900 MPa for Grade AlSl 4140 bar [57]
= design bolt force from equation 3.46

= yield capacity of bolt
= yiefd stress (0.2o/o proof stress) of bolt
= 640 MPa for property class 8.8
= 800 MPa for Grade AlSl 4140 bar [57]
= lockup force of a spring element

The 1 .'15 in equation 3.45 is a factor of safety against bolt yielding beginning right at lockup.

The diameter and grade of through-bolt are selected so that both equations3.44 and 3.45 are satisfied.

(3.42.1)

(3.42.2)

to suppress endplate yielding prior to lockup

(3.43)

(3.43.1)

(3.43.2)

(3.43.3)

(3.43.4)

and

Nffy

where
0Ntt
A,
ful

N;
Ntfy

f,

Rl,"
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The proposed equation for determining the required endplate thickness, equation 3.43, is based on the
yieldline pattern of Fig.3.12, left hand side, commencing to regime, until the plastic moment along the
yieldlines is developed. Bolt yielding should be suppressed untilthis stage is reached. The design force,
run, in a through-bolt associated with this stage of endplate yielding, shown on the right hand side of Fig.

3.12, is given by rearranging equation 2.26 trom [16], to give:

(tzt )

N; = | 'ep'-v ep 
, (o.rzse + 0.25 (c + D/g)+ e"" / do )' I A t',

Step 10: Determine the bearing plate (see Fig. 3.2) diameter and thickness

Determine bearing plate diameter, d6o, from equation 3.47

doo ) Dr+10mm

Determine bearing plate thickness, t6o, from equation 3.48

r r -r0.5

r^^-l Nn 
IvY 

| 0.45nf, up I

where:

N; = design bolt force from equation 3.46

fy.op = yield stress of baseplate

Step 11: Design the through bolts and steel baseplate

(3.46)

(3.4U

(3.48)

This involves:

(1) Selecting nuts and washers for the chosen bolt diameter from step 9, in accordance with AS/NZS
12s2 162).

(2) Choosing a steel baseplate grade and thickness equal to that of the column endplate.
(3) Designing to transfer the capacity design derived axial force and the moment given by M6"un..n'"* from

equation 3.36 into the foundation system.
Detailing the containing wall shown in Fig. 3.47 at each corner of the column endplate to
dependably hold it in position on the steel baseplate. This only need be positioned at each corner
and each corner needs to be able to resist 0.5x the capacity design derived column base shear
force.
Providing a clearanee of Smm between the column endplate and each face of the containing wall at
each corner.

Designing and detailing the anchorage system into the concrete to transfer the bolt force N,, from

equation 3.46 and the capacity design derived actions from the column base into the concrete.

(4)

(5)

(6)



Location
(see Fio. 3.6)

Yield Stress
(MPa)

Tensile Strength
(MPa)

Elongation at
Fracture (%)

Grade of
Material

Beam Top Flanqe 375 513 36 300
Beam Bottom Flanoe 351 510 37 300
Lower Stiffener 319 441 38 250
PanelZone Web 416 531 35 300
Endplate 298 462 35 250
Bolts 831 941 21 4140
Column No 1 2 3 4

Table 3.1 : Material Properties of Stee/ and Botts for Tests 2 to 4

Notes to Table 3.1

1. Beam top flange, beam bottom flange and lower stiffener results are the average from two specimens, one on each side of the
_ assemblage. The yield stress for each of these is the upper yield stress.2 The beam, endplate and stiffener test results are for Test No. 2 only
3. The bolt results are an average of 4 tests on the bolts designated A and B (see Fig. 3.20)

Table 3.2: Key Calculated Design Parameters for Each Joint Tested

Test
No

Moo"n

(kNm)
Mtockup

(kNm)
Mo.oo
(kNm)

Mpz.esl

(kNm)
Mpz.est
(kNm)

M"".beam

(kNm)
0op"n
(mrad)

0tockup

(mrad)
Floctrrp

1 154 555 1705 1410 994 1042 4 52 =10
2 264 359 962 779 544 750 3.5 26 6.3
3 264 359 923 747 522 744 3.5 26 6.3
4 103 359 923 747 522 744 3.5 o 3.4

Column
No

1 2 3 4 5 b 7 B I

Notes to Table 3.2

Morc. = actual joint moment associaled with joint commencing rotation
M,orup = actual joint moment associated with assemblage on tension side of joint reading full compression
Mo. ou = actual panel zone moment capacity based on full depth of beam
Mpu osr = actual panel zone moment capacity based on the distance e.r (Fig. 3.6)
Mp: esr = actual panel zone moment capacity based on the distance 0.5 (e.1 + s"r;
M* un.- = actual section moment capacity of beam, based on average of beam top flange and beam bottom flange yield stresses

from Table 3.1
0,,p". = rotation of joint at opening moment
er*:k!! = rotation of joint at joint lockup
Prock.,p = .A b{ksp/ As6n
A rx1,p 4,ry.= displacement al beam end from the initial position corresponding to joint lockup and joint opening, respectively.

Table 3.3: Experimentally Obtained Moments from Tests 2-4

Measured
Moment(3)

Test No
2 3 4

MnLt' -467 -513 -498
M^, " 579 579 6s4
Mn.-"t -656 -ooo -625
Mo.r", 760 698 769

Notes to Table 3.3:

1. Negative moment means slab in tension, positive moment means slab in compressron
2. For tests 2 and 3, these are the average of the final three cycles to lockup. For Test 4 they are the average of the flnal two cycles to

boll yield' which is a greater rotation than lockup for the ring springs (it was not possible to visually determlne lockup for the Belleville
springs)

3. Ma = negative momenl to lockup or bolt yield
Mor = positive moment to lockup or bolt yield
Mn..,o* = maximum recorded negative moment
Mp,n* = maximum recorded positive moment.

1.
2.
J.

4.

6.

8.
V.

10.
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(a) Jolnt In clo.se'd Position

(McMo)

(b) Joint in oPened Posftion

(M'Mo )

Fig. 3.1: Detail of Nng Spnhg Jalnt in Claeed and Open Posrtrons

Restrainrhg Bolt

Hard€ned
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-Beanng
Pltte

Preienslonrnq
Cailridge

Ftg.3..2: IndividualComponefts of a Rthg Spring Assenn6/age
(!n this case witt two sefs af s@ng elements per assenblage)

__t_
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F'ti1. 3.4: Design af Ring Sprtng Joint (Negatlve Quadrant Shown Only)

Note: see seition 3.2.10forthe definitiohs of the variables shom.
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Fig. 3.5: Ring Spring Joint in Closed P.osition (sqe position 1 an Fig. 3.4)
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Fig- 3.7: Ring Spring Joint in Lockup Position (see posltdon 2 on Fig. S-4)
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Fig. 3.8: Expected Endplate Yieldline Pattern Based on
Moment Resisting Flush Endplate Design Provisions (from [54]

Fig. 3.9: Deformed Shape of Endplate at Lockup of the
Left Hand Ring Spring Assemblage from Test No. 1 (tron [3:3])
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Fig. 3.10: Post-Lockup Yielding of Endptate from Test No. 1 (from [33])

Note: The right hand side of the beam is the compression side.
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Fig. 3.11: Moment Versus Rotation; Iest No. 1 (from ([33])
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Fig;. 3,2A: Designation of Bolfs for lest Nos ? 3 and 4
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Fig, 3.21: Locatian of Tensile lesl Speoimens in Test No. 2
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Fig 3.24: lnstrumentation for lesf Nos. 2-4

Note:
1. The direction of measurement is represented by the length of the rectangle in each instance
2. o and p are load cells, measuring forces in the twist restraint arms which run perpendicular to the plane of

the beam, back to rigid supports (see Fig. 3.25)

,{,:

Fiq.3.25: Twist Restraint Arms
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Fig. 3.28: Bolt Forces Versus Joint Rotation; Iest No. 1 (From [33])

Fig. 3.29: Moment Versus Net Rotation; Test No. 2

Notes:
1. Negative moment and rotation corresponds to the slab in tension, posilive moment and rotation corresponds to the slab in

compression. Negative and positive are denoted by the subscripts n and p respectively.

2. The rotation shown is net rotation - ie. for the rotation of the beam end relative to the column only.

3. The points identified correspond to the peak values obtained under the load regime specified in section 3.2.6.2.
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Fig. 3.30: Applied Moment and Moment of Resisfance yersus Net Rotation
e" = 10 mm; Test No. 2

Notes:

1. The black line represents the applied moment; ie. as calculated from the jack force multiplied by the beam length.2' The grey line represents the moment of resistancei ie, as calculated lrom the measured bolt force multipliid by the internal lever
arms.

3- Under positive rotation, the p-oint of compression contact is raised by 10 mm above the centroid of the beam compression frange
(beam top flange) to account for the effect of the slab.

4. The intemal moment is accurate only to the end of the cycles to 0,*x,",. 6t which point the bolts become inelastic.
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Fig. 3.31: Bolt Forces Versas Joint Rotation: Test No. 2

Note: The bolts remain elastic up to a combined force of 1360 kN for each pair of bolts. This is exceeded on the first cycles to 1 .50,*r,o for
each pair of bolts
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Fig 3.32: Condition of Slab at Joint Opening. Negative Moment, Test No. 2
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Fig. 3.33: Joint at 1.501n,1,,,,,, Negative Moment: Test No. 2
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Fig. 3.34: Localised Beam Bottom Flange Yielding,
Maximum lmposed Negative Rotation;Iest No. 2
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Fig. 3.35: condition of slab at Maximum !mposed Negative Rotation:Test No. 2



Fig. 3.37: Condition of Slab, Joint at Lockup, Positive Moment; Iest No. 2
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Notes:
1. Negative moment and rotation corresponds to the slab rn tensron. positive moment and rotation corresponds to the slab in

comDression.
2' The rotation shown is net rotation - ie. for the ring spring component only of the overall assemblage.

3. Mopen corresponds to the moment generated by the three load controlled cycles designated open" in Fig.3.27 .

4 Mooun corresponds to the moment generated by the three load controlled cycles designated open' in Fig. 3.27.
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Fig. 3.40: Left Hand Side of Joint at End of First Cycle to 1.5 *yosyup,

showing Localised Damage Due to Concrete Falling Between Column and Endplate; Iesf No. 3

Note: This corresponds to cycle no. 13 in Fig. 3.39b
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Rotation l,rradl

Fig. 3.41: Moment Versus Total Rotation at Joint: Test No. 4
Notes:
1. Negative moment and rotation corresponds to the slab in tension. positive moment and rotation conesponds to the slab in

compresston.
2. The rotation shown is total rotation - ie. based on the total deflection at the jack point.
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Fig. 3.42: Left Hand side of Joinf at Starf of Test, showing Existing Damage from
Previous lesf, New Bolts and Belleville Spnngs; Test No. 4

Fig. 3.43: Condition of Right Hand Side of Joint After First
Cycle to Maximum lmposed Negative Rotation;Iesl No. 4
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Fig, 3"66: Tendon Joint Under funmenqementof Reue"iisrng Ailoment,
'With,EndBlate Defanniltim furnaved (se€ P..D&tion 7 o.n Flg,3:,SO)
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Name of Run Earthquake
Recond

Joint Type Post-Opening
Stiffness

Base Connection Joint lnelastic Moment
Capacity

N54
N56
N57
NS8
B54
B56
BS7
BSt
NT4, NT5
NT6
NT7
NT8
BT4, BT5
BT6

Newhall
Newhall
Newhall
Newhall
Bucharest
Bucharest
Bucharcst
Buchanst
Newhall
Newhall
Newhall
Newhall
Bucharest
Bucharest

Spring
Spring
Spring
Spring
Spring
Spring
Spring
Sprrng
Tendon
Tendon
Tendon
Tendon
Tendon
Tendon

High
High
High
High
High
ttigh
Hish
tii_sh
Hish
Hrgh
Low-rHigh
Lorv-+High
tligh
Hish

Fixed
Pinncd
Fixed
Pinned
Fixed
Pinned
Fi.red
Pinned
Fixcd
Pinncd
Fixed
Pinned
Fixed
Pinned

lvt;.. ) Mr*rue,
lvly., > Mr-r.e,
Mr., = Ml*tup.,
My r = Mr*tuo.,
My, ) lVlr*ruo,
!vt,., ) Mronr.,
Nly,, = IVlr*t'e.,
Mr,, = lVlr*ruo.,
lVIy., > M,*rue.,
M",r ) lVlr*rur.,
Mr.. ) lvlr*rrr,,
My1 > M,*r.g.,
M'., ) M,*tur.,
M-. > M,-,--.

Fig. 3.62: ldentification Details and Relevant Data for the analyses Reported in Figs.3.63 fo 3.68

Notes
1 . Descriptions of the earthquake records and scale factors used in these analyses are given in seclion 6 of [1 51.

2. All frames are designed to satisfy the P - A limits of NZS 4203 [6] Equation 4.7.1 .

3. All analyses are undertaken for the Wellington seismic zone.
4. The post-opening stiffness relates to the ratio of Mr*"uolMo*n (see Fig. 3.4) thal is achieved over a rotation of 14 milliradians. "High"

denotes a ratio of 1.8 to 2.0. while 'low --+high" denotes a ratio of 1.2 at the lowest level, increasing to 1.8 at the highest level of the
frame.

5. The fixed or pinned base connection incorporates realistic values of base connection flexibility based.
6. The joint inelastic moment capacity relates to the change in moment capacity immediately following lockup.
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CHAPTER 4

FI.ANGE BOLTED JOINTS FOR MOMENT.RESISTING STEEL FRAMED
SEISMIC. RESISTING SYSTE MS

4.I ConceptAnd Scopeof Coverage

The initial feasibility study, ring spring joint (RSJ) and post tensioned joint (PTJ) research carried out
during 1995 - 1997 had demonstrated that the concept of using a MRSF with semi-rigid connections to
resist severe seismic forces in an inelastic manner, but with minimal structural damage, is feasible. Target
performance criteria were derived for these systems, under both the design ultimate limit state earthquake
and a more severe maximum considered earthquake.

Making this concept applicable, in practice, is dependant on developing suitable semi-rigid joints, or
combinations of joints, that can deliver the desired performance at acceptable cost and with reasonable
ease of construction, Furthermore, at least one of the joints developed should be simpler and cheaper to
fabricate and erect than a conventional rigid jointed moment-resisting framed system, thereby making it a
preferred solution when many moment-resisting frames are required for a given building or even whln a
two-way MRF is required. The two joints researched during that time had been shown not to be viable
solutions for the beam to column connections of a MRSF, especially one supporting a concrete floor slab.

In late 1997, when consideralion was being given to new semi-rigid joint systems to replace the RSJ and
PTJ, a major multi-storey building was being designed for the Auckland waterfront. Constraints relating to
the foundation conditions and building layout necessitated that the design solution be a two way moment-
resisting frame, while requirements for lrght weight and minimum construction resources on-site strongly
favoured a steel solution. The combination of light weight and the need to provide base isolation for
earthquake meant that the MRSFs could be designed as elastic (category 4 to NZS 3404 [34]) for
earthquake.

The Design Engineer for this project approached HERA for assistance on a suitable connection detail;
given that they had already concluded concrete filled circular hollow steel tubular (CFST) columns were
the most cost-effective column solution. The author (HERA Structural Engineer) and SSAS Manager
(Clark Hyland) formulated a feasible solution that involved external transfei plates shop welded to the
column and site bolted to the beams.

Because the connection was required to develop the design section moment capacity of the beams at the
beam column interface, the traditional solution would have been to use area replacement plates on the
beam flanges, to transfer the internal tension and compression actions generated by the beam moment
and to use a vertical row of web bolts to transfer vertical load. However, due to ihe large number of
beams, the fabricator for the job asked if the transfer plates to the beam flanges could be avoided,
advising that they were relatively inexpensive to place on the web but considerably more expensive to
place on each flange.

Given that moment was the governing action on this connection, the solution that we arrived at was ro
arrange the web bolts in two rows, close to the flanges, and to design these to carry the additional
moment required to be transferred away from the flanges so as to avoid flange area replacement plates
being required. These web bolts were also to resist the vertical load.

Fig. 4.1 shows the as-built solution, which was considered a very satisfactory outcome by all parties.

The author then considered that this system might be extended to give dependable moment-rotation
behaviour under inelastic demand by making the connecting plates between beam and column the
weakest component and by designing / detailing to ensure that plate yielding rather than bolt failure
became the governing mode of inelastic response under seismic overload.

Thus was born the concept of the flange bolted joint (FBJ).

Fig' 4.2 shows the first proposed FBJ for large scale experimental testing. This concept was developed in
early 1998. The FBJ would have a relatively low damage threshold, limited by the flange plate
deformation capacity, however this low damage threshold (low design ductility demand) would also'help
by reducing damage to, and participation of, the concrete slab under inelastic cyclic loading.



At the same time, following review of the Rotational Slotted Bolted Connection developed by Yang and
Popov [44], the author investigated if this could be simplified and made into a more feasible connection, by
using a sliding detail to the bottom flange and a pinned detail to the top flange. Fig. 4.3 shows the initial
proposed bottom flange sliding connection. This involved sandwiching the beam flange between an
oversize bottom flange and fixed top cover plate, so that the beam bottom flange could slide on brass
shims relative to the bottom flange plate and the top cover plate. However, it became apparent that this
detail would be expensive and fiddly to fabricate and build. lt was replaced by the asymmetric sliding
detail used in the sliding hinge joint, as shown in Figs. 5.1 and 5.2 and described in Chapter 5.

The flange bolted joint (FBJ) that has resulted from this research is shown in isometric and exploded view
in Fig. 4.4. The joint was developed out of a programme of small scale and large scale experimental
tests. This section of the thesis presents the development of the FBJ. lt starts with the expected
performance of the FBJ in severe earthquakes before presenting results from the large-scale and from the
small-scale experimental testing.

The hysteresis properties of the joint are then covered, leading into the design of representative systems
and the undertaking of numerical integration time history analyses to determine inelastic demands on the
joint and systems and to compare these with the experimental performance of the joint.

Detailing requirements for the joint and system are then given, followed by design of the joint and of
MRSFs incorporating these joints. The section concludes by presenting a design example for the FBJ.

4.2 Expected Performance of Flange Bolted Joints in Severe Earthquakes

4.2.1 Design philosophy and modes of operation

The FBJ involves connecting the beam to the column through plates to the beam top and bottom flanges
and a plate to the beam web. The pattern of bolts in the flange plates is typical of any flange bolted beam
to column connection. The pattern of bolts in the beam web/web plate is unconventional and comprises
two horizontal bolt rows, one near the top of the beam web/web plate and the other near the bottom.
These are denoted as the web top bolts and web bottom bolts in Fig. 4.4. Their function is explained in
section 4.2.2.

The design philosophy behind this joint was to establish dependable behavioural characteristics for the
FBJ and the MRSF system, for the two levels of ultimate limit state events identified in section 2.4.2.
The first is the design level ultimate limit state earthquake (DLE), as stipulated by NZS 4203 [6] or
DR 1170.4 [7], and the second is the more severe maximum considered earthquake (MCE). All the
experimental and analytical work undertaken on the FBJ development was planned and executed with this
philosophy in mind,

Under the design level ultimate limit state earthquake, the MRSF with FBJs will respond with minimal
structuraldamage, such that it can be readily repaired.

Under the maximum considered ultimate limit state earthquake, the MRSF with FBJs will retain its
integrity, to allow evacuation and post-earthquake assessment, but will suffer controlled joint damage,
which will necessitate more extensive repair/replacement of joint components. Even in this case, the joint
is designed and constructed so that component replacement can be undertaken without the need to
dismantle or to temporarily prop the beam.

In terms of the force-based seismic design philosophy of [6, 7], the design procedures developed for these
semi-rigid systems utilise the equivalent static method or the modal response methods of NZS 4203, in
conjunction with NZS 3404 [34], and, where appropriate, HERA Report R4-76 [35]. This is to ensure
maximum ease of use. The preliminary sizing/design method, in particular, is easy and rapid to use.
These design procedures are given in sections 4.8 to 4.10, with a design example in section 4.11.

4.2.2 Design roles of joint and joint components

When developing the FBJ, the detailing of the joint and the strength hierarchy developed within it have
been chosen such that:

The joint remains rigid at the serviceability earthquake level, as defined by NZS 4203.

At the design earthquake level of rotation demand, bolts can force elongation into the bolt holes and
the plates connected to the column, through bearing yielding of the plate/beam elements. This

(i)

(ii )



elongation is not to be sufficient to require plate or bolt replacement or significant loss of bolt
tension.

(iii) The behaviour of the joint at the design earthquake level of rotation demand will be maintained up
to at least 1.5 times that level of rotation (with increasing yield in the plates but with the bolts
retaining their integrity) and repair of the joint at that point will still be straightforward to effect.

(iv) At the MCE level of rotation demand, extensive plate/beam element yielding is expected, but bolt
fracture does not occur. lf the (bottom) flange plate fractures, the horizontal line of web bolts
adjacent to the flange provides an alternative horizontal load path for the beam moment-induced
axial actions, maintaining a reasonable moment capacity at high rotation demand. The
effectiveness of this load path has been confirmed by the large scale experimental tests, as shown
in Fig.4.40 and discussed in section 4.3.2.7 (12).

The design roles of the FBJ components (refer to Fig. 4.4 in conjunction with this text) are as follows:

. The top flange plate, bottom flange plate and web plate are welded to the column and bolted to the
beam

The top flange bolts and bottom flange bolts provide the principal load path for transfer of the beam
flange moment-induced axialforces into the column via the flange plates.

The web top bolts and web bottom bolts provide additional load path for transfer of the moment-
induced axial forces from the beam into lhe column. lf the rotation demand is sufficiently high to
fracture one or both of the flange plates, then the web top bolts and web bottom bolts provide the
backup path of moment transfer into the column

The web top bolts and web bottom bolts are also designed to transfer all the vertical loading (direct
applied gravity load plus overstrength seismic component) from beam to web plate to column.

The bolt group in each instance is designed to be stronger than the plate they are bolted to, so that,
under severe overload, the flange plates will fail in tension fracture and the web plate will undergo
vertical tensile tearing through the innermost web bolt hole rather than bolt failure in shear
occurring.

The column stiffeners transfer the incoming flange plate forces through the column flange and into
the column web. Not shown are web doubLr plales, which may be required for columns supporting
beams on two sides.

The deck support plate attached to the stiffeners and deck support shim sandwiched between the
top flange plate and beam top flange provides support to the incoming steel decking, ailowing it to
be square cut around the joint and column. This provides a considerable saving in decking erection
time and cost.

' The web plate is sized to provide the necessary moment and shear resistance. Block shear failure
in the web plate is suppressed by the requirements for minimum plate thickness and minimum
number of web bolts required.

4.2.3 Performance characteristics

The MRSFs with FBJ systems have been developed to deliver the following performance characteristics
for the two levels of earthquake described in section 2.4.2:

(1) For the design level ultimate limit state earthquake {ie. as represented by NZS 4203 [6] Section
4, involving at least a 4SO year return period),

(i) Negligible inelastic demand in the beams

(ii) Minimal inelastic demand in the columns at base level (such that the column bases will be readily
repairable) and none at higher levels

(iii) The rotation demand on the joints not to exceed that associated with easv assessment and, where
necessary, rapid and straightforward to repair

(iv) Column panel zones to remain essentially elastic
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Lateral drift not to exceed the limits permitted by the Loadings Standard for the Equivalent Static or
Modal Analysis methods (typically 1 .5o/o lo 2%)

Lateral stiffness at the end of the elastic range of behaviour to either be sufficiently great to
minimise P-A effects or the design actions to be increased to account for P-A effects.

For the maximum considered earthquake (ie. based on a 2000 - 2500 year return period);

Negligible inelastic demand in the beams, except in the vicinity of bolts to the beam flange and web
elements.

(2) Inelastic demand in the columns to be able to be dependably resisted (this applies especially at the
base).

(3) Joint rotation demand may cause significant local element damage, but not joint failure. Repair still
to be possible.

(4) Panel zones may yield to accommodate increased joint moments from the rotation level described
in section 4.2.2 (iii) above.

(5) Lateral drift to be within sustainable limits, including the influence of P-A effects.

Application of the design procedures for the force-based method of design (sections 4.8 or 4.9 of [6] or
sections 6.2 or 6.3 of [7]) involves;

(a) Analysing the frame for the design level earthquake using, typically, the Equivalent Static Method
from NZS 4203, and sizing the members and connection components to meet the required strength
and stiffness criteria for this event.

(b) Following the joint design and detailing provisions given herein (sections 4.8 - 4.10) such that the
joint can sustain the MCE rotational demands while delivering the performance characteristics of (2)
above.

Extensive experimental work was undertaken on the FBJ and analytical work undertaken on
representative S-storey and 10 storey MRSFs incorporating the FBJ, to determine that the design and
detailing provisions presented in sections 4.8 - 4.10 would deliver the above performance characteristics.
Details of the experimental work are presented in section 4.3 and details of the analytical studies in
sections 4.4 to 4.6.

4,3 ExperimentalTesting

4.3.1 Scope and objectives of tests

4.3.1.1 Scope of fesfs

There were 4 large scale tests undertaken on the FBJ and 22 small scale tests undertaken on the critical
component - namely the flange plate connecting the beam flange to the column.

Fig. 4.5 shows the test setup for the large scale tests. These involved two tests each on two separate
assemblages. Each assemblage was designed to represent, as closely as practicable, a representative
full size FBJ in a MRSF, ie. in the position shown in Fig.3.13. Each test specimen therefore included the
effective width of concrete slab, cast onto profiled metal deck and containing the normal specified mesh
reinforcement. Fig. 4.6 shows a side view, corresponding approximately to the elevation of Fig. 4.5. Fig.
4.7 is taken from above the assemblage, looking down, and gives an approximate idea of the size of the
specimen and extent of floor slab.
The tests on the first assemblage were undertaken in April, 1998.

The tests on the second assemblage were undertaken in July and August, 1998.

Alltests were undertaken at pseudo-static rates of loading.

The results from these tests were complemented by 22 component tests, undertaken during 1999 and
2000. These focussed on the behaviour of the flange plate to beam flange connection and took place in a
specially built test rig powered by a 300 kN capacity servo-controlled dynamic actuator. The general test
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setup for the small-scale tests is shown in Fig. 4.8. As described in section 4.3.3.1, the flange plate (cleat)
for each test was mounted on top of the reaction arm and bolted to a beam stud, itseli bolted to the
baseplate. Figs.4.9 and 4.10 showa flange plate in place readyfortesting. This setup allowed a variety
of bolt and plate arrangements to be rapidly tested, at both pseudo-static and dynamic rates of loading.
Fig' 4.10 also shows the shear key and hold-down bolt details used for rapid assembly of each cleat onto
the reaction arm.

4.3.1.2 Objectives of fests

The overall objective was to determine the performance of the FBJ under inelastic cyclic loading, including
the influence of the floor slab, in order to develop a dependable design procedure and detailing
requirements for its use in a MRSF.

The overall objective was made up from the following objectives:

r to determine the relationship between rotation demand and joint behaviour over the full range of
rotation demand possible

r to determine whether the target performance requirements (i) - (iv) in section 4.2.2 would be
achieved

I to determine the design rotations associated with ease of repair and replacement of flange plates

o to obtain hysteretic moment-rotation characteristics for subsequent numerical integration time-
history analyses

o to test aspects of the joint's cost-effectiveness and effort required in fabrication and erection.

Allthese objectives were achieved from the experimental test programme.

Section 4.3.2 covers the large scale testing undertaken and section 4.3.3 the small scale testing. Each
section presents details on the:

. design of the specimens
r test rig and instrumentation
. loading regime
. material properties of the componenls
r results from the tests
. discussion of the results

4.3.2 Large scale testing

4.3.2.1 Design of specimens

Fi9.4.11 shows. the shop drawing of the large-scale test setup, giving the overall dimensions. Fig.
4.12 shows the shop drawing, giving the plan view of the concrete siab on lray-Dec. This decking profiie
[63] comprises a series of interlocking light gauge steel sheets, giving a flat stab soffit. Fig. a.1C shows
the details of this profile from the top, prior to placing of mesh and pouring of concrete.

All aspects of the test assemblage were designed in detail. Only the items relating to the FBJ are covered
in specific detail in this section. Non-specific details are first given of lne important general
characteristics of the test rig. These are as follows:

(1) The column was pinnedatthetoptothestrongwall. Thiswall brackettopconnection(seeFig.
4.11) was designed to allow in-plane rotation of the column, prevent oufof-plane rotation (column
twist) and prevent horizontal movement of the column relative to the strong wall.

The column was also pinned at the base to the strong floor. This baseplate connection (see Fig.
4.11)was designed to allow in-plane rotation of the column, to prevent column twist and to prevent
both horizontal and vertical movement of the column base. lt therefore provided the sole resistance
to the vertical force imposed on the beam end by the actuator.

The actuator ram was connected to the beam end with a swivel plate, allowing the loading platen to
rotate freely as the ram extended and retracted

(2)
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(4) The free end of the beam was restrained against twist by two lateral restraint arms (see Figs.
4.5, 4.11 ) that were taken back to points of rigid anchorage. These were provided by a cantilever
length of universal beam bolted to the strong floor. This can be seen in Fig. 4.6.

(5) The column was designed to provide twist restraint to the beam end through the FBJ, as it would in
practice. There were no additional restraints back to the strong wall or floor at this point.

(6) The backing bar, comprising a RHS welded to the column as shown in Figs. 4.11 and 4.12, was
designed to anchor the six slab mesh bars that in practice would pass over the joint into an adjacent
bay (or edge beam). The intention was lo mobilise the tension force that would be developed
through these bars under negative imposed rotation (slab in tension). The mesh bars passed
through holes in the backing bar and were anchored with dead-end post tensioning anchor plugs on
the face of the RHS adjacent to the strong wall.

(7) The five shear studs connecting the deck to the beam commenced 1.5du from the face of the
column, in accordance with the preferred option for composite beams from NZS 3404 [16] Clause
13.4.3.2. Sufficient studs were placed to ensure that the slab would remain anchored to the beam,
irrespective of the design compression or tension force developed within the slab by the joint
rotation. The number of studs required was determined by using the shear stud capacity provisions
of NZS 3404, in conjunction with the compression strength developed experimentally, through the
slab in compression with the column under positive rotation, determined from the ring spring joint
testing (see section 3.2.8.5 herein).

(8) Supporting angles were included in each assemblage to allow the edges of the deck to be
supported during deck laying, stud welding and concrete placing. These are shown in Fig.4.13.
The side angles were removed prior to testing.

(9) A layer ^of D147 mesh, comprising nominal 7.5 mm S bars at 300 centres (giving a nominal
147 mm'lm of mesh reinforcement) was placed at 30 mm top cover into the slab; this cover is as
recommended in NZS 3404 [34] Commentary Clause C13.2.2.

(10) The concrete supplied was normal weight concrete (NWC), specified f.= 25 MPa at 28 days, GPC

mix to NZS 3108 [58]. Three test cylinders were cast at the time of each slab pour to provide the
actual concrete strengths prior to testing.

(1 1 ) All tests incorporated decking support shims and decking support plates attached to the column top
stiffeners. The former are shown in Fig.4.16and4.17,while the latter are shown inFig.4.17
and in the drawings of Fig. 4.15.

With regard to the specific design of the FBJS (FBJ with brass shims) for Tests 1.1,1.2, specific
details of the design are as follows:

(1.1) The design followed the detailing and design requirements of sections 4.7 and 4.8 herein, except for
the following:

. The clearance between beam and column, dimension f in Fig. 4.100, was 15 mm.
The ratio of flange bolt shear strength to flange plate axial capacity required by section
4.8.3.8 was not achieved. (See Tables 4.3 and 4.4; the ratio based on measured strengths
was very close to 1 in each case). As discussed in section 4.3.3.6, that ratio was derived
using the small scale tests and following the completion of the full experimental testing
programme.

(1.2) All bolt holes were nominally 2 mm oversize (ie. d' = 26 mm) as specified by NZS 3404 Clause

14.3.5.2.1.

(1.3) Brass shims were placed between the beam and plate sliding surfaces and Belleville springs were
placed under the load bearing washer of each bolt and nut assembly These are shown in Fig.
417. fhe brass shim plates are made of 3mm thick 70/30 Cartridge Brass with 112 Hard Temper to
AS 1566 [64]. This is also referred to as Alloy 207. The specification of the l12Hard Temper is
critical, as various tempers are possible for this alloy and the 112 Hard Temper is required for this
application.



(1.4) TheBellevillespringsusedwere3x'16-M-168perM248.Bbolt. Theywereinstalledasshownin
Fi9.4.18. These generate a specified load [56]forfull compression of 199 kN, which is 95% of the
proof load for an M24 8.8 bolt stated in Table 15.2.5.1 of NZS 3404. The target in matching
Belleville springs to a given bolt diameter was to supply washers requiring a load to fully compress
that is within 5% of the proof load for that bolt diameter.

(1.5) The bolts were tensioned using the Part{urn method of NZS 3404 [34] Clause 15.2.5. An Atkitronic
E/A PG 280/4 analooue torque wrench was used to fully tension the bolts. However, the amount of
part turn had to be increased from that specified by NZS 3404 Table 15.2.5.2 to fully compress the
Belleville springs. This was determined through the use of a load cell; an extra rotation of 1 15o was
required.

(1.6) The overall dimensions and mechanical properties for components of the FBJ Tests 1.1 & 1.2 are
listed in Table 4.1. Fig. 4.19 shows the actions that each component exerts for the calculation of
moments generated by the joint under various rotation demands. The calculation of these moments
is described further in (3.0) to (3.4) below.

With regard to the specific design of the FBJ for Tests 2.1 and 2.2, specific details of the design are
as follows:

(2.1) As for (1.1)

(2.2) As for (1.2)

(2.3) No brass shims were used. A decking support plate from 3mm grade 250 steel plate was used
between the top flange plate and beam flange; all other beam to plate sliding surfaces were in direct
contact.

(2.4) No Belleville springs were used in these tests.

(2.5) The bolts were tensioned using the Part-turn method of [3a] without any modification.

(2.6) The overall dimensions and mechanical properties for components of the FBJ Tests 2.1 and 2.2 are
listed in Table 4.2. Figure 4.19 shows the actions that each component exerts for the calculation of
moments generated by the joint under various rotation demands. The calculation of these moments
is described further in (3.0)to (3.4) betow.

The calculated moment states for both FBJ joints, which are listed in Tables 4.3 and 4.4 and
compared with the measured moments therein, are determined on the following basis:

(3.1) Mu"

This is the nominal serviceability moment. lt is calculated on the basis of the moment generated by
the contribution of the top and bottom flange bolts and the top and bottom web bolts, with the
nominal shear capacity per bolt, V,1, calculated for friction type connections from NZS 3404 Clause
9.3.3.1. For the FBJS, a slip factor, p. = 0.30 (recommended for steel on brass from [12]) was
used, while, for the FBJ, pr" = 0.35 (from NZS 3404) was used.

(3.2) Mrel. ri",a

This is based on equation 4.69, but using the measured yield stress for the bottom flange plate. lt
represents the onsel of bottom flange plate yielding over the gross cross sectional area, multiplied
by the beam depth (clear distance between flange plates). lt does not take into account any
influence of the slab or mesh.

(3.3) MFBJ tp, *o

This adds the moment contribution from the web to the calculated yield moment. The moment
contribution of the web is given by the lesser of the:

r Actual section moment capacity of the web plate, or
o Actual horizontal shear capacity of one row of web bolts (including allowance for their

resisting vertical shear force; in this case the actuator force required to generate the
experimentally recorded moment) multiplied by the distance between the top and bottom row
of web bolts.

This moment does not take into account any influence of the slab or mesh.
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(3.4) MFBJ. uttimate. nesative

This adds to the moment generated by the contribution of the flange plates and web plates the
contribution of the mesh reinforcement yielding in tension, with the balancing compression force
resisted at the bottom flange plate level. (The increase in bottom flange plate compression capacity
over the bottom flange plate tension capacity is sufficient to dependably resist the additional
compression force to balance the contribution from the mesh reinforcement yielding in tension).

(3 5) MFBJ. unimate. posttue

This calculates the centroid of the compression force generated by the concrete slab against the
column (R.on" in Fig. 4.19) and the top flange plate in compression (N",6o in Fig. 4.19).

It then calculates the moment generated by the bottom flange plate in tension (N1.6io in Fig. 4.19)
acting about the centroid of the compression force and adds this to the moment generated by the
web plate from (3.3) above.

(3.6) MFBJ, upperoound. negat*e

This represents an upper bound overestimate of joint negative moment capacity. lt uses the same
set of internal actions as from 3.4, but takes all components as reaching their actual ultimate
strengths, fr, 

""1.

(3.7) MFBJ. rppernorurd. posrtrve

This represents an upper bound overestimate of joint positive moment capacity. lt uses the same
set of internal actions as from 3.5, but takes all components as reaching their actual ultimate
strengths, fr.""1.

4.3.2.2 Test rig and instrumentation

The test rig is shown in Figs. 4.5,4.11 and in various photos.

The instrumentation is shown in Figs. 4.20, 4.21 and 4.22. Figs. 4.23 and 4.24 show the Test 2.1
instrumentation in place at the start of the test.

The instrumentation was established to measure:

(1) Actuator force and deflection at the point of actuator attachment to the beam (loadcell, LVDT and
turnpot respectively in Fig. 4.221.

(2) Movement of the flange and web plates relative to the column face (gauges a + b, m + n in Fig.
4.2A and gauges x and aa, y and z in Fig. 4.22)

(3) Horizontal movement across the column tension / compression stiffeners (gauges g and ab for the
top stiffeners, k and ae for the bottom)

(4) Panel zone rotation (gauges iand h, ac and ad)

(5) Column rotation at beam level relative to the strong wall, and at base relative to the strong floor
(gauges e + f, r + s respectively)

(6) Movement of the beam flanges relative to the column and attached plates (gauges c + d, i + o)

(7) Rotation of various bolts in the longitudinal and transverse direction (this is most clearly illustrated in
Fi}.4.21); the gauge numbers are not shown.

All instruments were portal gauges, of the type shown in Fig. 3.23.

All instrumentation produced valuable results, except for that recording bolt rotations in the longitudinal
(along the beam) and the transverse direction. This is the instrumentation shown schematically in Fig.
4.21. Visually no bolts showed signs of rotation and the recorded data is consistent with that.

Key outputs from this data are presented in sections 4.3.2.5 and 4.3.2.6,
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4.3.2.3 Loading regimes

In each instance, the loading regime was tailored to the anticipated modes of operation of the joint, as
described in section 4.2.2 (il - (iv). Also lessons learned from Tests 1 .1 and 1 .2 were incorporated into the
foading regime for Tests 2.1 and 2.2.

(1) Loading regime for Test 1.1

This comprised:

o I cycles to nominal serviceability (force controlled)
t I cycles to p - 1.0 (force controlled)
r J cycles to p = 1.25 (displacement controlled)
o J cyclesto p = 1.5x1.25 (displacement controlled)
r I cycles to p = 3.6 (displacement controlled and the target design ductility level)o I cycles to p - 1.5 x 3.0 (displacement controlled)

This loading regime is shown in Fig.4.25.

The aim of the part loading was to:

(1) Determine whether the joint would remain rigid (ie. no bolt slip would occur) at the
serviceability level of earthquake loading

(2) Determine how well the joint meets the target performance requirements for the design level
ultimate limit state earthquake, given in section 4.2herein.

After completion of the part 1 testing, the bolts were slackened off, relubricated and retensioned,
simulating the maximum extent of remedial work expected to be required to one of these joints after
the design level ultimate limit state event.

(2) Loading regime for Test 1.2

The joint was then subjected to the part 2 loading regime, which comprised:

o I cycles to nominal serviceability (force controlled)
o I cycles to p = 1 .0 (displacemenUforce controlled)
o I cycles to pr = 3.9 (displacement controlled)
c t cycles to g = 6.9 (displacement controlled)

This loading regime is shown in Fig.4.26.
The test was concluded at that point, because of time constraints. The joint was still delivering a
moment in excess of its yield moment after 2 cycles to F = 6.0 and would have sustained higher
rotation demand.

(3) Loading regime for Test 2.1

This comprised:

e I cycles to nominalserviceability (force controlled)
t I cycles to p = 1.0 (force controlled)
o J cycles to p - 1.25 (displacement controlled)
r J cycles to u = 2.0 (displacement controlled and the target design ductility level)o I cycles to nominal serviceability (force controlled)
r J cycles to pr = 1.5 x 2.0 (displacemenUforce controlled)
t Q cycles to p = 2.9 x 2.0 (displacement controlled)

This included two cycles to nominal serviceabilrty level following the cycles to design ductility tevel,
to determine the extent of joint softening after exposure to the design level inelastic rotation.

This loading regime is shown in Fig. 4.27.
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After completion of the part 1 testing, the top flange bolts and both rows of web bolts were
slackened off, relubricated and retightened. The bottom flange bolts were replaced with longer
bolts and Belleville springs (3 x 16-M-168/bolt) (see Fig.4.18) under the nut.

(4) Loading regime for Test 2.2

The joint was then subjected to the part 2 loading regime, which comprised:

o 2 cycles to nominal serviceability (force controlled)
r 3 cycles to pr = 1.0 (force controlled)
r 3 cycles to p = 2.6 (displacement controlled and design ductility level)
r $ cycles to pr = 6.6 (displacement controlled)

This loading regime is shown in Fig. 4.28.

This took the joint through to fracture of both flange plates and fracture through some 60% of the
depth of the web plate.

4.3.2.4 Material properties of components

These are given in Tables 4.1 and 4.2

4.3.2.5 Results for lests 1.1 and 1.2

Tests 1.1 and 1.2were on the FBJs with brass shims and Belleville springs, checking the possibilitythat
the shims might deliver significant increases in the joint rotation capacity and the washers maintain high
bolt clamping force for a longer time when the joint undergoes inelastic rotation.

Both these benefits were shown to be not significant; Tests 1.1 and 1.2 delivered very similar performance
to Tests 2.1 and 2.2. For this reason, only very brief results are given for Tests 1.1 and 1.2, comprising:

. moment versus rotation; Fig. 4.29 for Test 1 .1 and Fig. 4.30 for Test 1 .2

. moment versus panel zone rotation; Fig. 4.31 for Test 1.1

. experimentally measured joint capacities are summarised in Table 4.3, along with a comparison
between the measured and calculated joint capacities.

4.3.2.6 Resulls for lesfs 2.1 and 2.2

These are presented in more detail, comprising:

. moment versus rotation; Figs. 4.32 to 4.39 for Test 2.1 and Fig. 4.40 for Test 2.2

. moment versus panel zone rotation; Fig. 4.41 for Test 2.1 and Fig. 4.42 for Test 2.2

. moment versus lateral displacement of the flange plates relative to the column; Fig. 4.43 for Test
2.1 and Fig. 4.44 for Test 2.2

o photos of key points in the tests; Figs. 4.45 to 4.57 for Test 2.1 and Figs. 4.58 to 4.64 for Test 2.2
. condition of bottom flange and web plates following testing; Figs. 4.65 and 4.66
. experimentally measured joint capacities are summarised in Table 4.4, along with a comparison

between the measured and calculated joint capacities.

Detailed verbal reports were made of each test and the key points from these are as follows:

(1) Test 2.1: Two cycles to nominalserviceability (F""r = 102 kN)

r joint slightly stiffer in positive rotation
. hairline cracking in slab at peak negative rotation

(2) Test 2.1 : Two cycles to yield (tr = 1 .0 and F"", = 152 kN)

. cracking in slab at peak negative rotation is slightly more noticeable
r no visible movement of any joint components

(3) Test 2.1: Three cycles to p = 1.25 (4".r = 24 mm)

. around 2 mm movement of beam bottom flange relative to bottom flange plate observed
r flo additional cracks in slab under positive rotation
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(4) Test 2.1: Three cycles to !r = 2.0 (4""r = 37 mm)

. gap of 2 mm in crack across slab at face of column under maximum negative rotation
r point of beam rotation is visible; it is typically at between 0.5d0 and 0.55db away from the

beam face in tension
. first indication of yield lines in bottom flange plate - hairline cracks in paint radiating out from

the inner row of bolts but not extending across the plate between the two inner bolts
. slipping occurs in a series of sudden jerks, each accompanied by a loud noise.
. on the first cycle of positive rotation, C41P, a short longitudinal crack developed down the

centreline of the slab, from the column face up to the first shear studs. The extent of this is
shown in Fig. 4.50, however it is incorrectly marked on the slab in that figure as occurring at
cycle C42R, not cycle C41P. The significance of this is discussed in section 4.3,2.7 (7).

Test 2. 1 : Two cycles to nominal serviceability ( F""r = 1 02 kN )

o total outward movement of joint of under 1 mm by the end of these cycles
r visible behaviour of joint same as in (1) above except slab cracks previously formed now

open more readily.

Test 2.1: Three cycles to p - 3.0 (Aact = 55 mm)

. all bolts look to remain at 90o orientation to the plies
o hairline cracks in bottom flange plate paint extend across fullwidth
. main crack in top of slab is 4-5 mm wide at maximum negative rotation
r flo mesh bars have fractured, judging by ring testing of their anchorages
. minor yielding showing in top and bottom of web plate around inner bolt in each row
c relative movement between beam bottom flange and flange plate reaches 8 mm
e the longitudinal crack which stared at cycle C41P has extended the full length of the slab by

the first push cycle to p = 3.6 (Cycle C61P)

Test 2.1: Three cycles to pr = 4.9 (4""r = 75 mm)

r ofi the first cycle of negative rotation, the beam bottom flange has impacted the upper fillet
weld between bottom flange plate and column

o minor yielding is showing in the beam bottom flange where it runs past the bottom flange
plate

. one or two reinforcing bars fractured just before the first cycle of negative rotation was
reached

r yielding in the bottom flange plate is concentrating around the inner row of bolts and at the
face of the fillet welds to the column. This is showing as a concentration of cracks in the
paint, there is no visual sign of any necking or other local dimensional changes in the plate.

r the web plate shows slightly more signs of yielding around the inner bolt of each row. This is
still even in extent for both web bolt rows.

r the column panel zone shows first signs of yielding (this is just visible in Fig. 4.57). one outer flange bolt shows visible signs of rotation in the plane of the frame - not more than
5o. All other bbfts look to be still orienied vertically relative to the plies.

That marked the end of Test 2.1. The physical condition of the joint and slab at completion of this
test is shown in Figs. 4.56 and 4.57. The bolts were then loosened, relubricated and retightened
except for the bottom flange bolts, which were replaced with new bolts and Belleville springs as
previously described.

Test 2.2: Two cycles to nominalserviceability (F""t = 102 kN)

. the performance was essentially elastic - no slip between components and no hysteresis in
the moment-rotation curves

Test2.2: Three cycles to yield (F""r = 152 kN)

. minimal hysteresis; slippage of beam flange to flange plate noted audibly but not visually

(10) Test2.2'. Three cycles to p - 2.0 (A".r = 37 mm)

o another reinforcing bar broke on the first negative rotation cycle
r joint condition very stable over each cycle of loading
e flo increase in visible yielding of any components

(5)

(6)

(7)

(B)

(e)
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(11)

4.3.2.7

(1)

(z',)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

Tesl2.2: Six cycles to p = 6.9 (A""r = 112 mm)

r peak momenls reached on the first cycle in each direction
. all reinforcing bars are broken during first negative moment cycle
. an open crack through the slab formed on the first negative rotation cycle (see Fig. a.58)
. on loading to Au"1 = +105 mm in the first positive rotation cycle, a transverse crack developed

in the bottom flange plate at the inside row of bolts extending across 70o/o of the net width of
the plate. This corresponded to a drop in moment capacity as noted in Fig. 4.40.

. the points of necking and fracture of both flange plates are shown in Fig. 4.40

. the extent of tearing of the web plate then increased on each subsequent cycle
r orrc€ each flange plate fractured, the beam started to move away from the column with each

cycle of loading. At the completion of the sixth cycle and with the beam returned to the
horizontal, this outward movement amounted to some 10 mm overall (see Fig. 4,63 for a
visual indication of this - it is also recorded in the flange plate lateral displacements of Fig.
4.44

. no bolts showed any visual signs of damage or rotation relative to the plies during the test

. all bolts retained sufficient tension at the conclusion to the test to require loosening off with
the torque wrench.

The condition of the joint at the end of Tests 2.1 and 2.2 is shown in Figs. 4.63 to 4.66.

Discussion of results

Both joints exhibited excellent performance and met the performance criteria of section 4.2.2, based
on the design ductility of 2 for the FBJ and 3 for the FBJS.

The performance of both joints up to p = 4.5 (FBJS) and p = 4.0 (FBJ) was very similar in all
aspects. The inclusion of the brass shims and Belleville springs made some improvement to the
joint, however not enough to warrant adopting the FBJS instead of, or in addition to, the FBJ.

When subjecting the FBJ to nominal serviceability moment having first rotated it to the design level
rotation (p = 2.0), there is a very slight increase in slip about the zero moment point, however the
strength and stiffness are unchanged. This is seen by comparing Figs. 4.33 and 4.37.

When subjecting the FBJ to design level rotation (p = 2.0) having first rotated it to twice that level (p

= 4.0), the hysteresis properties are unchanged but the joint stiffness is reduced by 30% for
negative rotation and by 50% for positive rotation. This is seen by comparing the moment-rotating
curves for p = 2.0 in Fig. 4.36 with those for $ = 4.0 in Fig. 4.39.

The clearance between the beam bottom flange and the flange plate fillet welds needs increasing -
this is done in the detailing recommendations of section 4.7.7.

The centre of rotation of the beam was consistently between 0.5du and 0.55db from the beam
tension flange.

The longitudinal split that developed in the slab under positive rotation is a shear splitting failure
caused by the high compression force developed against the column. ln these tests this bearing
was developed against the column back flange inside face and the RHS backing bar. Shear stud
theory [65] predicts such a split developing. lts extension along the line of the studs allows an
upper limit of R"on. to be estimated. The calculated shear capacity of the 5 studs in a solid

concrete slab with f. = 30.1 MPa is given. by the first half of Equation 13.3.2.1 of NZS 3404

- multiplied by (1/0.8)to remove the partialfactor of safety - as 661 kN.

Because the slab split longitudinally and there was no visible movement of the slab relative to the
beam, the actual compression developed along the stud line must have been less than this.
fncreasing the 0.55 for R"on" from equation 3.24 herein to 0.7 gives R"on.. as1 = 577 kN for Tests 2
(Table 4.4), which is 88% of the solid slab shear capacity of the group of shear studs. This change
is incorporated into equation 4.37.

All bolts remained at near righfangles to the connected plies; maximum bolt rotation from the
vertical occurred in the inner most bolt of the bottom row of web bolts and did not exceed 5% (50
mrad). Up to twice the design ductility levelof joint rotation, no visible bolt rotation occurred.

No bolts showed any signs of shear or bending failure.
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(e)

(10)

(11)

(12)

4.3.2.8

(1)

The beam showed no visible sign of inelastic action remote from the immediate vicinity of the bolt
holes; similarly for the column away from the panel zone.

The column panel zone showed hairline cracking of the whitewash paint layer at the cycles to p =
4.0 and subsequent greater cracking, but not general yielding, during the part 2 testing to p = 6.9.

The slab developed tension cracking during the part 1 testing cycles of negative rotation, however
the mesh reinforcement did not commence to fracture until the third cycle of negative rotation (slab
intension)top-4.0.

When the FBJ is subjected to rotation demand sufficient to fracture the flange plates, the web plate
and bolts are designed to provide an alternative load path for internal force transfer such that the
moment capacity following flange plate fracture is still at least equal to the moment capacity of the
connection at the design ductility level. This is the case; the average peak experimental moment at
F = 2 tor test 2.2 was 525 kNm (see Fig. 4.36). Fig 4 40 shows that the average peak experimental moment at
the cycle following top and bottom flange plate fracture was 650 kNm and that it took a further two cycles of
loading for the average peak moment to drop below 400 kNm.

Determ i n ation of overstrength factors

For design of the columns to resist overstrength joint moments.

The overstrength factor is determined on the basis that the column will be protected from inelastic
action, to the same extent as is currently afforded to columns in rigid MRSFs, until the joint has
reached an inelastic demand associated with 1.5x the design ductility demand.

This is expressed as equation 4.1.

0oms.col.mom

where:

Mav,exp.t.stdesign X 0.9 
=1.2g

My,joint C.ro,or"
(4.1)

(2)

Muu."rp,r Spdesrsn is given in Table 4.4for F = 3 and is equal to 663 kNm
0.9 = ideal capacity factor from NZS 3404
My.1o,nt = nominal calculated yield moment capacity of joint,

given in Table 4.4 as Mnai y,ero €fld equal to 408 kNm
C"*p.or" = 1.4311.25 = 1.14

C",p.om is a measure of the extent of overstrength generated experimentally in large-scale, rigid
beam to column tests on category 1 syslems divided by the overstrength factor for these systems
specified by NZS 3404 Table 12.2.8 (1). The value of 1.43 comes from the most recent and largest
scale beam to column tests undertaken in New Zealand, as described in [33]. The ratio of the
maximum beam moment determined from the seven tests compared to the nominal beam section
moment capacity is given in Table 2 of [66]; the average from these tests is 1.43. The overstrength
factor specified by NZS 3404 for this category is 1.25.

For application in the MRSF design procedure developed in section 4.10, the value of 1.28 is
rounded up to 1.3. This is incorporated into equation 4.68.

For design of the column panel zone.

The design philosophy for column panel zones expressed by NZS 3404 t34l and embodied in
HERA Report R4-76 [35] is that the column panel zone should remain elastic until the incoming
primary element (the joint in this instance) has commenced inelastic action, but can then be allowed
to undergo limited yielding.

Applying this design philosophy to the column panel zone of a FBJ gives:

d__. - 
Muu,"rp.tro..,gnx0.9 

= 1.1g\poms.pz - 

-Mr.io,n,
where:

(4 2)
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M"u.e,p,,des,en is given in Table 4.4 for p = 2 and is equal to 534 kNm
0.9 = ideal capacity factor from NZS 3404
My,1o,nt = 408 kNm from Table 4.4

For application in the joint design procedure developed in section 4.8 and 4.9, the value of 1.18 is
rounded up to 1.2. This is incorporated into equation 4.60.

4.3.3 Small scale testing

4.3.3.1 Design of specimens

As mentioned in section 4.3.1, the aim of the component tests was to investigate the performance of the
critical joint components in more detail. These components were the beam flange to column flange
connections and also the beam web to column flange. ln each case it was the interactions between the
bolts and flange or web plates that were of principal interest.

The component set up for this is shown in Fig. 4.67. This was mounted on the test rig shown in Figs.
4.8 to 4.10.

The connecting plate was represented by cleats (Fig. 4.68) with a range of thicknesses and widths.

The design parameters investigated involved:

o two bolt sizes; M24 and M30
o ratio of (design shear capacity of bolt group to cleat design axial strength) varying from 0.72 to 1.43
o ratio of cleat thickness to bolt diameter varying from 0.5 to 0.83
. difference between M24 8.8 bolts and M24 4.6 bolts (one test)
. effect of repeated loading event on bolts and cleat
r effect of repeated loading event, after a 6 week delay, on cleat strength, ductility capacity.

Twenty-two tests were undertaken, with the design details for these given in Tables 4.10.1 and 4.10.2.
4.3.3.2 Test rig and instrumentation

A drawing of the test rig is shown in Fig. 4.8, with pictures in Figs. 4.9 and 4.10.

The test rig itself comprised a reaction arm assemblage hinged to a baseplate mounted to the strong wall,
as shown in Fig. 4.8.

The test rig was designed to allow dynamic testing of a representative beam bottom flange component for
this project or a beam flange to column flange welded joint for HERA's rigid welded research project that
was being undertaken concurrently with this work. Design of the test rig was in accordance with NZS
3404 [34] treating the maximum actuator force of 320 kN as the design live loading. The calculations and
drawings are presented in [67]. The performance of the rig was as expected, except for the initial
reaction pin, which highlighted the unconservativenatureoftheNZS3404:l99Tprovisionsforrotating
pins in bearing. This necessitated a redesign of the pin and amendment to the Standard. Details are
given in [68].

General details of the test rig design and performance characteristics are as follows:

(1 ) The reaction arm amplified the force available at the mounting plate by a factor of 3.72, from F"",,.u,

= t 280 kN to F"",,,,n = t1 150 kN.

(2) The available displacement at the mounting plate, allowing for rig flexibility, was 4 23 mm. This was
dependent on the bolt holes in the fabricated elements being centrally aligned on assembly when
the reaction arm was vertical; this was not always achieved, with the starting position being as
much as 2.5 mm away from the nominal centreline for some specimens.

(3) The actuator speed of movement under maximum force was such that one full cycle of movement /
sec could be generated.

(4) The vertical distance from the centroid of the reaction pin to the top of the mounting plate was 301
mm; corresponding to a 61OUB in practice in terms of the rotation generated at cleat level for an
equalflange l-section beam rotating about its centroid.
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(5) As drawn in Figs. 4.67 and 4.68 and shown in Fig. 4.10, the cleat was clamped to the top of the
mounting plate with 4 hold down bolts. The lateral force. however. was transmitted from the
reaction arm into the cleat by a square shear pin, made from Bisalloy 80 steel to give the required
hardness. Both the pin and the holding pocket in the mounting plate were designed to remain
elastic under the maximum generated actuator force of Facr.ns = 1150 kN.

(6) The cleat plate surrounding the shear pin was also designed to remain elastic; with the reduced
width section bolted to the beam stud representing the flange plate. The reaction arm / cleat
represented the column/flange plate in practice.

(7) The beam flange stub was mounted to the baseplate as shown schematically in Fig. 4.67. For the
FBJ and SHJ tests undertaken, this was not replaced with each test and was required to remain
elastic. lt was therefore overdesigned so that yielding around the bolt holes would not occur during
any test. However it had to be the minimum thickness possible for this in order not to be
unrealistically stiff. A 20 mm thick plate was used and was satisfactory: only 0.15 mm of bolt hole
ovalling had occurred in the beam stub bolt holes when the test series described in sections 4.3.3
and 5.3.3 were completed.

The instrumentation used in all but the first three tests is shown in Figs. 4.69 and 4.70 and comprised:

o gauges 1 and 2 to measure lateral movemenl between the elastic part of the cleat - "column face"
and the baseplate

o $auges 3 and 4 to measure the lateral movement of the beam flange stub relative to the baseplateo $au$es 5 and 6 to measure the relative movement of the top of the reaction arm to the baseplater $auge 7 to measure the relative movement of the free end of the cleat and the baseplate
e gauge B to measure relative slip between the cleat and mounting plate
o gauges 9, 10, 1 1 to measure relative slip in the loading path from actuator to base of reaction arm.

The first three tests also included gauges to record bolt rotation (see Fig. 4.10 for an example). These
were, however, cumbersome to install and did not produce useful results. Their use was discontinued
after the first 3 tests.

By taking the difference between (1+2) and (3+4), the relative lateral movement at the cleat / beam slab
interface was determined. This was converted to rotation by dividing by the 301 mm lever arm to the
centroid of the reaction pin.

The actuator output in terms of force per ram extension was converted to mounting plate force through
multiplying by the reaction arm incrementing ratio of 3.72.

The net deflection at the mounting plate was directly obtained from the average of (5, 6). This could be
cross checked using the recorded actuator ram deflection after adjusting for the flexibilities in the system
recorded by gauges 8, 9, 10 and 11. Such checks were made in the initialtest to ascertain the accuracy
of the test setup and the flexibility of the test rig.

4.3.3.3 Loading regime

The loading regime adopted forthese tests is shown in Fig. 4.71 and the associated notes.

In step 1, theforce required atthe cleaUreaction beam interface forfriction controlled sliding was given by
eouation 4.3.

Fcteat = flcu%t (4.3)

where:
hcb = number of bolts in cleat (see Tables 4.S.1 )

Vsr = nominal sliding shear capacity, determined from NZS 3404 Clause 9.3.1.1, based ofl !r, = 0.30 for
steel on brass and g. = 0.35 for steel on steel.

In step 2, the force required at the cleaVreaction beam interface for net tension yielding of cleat was
determined as follows:

F"r"", = (b" - 0.5 n"6 d r ) t. fvc, no^ (4.4)



where:
bc = gross width of cleat (in connection region)

d; = diameter of bolt hole

t = cleat thickness
fyc, nom = minimum specified yield strength of cleat = 300 MPa for all cleats tested

4.3.3.4 Material properties of components

These are given in Table 4.5.1. Note that the 12,20 and 25 mm thick cleats had mechanical properties
that were around the average expected for grade 300 plate.

However, the 16 mm thick cleats had significantly higher yield stress and tensile strength. This meant that
the 16 mm thick cleats gave higher measured strengths than the 20 mm thick cleats.

4.3.3.5 Results

The key results from alltesls are summarised in Tables 4.5.1 and 4.5.2.

The force on cleat versus rotation of joint about reaction pin for all load cycles is shown in Fig. 4.72for the
joint with the weakest bolt design shear strength relative to cleat axial capacity ratio. Fig. 4.73 shows the
force versus rotation for the design level lateral displacement. Fig. 4.84 shows the test prior to loading
and Fig. 4.85 shows the condition of the cleat and bolts on completion of loading.

Figs. 4.74 and 4.75 show the force-rotation characteristics for a joint with the ratio of bolt design shear
strength relative to cleat axial capacity near unity. Figs. 4.86 and 4.87 show the condition of the cleat and
bolts respectively on completion of testing.

Figs. 4.76 and 4.77 show the force-rotation characteristics for a joint with the ratio of bolt design shear
strength relative to cleat axial capacity very close to the minimum design requirement of equation 4.36.
Figs. 4.88 and 4.89 show the condition of the cleat and bolts respectively on completion of testing.

Fig. 4.78 shows the force-rotation curve for Test 1.1, which involved the same cleat dimensions and bolt
group as in the flange plates of the large-scale Test 2. The loading was pseudo static.

Fi1.4.79 shows two force-rotation curves for Test 1.2.1, which involved the same bolt design shear
strength to cleat axial capacity ratio but dynamically loaded. This also shows the force-net rotation curves
calculated by both methods of establishing net rotation, as discussed in section 4.3.3.2 - showing the very
similar answers obtained by each method.

Fig. 4.80 shows the force deflection curve for the same bolt to cleat strength and cleat dimensions as for
Test 1.1, but with a brass shim and Belleville springs - ie. the FBJS arrangement.

Figs. 4.81 to 4.83 show the condition of the bolts and cleat after the test. These are the same condition as
reached by the flange plates and bolts from the large-scale Test 2, however no good photographs were
taken of those components.

Finally, Fig. 4.90 shows the expected condition of a flange plate in a FBJ following application of slightly
higher than the design level ultimate limit state earthquake rotation. Yielding can only be observed
through some bolt hole elongation and hairline paint cracking. In an unpainted joint, no visible inelastic
demand would be observed. (See the note relating to the condition of the bolts).

4.3.3.6 Discussion of results

The results of these small scale tests, most of which were undertaken at seismic-dynamic rates of loading,
showed the following:

(1) Using a ratio of $N6ear < 0.8I0Vr ensures that cleat fracture will occur prior to general bolt shear
yielding and loss of installed bolt tension, for all ratios of cleat thickness to bolt diameter tested.
The benefits in terms of the hysteresis loops generated can be seen by comparing Figs. 4.72 and
4.73 with Figs. 4.76 and 4.77.

(2) Provided that (1) is met, the ratio of cleat thickness to bolt diameter is not a significant variable, at
least up to the maximum tested value of 0.83.

(3) Within the limits of (1) and (2), bolt size is not a significant variable.
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(6)

(4)

(5)

(7)

(B)

(e)

Within the limits of (1) and (2), there is no visual sign of damage nor deterioration in joint capacity
observed at the typical inelastic rotation demand level of loading expected in a design level severe
earthquake. Furthermore, negligible bolt damage occurs at the maximum level of inelastic rotation
demand expected for a design level event. Cleat fracture would not then be expected, in practice,
until around at least 2x this level of rotation demand, with the joint then maintaining its moment
capacity under extreme levels of rotation demand via the horizontal rows of web bolts.

On the basis of the large-scale and small scale experimental tests, nel rotation limits associated
with minimum need for repair (0,up",,.n.t) and ultimate dependable rotation capacity (0u',mate) can be
set as a function of beam depth. These are given by:

.. 5.5
Oreoarr ner : (mrad) (4 5)

0.5 db '

^10t urrimare = * (mrad) (4.6)
u.5 db

where:
do = depth of beam, in metres.
These equations are used in section 4.7.2herein to produce the beam depth limitation for given
levels of ductility demand, $des,sn.

fn Test 1.4.2involving a cleat strength to bolt strength ratio > 1.0, failure was through bolt shear
fracture under an imposed rotation of 1.25 x maximum design rotation. There was only minor
elongation of the bolt holes, so the opportunity was taken to repeat the test using M24 4.6/5 mode
bolts,

As expected, in the repeat test, failure was through fracture of the bolts, at a peak strength 0.52 x
that developed by the property class 8.8 bolts. However, the very interesting point was that the
ductility capacity (shear displacement prior to fracture) was very similar for both property classes.
(See Table 4.5.2for details).

This is despite the property class 4.6 steel having greater elongation, as measured in a monotonic
tensile test.

A comparison of the effects of static versus dynamic loading on the same component shows that
the maximum force reached is slightly greater under dynamic loading. However, the damage to the
bolts is greater. This is illustrated from the test results, which show that a ratio of (bolt shear
capacity / cleat axial capacity) of 1.0 is sufficient to force cleat fracture under static loading, while
under dynamic loading bolt fracture occurs at this ratio. The ratio must be above 1.09 to suppress
bolt fracture under dynamic loading conditions, This indicates the importance of establishing the
minimum ratio of bolt design shear strength to cleat axial capacity to force cleat failure under
dynamic loading conditions.

For the narrowest cleats tested, eg. as shown in Fig. 4.88, the dimensions of the net cleat cross
section at the failure plane were such as to generate an appreciable increase in strength due to
biaxial confinement of the fracture region. This effect is not prevalent in a cleat of the typical
configuration used in practice, eg. as shown in Fig. 4.83. The influence of this confinement can be
seen by comparing the ratio of (N*u., 

".r. 
/ N.a, o,p),"n,,on from Table 4.5 for the 20 mm thick cleat in

tests where cleat fracture was the failure mode for each thickness tested. For net widths of 25. 30
and 43 mm, the ratio of (Nr"*, 

"rr" 
/ N*rr 

",'),"n",,,n 
is 0.6i, 0.70 and 0.77, respectively.

Test no. 1.8.2 comprised three separate tests. In the first test (1.8.2A), the joint was loaded to the
design level of enforced slip between beam flange and cleat. The specimen was then returned to
the initial position and left for three weeks, at which point the same loading regime was reapplied
(1 .8.28). The specimen was then returned to the initial position and left for another three weeks,
after which it was tested to failure (1.S.2C). The force-rotation characteristics of the first two tests
were almost identical. The force-rotation characteristics of the third test were very similar to those
ofTestl.6.l,whichhadasimilarbolttocleatstrength. Thesixweekdelaybetweenfirsttestand
last test did not have any noticeable effect on the force-rotation characteristics or the elongation to
failure of the specimen.



4.4 Moment-Rotation Model for Subsequent Analyses

It is important that the principal features of the experimentally derived moment-rotation curve are
reasonably represented by the moment-rotation model used in RUAUMOKO [131.

These features are:

. the initial elastic stiffness
e the post-elastic stiffness
r the shape of the spine curye. This is the moment-rotation curve followed when the joint is rotated

beyond the previous point of maximum rotation.

The rectangular in plan building shown in Fig. 3.58 was used in the numerical integration time history
(NITH) analyses undertaken. The perimeter frame PF2 was selected for modelling. Fig. 4.91 shows the
model developed for the 5 storey frame; a similar model was developed for the 10 storey frame.

One of the advantages of RUAUMOKO for NITH analysis is the large number of hysteresis model sub-
routines available. One of these was found to give very good representation of the main body of the
moment-rotation curve, except that it could not model the increase in strength that occurred towards the
end of rotation in a given direction in the inelastic range. This increase in strength over the latter stages of
rotation in a given direction is seen in Figs. 4.36, 4.38 and 4.39. lt occurs to a near equal extent for both
positive and negative rotation.

The Al-Bermani bounding-surface hysteresis rule from [13.2], given as IHYST = 26, was found to
represent the body of the moment-rotation curve very well. However, to model the increase in strength
that occurs near the end of the inelastic rotation in a given cycle, a new hysteresis model was required.
This is because the slope of that increase decreases as the rotation demand on the joint increases, as can
be seen by comparing Figs. 4.36 and 4.38.

Measurement of the change in slope recorded experimentally showed that this could be represented by a
reduction factor based on the ratio of the initial rotation at which this spring commences to operate divided
by the maximum rotation previously reached in that direction. This factor was used to modify the existing
Gap model, IHYST = 5, into the Degrading Bilinear with Gap model, IHYST = 35, which was input into
RUAUMOKO in 1998 for modelling the FBJ (or FBJS). The hysteresis modelfor IHYST = 35 is shown in
Fig.4.92.

These hvo springs (ie. IHYST 26 and IHYST 35) are used in parallel in the FBJ model, to model the
FBJ/SHJ. The Al-Bermani spring models the basic behaviour, while the second spring models the
strength observed experimentally when the joint approaches the maximum rotation for a given direction of
loading.

Fig.4.93 shows the moment-rotation curve produced bythis combination forTest 1.1, using suitable input
parameters in the IHYST = 26 curve. The comparison with the experimentally recorded rotation (see Fig.
4.29, cycles to p = 4.5; is good.

There are only two features of the experimental curve not accurately represented in the analytical model.
These are:

(1) The significantly higher strength observed on the first cycle of inelastic loading to a rotation greater
than that previously reached is not represented

(2) The IHYST = 35 model only operates on the first cycle of loading to a rotation larger than that
previously encountered. Thus it does not generate a strength increase on the second and
subsequent cycles of loading to the same or lower magnitudes of rotation.

Both these are conservative, in that they will under represent the strength of the joint on the second and
subsequent cycles of inelastic demand and hence overestimate the inelastic response of the system.
However, the peak moment generated by the joint for a given maximum rotation is not underestimated,
which is important in terms of predicting the demand the joints impose on the columns.

Having established suitable hysteresis models, the next stage of the research involved design of
representative frames and undertaking of NITH analyses. Details of this work are covered in sections 4.5
and 4.6.
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4.5 Design of Representative Systems

The floor plan of the prototype building used in these studies and the basic design data used are shown in
Fig.4.94. The dead and live loading is discussed in section 3.4.1 herein, with the key points repeated
below.

The dead load is representative of a composite steel flooring system of the type shown therein, supported
on steel secondary beams, Suitable allowance was made for services, floor coverings, suspended
ceilings and partitions. Also allowed for is the cladding self-weight, represented as a line load around the
perimeter of the building.

The basic design live load, Q6, is chosen at higher than the recommended minimum specified value for
offices from NZS 4203 [6] consistent with recommended design practice. The use of the live load area
reduction factor, tf" , is in accordance with NZS 4203.

The frame designs are for the perimeter frame no. 2 (PF2) in Fig. 4.94. Designs for frames PF3 and PF4
would be similar, with the central beam probably being larger to support the central gravity primary beam
incoming on grid 3.

The frame designs are in accordance with the preliminary design procedure given in section 4.10.1herein,

Fig. 4.95 shows elevations of four of the fourteen frame member size options designed.

Detaifs of the member sizes and other relevant items for these options are given in Tables 4.6 and 4.7.

Because the FBJ has a relatively low damage threshold and given the performance objective of easy
assessment and rapid reinstatement to service under the design level earthquake, its intended range of
application is limited to low ductility demand applications. The system design ductility level, as given in
sections 4.7.2 herein, is set ot Fd"",sn = 2 for beam depths of up to 920 mm, and with lower values for
deeper beams.

Having obtained the experimentally determined FBJ performance (as detailed in section 4.3 herein)
numerical integration time history (NITH) analyses of representative 5 and 10 storey perimeter frames
incorporating FBJs were undertaken over 1999/2000 to determine the ductility demands on the joints and
compare these with the ductility capacity, thereby determining how well the stated performance criteria for
the joints would be expected to be met in practice. All theie analyses were undertaken for designs to
ftde,,sn = 2 and the results, for the design level events, showed FBJ rotation demand comfortably within the
damage control limits.

During July/August 2001, a concept involving partially isolating the floor from the seismic-resisting system
at each level in a building was investigated to a preliminary evaluation level. (The concept was termed
Ff SSER - Floor lsolating System for Superior Earthquake Response - and preliminary indications are that
it may produce some benefit in terms of reduced building response). Brief details are given in section 6.1
herein. The preliminary evaluation involved a NITH study on a proposed series of 10 storey FISSER
models, formed by adapting the 10 storey FBJ model and spreadsheet to carrying the semi-isolated
gravity system. As the potential benefit of this system is reduced demand on the seismic-resisting system,
the FBJs used in the FISSER analyses were designed for p1= {.

The ductility demand on the FBJs in the FISSER analyses were compared with those from the original
FBJ analyses for plo"",sn = 2 and it was found that the demand on joints at all levels, and especially the
lower and upper levels, was reduced. For completeness of this study, an FBJ frame without floor isolation
was then designed to meet fkesisn = 4 and was included in the analyses. Slightly surprisingly, it was found
that the ductility demand on the joints in the ;.r6.r,nn = 4 FBJ system were little different to those on the
joints in the p6"",nn = 2 system for some types of earthquake record used. (For some records, demand was
greater, for others less).

It was therefore decided to expand the NITH studies on the FBJ systems into a more formal consideration
of the following:

(1) What is the difference in system performance and ductility demands on FBJ systems designed to;.r
=2andv=4

What is the difference in system performance and ductility demands on FBJ systems designed to p
= 4 using deep columns and FBJ systems designed using shallow columns (ie. a UC type cross

(2)
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section). The latter means less restrictive columns (see Fig. 4.95 for details) and this approach is
going to be more practical to apply for the weaker joints associaled with ;,r,ig.1rn = 4

Ensuring that the design of the joints and the system are as close as is practicable to the strength
and stiffness limits of [6, 3a] in each instance (ie. they are not unnecessarily overdesigned). The
original design spreadsheet developed was not comprehensive enough to ensure this and so a
major revision of the design spreadsheets was made, allowing access to a wide range of available
sections and incorporating the detailing and design provisions for the FBJ as presented in sections
4.7 and 4.8 herein.

The output from this spreadsheet for design of a 10 storey FBJ system with pau",nn = 2 is given as
Appendix C herein.

4.6 Numerical Integration Time History Analyses of Representative Systems

4.6.1 Modelling of the MRSFs: generaldetails

General details of the modelling are as follows:

(1) Theanalysesareall 2dimensional,ie.involvingoneframeofthebuilding. Becausethebuildingis
regular and torsionally symmetrical (see Fig. 4.94), the effects of torsion have been allowed for in a
simplified manner as described in (2) below.

(2) The seismic mass attributable to the frame was used. For these perimeter frames, the seismic
mass/frame modelled at each level is half the total seismic mass at that level, multiplied by 1.1 to
allow for torsional effects.

(3) The direct gravity loads on the perimeter frame from (G + Q,) have been incorporated, both in terms
of applied compression load on the columns and initial static moments and shears on the ends of
the beams.

(4\ The columns were modelled as steel beam-column elements [13], with their ends bilinear elasto-
plastic. The post-elastic stiffness factor, r = 0.03, based on experimental testing
[2, 69]. The moment, axial force interactions are to NZS 3404 [34] Clause 8.3.2.2. These beam-
column elements also incorporate rigid end blocks with a length equal to half the beam depth.

(5) The modelling of the beam and joint elements is covered in section 4.6.3.

(6) The column connections at the base were modelled incorporating a realistic value of elastic joint
flexibility, determined in accordance with NZS 3404 [34] Clause 4.8.3.4.

For the fixed base frames, the maximum base stiffness specified by Clause 4.8.3.4 (b) was applied.

For the pinned base frames, the minimum base stiffness specified by Clause 4.8.3.4 (a) was
applied.

(7) For both frames, 5o/o of critical damping was applied to modes 1 and 3 for all analyses, with the
damping for other modes calculated using the Rayleigh Tangential Damping Modelfrom [13]. This
means that the level of tangential Raleigh damping is not greater than 5% for the first 3 translational
modes. In a spectral modal analysis, these 3 modes account for g8% of participating mass in the 5
storey frames and 94% of participating mass in the 10 storey frames.

The effect of differing levels of damping in modes 1-5 was studied in initial analyses reported in [15]
and, from those, the above values and damping model were selected as appropriate for these
analyses. The effect was also determined for the SHJ frames, as reported on in sections 5.7.5.(2)
and 5.7.7.4 herein.

P - A effects were incorporated via the use of large displacement analyses in all runs. This directly
accounts for the P - A effects on the displaced shape of the system at each timestep.

Because the aim of the analytical modelling is to determine how well each MRSF meets the
specified target performance criteria for the range of earthquakes studied, in accordance with the
recommendations of DR 117O.4 [7] the average strength of an element is used for all elements of
the system.

(3)

(8)
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The average capacity, Ru."u"on", was determined as follows:

(i) For beam and beam column elements

R ."uur"g.

where:
Ru,design

0

1.17

= + Ru,uesisn (4.7)

design capacity (ie. incorporating 0) calculated in accordance with NZS
3404 [34]

strength reduction factor from NZS 3404 Table 3.3(1) for these elements

the ratio of (fy,ru".q,/fy nominar) determined from statistical studies
(referenced from NZS 3404 Part 2 and [70]).

4.6.2

(ii) For the Flange Bolted Joints

The average yield moment is calculated as
4.206 herein.

Flange bolted joint modelling

1.17 My.;oint, where My,loint is given by equation

The following should be read in conjunction with Figs. 4.9'1 and 4.96. Fig. 4.91 shows the elevation of the
5 storey model, while Fig. 4.96 shows the basis for determining the input data for the dual springs
modelling the Flange Bolted Joints.

The FBJ is modelled as two springs in parallel. The main spring uses the At-Bermani bounding-surface
hysteresis rule, namely IHYST = 26. The secondary spring uses the Degrading bilinear with gap
hysteresis rule, namely IHYST = 35.

The input data for each are constructed as follows:

(1) My,"u is determined as specified in section 4.6.1 (10)(ii) above.

(2) 0r is determined from elastic movement of the transverse stiffened column half depth as follows:

0, = Max (2Ll I d6 ; 1.5 millirads)

where:

Al _ 1.75db(.17 10.9)y,b

AbE
At = A*+ A"

Vrc = Max (gN,61o i QN".r,ip)

Definitions of variables :

(4 8)

(4.e)

(4.10)

(4.11)

QN1.s1p and QNc.utp are given by equations 4.34 and 4.35, herein.

A* = area of participating column web in a load bearing stiffener, from NZS 3404 Clause 5.14.2.2

A" = area of the horizontal column stiffeners

do = depth of incoming beam

f = 205,000 MPa.

The minimum value of 1.5 milliradians is adopted as a practical lower limit and to avoid joints near
the top of the building, where the columns are considerably heavier and stronger than the joints,
from having unrealistically high modelled stiffness through having an unrealistically low value of A/ .

(3) ko = My.rul 0v (4.12)



(4) M^", , which is calculated at 0 = 9 milliradians, brings in the contribution of the web to the moment
capacity. This web contribution is shown from the experimental testing to develop over the first 9
milliradians of joint rotation, giving;

M^"^ = My3u +
1 .17 V;h d*b

(4.13)
0.8 x 0.9

where:

V*n = horizontal design shear force from equaiion 4.40 herein

d*u = vertical distance between the two rows of web bolts

1.17 I 0.9 = converting the design capacity of the web plate to the average capacity

The web moment component in equation 4.13 comes from the web plate yielding at top and bottom
under the actions transmitted through the bolt group. For the reasons given in section 4.8.5.2,
equation 4.40 factors down the design shear contribution by 0.8; when determining the actual
average strength of the joint, this must be accounted for through the multiplier (1/0.8).

(5) The post-elastic slope factor, r, for the main spring was derived experimentally and is given by:

(6)

(7)

r =0.033 f 4'*l
\M*, )

M* = My,", + rko (6 - 0r) x 10-3

k6,n"o is determined from the construction shown in
based on the large-scale experiments, giving

kn^,^ = 1'5(M^"' - M') 
kNm/rad

3 x 10-r

(4.14)

(4.15)

Fig. 4.96, with an additional factor of 1.5

(4.16)

(B) The initial activation of the gap element is set at Oro,nt = 6 milliradians, as determined from the large-
scale experiments.

(9) rnao is set at 0.01, making the additional post-elastic contribution from the gap element very small.

(10) The unloading of the gap element is very abrupt; from the experimental data a value of 4.9 for the
unloading stiffness factor (pun in Fig. 4.92) was derived.

4.6.3 Beams and panelzone modelling

These elements are shown in Fig. 4.91-

(1) The beams spanning between the columns and connected to the columns by the flange bolted
joints are modelled as elastic members, with their stiffness increased to account for the presence of
the concrete via shear studs, in accordance with NZS 3404 Clause N1.1.2(a)(i). This increase is
applied to the bare steel I value only.

(2) The FBJ spring elements described in section 4.6.2 are placed at the column face by means of very
short, rigid elastic beam elements which run the width of the column and are slaved to the column
nodes at the beam lo column centreline for horizontal and vertical translation. These form the rigid
end blocks in the beams.

The rigid end blocks in the columns are incorporated directly into the beam-column element, as
described in section 4.6.1 (4).

The flexural spring between the columns and beams models the column panel zone properties in
both the elastic and the inelastic ranges.

The elastic stiffness of the panel zone is given by equation 4.17, taken from [71];

(3)

ko,p, = Gd5d" (f*. + lp) x 10'" (4.17)



where:
G = 80,000 MPa
d6 = beam depth (mm)
d" = column depth (mm)
t*. = column web thickness (mm)
tp ^ = doubler plate(s) thickness (mm)
10'" = conversion from Nmm/rad to kNm/rad

The panel zone average shear capacity, Vr,..,u, is given by;

1.18
vpr."u= 

O.g Qu"

where:
1-18/0.9 converts design to average.
0V" = panelzone design shear capacity, as calculated from NZS 3404 Equation 12.9.5.3 (5)

Finally. the panelzone average moment capacity is given by;

Mpr.^u = %. "" 
(du * f.) (4.1e)

where:
ts = thickness of flange plates

The post-elastic slope multiplier, r, is set at 0 05. This relatively high value is determined from
experimental testing [71] and reflects the contribution to inelastic panel zone capacity from elements
such as the column flanges.

4.6.4 Selection and scaling of earthquake records

Five earthquake records have been used in the NITH study to ascertain the FBJ systems' responses to a
range of earthquake conditions. These are:

(i) SylmarHosp360 1994 (abbreviated to Sytmar H)(ii) Newhall 1994
(iii) EL Centro 1940 North South
(iv) Hall 1995
(v) Bucharest 1997

Of these, (i) to (iv) are broadly representative of records derived from intermediate soils, as defined by
NZS 4203 [15], and (v) is representative of flexible soits.

Records (i) - (iii) and (v) are generated by actual events, while (iv) is an artificially generated record
reported (reference 26 from [15])to generate severe near-fault action. Records (i)and (iv) contain strong
near fault components, however (iv) generated unrealistic results and was shown on subsequent
evaluation - reported below - to be an inappropriate record.

The author has considered (i) to give a reasonable indication of realistic near fault action in the high
seismic zone (represented by Wellington) while (v), using the scaling factor adopted, gives a maximum
severity evenl for the low seismic zone (represented by Auckland).

Each earthquake record was scaled to correspond to the return periods given in section 4.2.2 herein for
the design level ultimate limit state earthquake and the maximum considered earthquake. The scaling
used for these FBJ analyses involved matching the peak ground acceleration (PGA) for the particular
record with lhe target PGA for each of the two regions studied (Auckland, Wellington), derived from [51].
In the case of Auckland, the target PGA's used are the NZS 4203 - compatible minimum threshold values,
corresponding to the lower limit on Z specified in Figure 4.6.2of [6]. These are considerably in excess of
the values derived by seismological study [51], but were chosen to maintain consistency with NZS 4203.

A further scaling factor was applied to record (v) above to reflect the differing values of seismic coefficient,
Cn, determined from NZS 4203 Table 4.6 1, corresponding to the different soil conditions associated with
this record from the intermediate soil conditions for which the frames were designed.

At the time of undertaking these analyses, the author was confident that he had selected a suite of actual
earthquake records that reasonably reflect the range of conditions to which the buildings might be
exposed. However, he was less confident in the appropriateness of the scaling factor. Given the intended
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use of the results, namely to predict performance/damage levels, he has erred on the cautious side in the
approach taken. This is shown in comparison with many other NITH studies, in that the scaling factors are
on the high side of those previously used in practice.

Table 4.8 gives the relevant data relating to the scaling of the five earthquake records

Subsequently, the publication of a formal procedure for selection and scaling of earthquake records in DR
1170.4 [7] allowed a more rigorous process to be adopted for SHJ analyses. This new process is
described in section 5.7 4 herein. lt resulted in two of the above records being discontinued from use,
because they do not match the shape of the DR 1170-4 5% damped elastic spectrum to within the
required accuracy of fit limit, given by Clause 5.5.2 (c) (iv) of [7]. However, one of these (Bucharest 1997)
was only just outside the limit. The other (Hall 1995) was shown to be unrealistic and excessively severe
by this criterion.

For the records which have been retained from the FBJ analyses for the SHJ analyses (these are Sylmar
Hospital, Newhall, El Centro) it is interesting to compare scaling factors obtained from the old and the new
methods. This is complicated by the slight change in elastic site hazard spectral shape and zone factor,
but the comparison for Wellington (high seismic zone), shows that:

. For El Centro 1940, the scale factor significantly decreased from that used herein, from 1.66 to
around 1.1. However, this record generales the lowest response and the reduction was not
significant.

. For Newhall, it slightly increased, from 0.87 to around 0.95

. For Sylmar Hospital, it decreased, from 0.90 to around 0.76.

These differences are not large and are generally conservative. This means that results from the FBJ
analyses, as reported herein, are considered applicable, as are the conclusions from this work.

4.6.5 Naming system for the analyses undertaken

An alphanumeric string was used to uniquely define each analysis run. This is compiled as follows:

(1) FBJ type

FBJ ) 10 storey frames
FBJS ) 5storeyframes

(2) Seismicity

A ) Auckland = low seismic zone
W ) Wellington = high seismic zone

(3) Column base fixity

F ) Column bases fixed to NZS 3404 Clause 4.8.3 4.1(b)
P ) Column bases pinned to Clause 4.8.3.4.1(a)

(4) Earthquake level

M ) maximum considered level
D ) design level

(5) Earthquake record

S ) Sylmar Hosp 360
N1 ) Newh 941
El ) El4Onsc
H ) Halle5
B ) Buchnsc

Member sizes

These are given by Table 4.6 for the 10 storey frames (8 options, designated member group 1 to
member group 8) and by f able 4.7 for the 5 storey frames (6 options, designated member group 1

to member group 6).
Ductility level

(6)

(7)



D2) Lr6"r,sn =Zfor system
D4) p6.u,nn = 4for system

Using this system, 88 different runs for the 10 storey frames and72 different runs for the 5 storey
frames were undertaken.

4.6.6 Threshold for minimum need of repair following event

As has been already stated, one of the principal aims of the NITH analyses for the FBJ systems was to
ascertain the expected extent of damage following the given event and hence to estimate the degree of
remedial work required. For the design level event, the target level of demand is that for which minimal
need of structural repair and reinstatement arises.

This minimum damage threshold was determined for all components expected to undergo inelastic
demand. The limits are included in all summary response outputs, expressed as;

(i) Limit for minimum repair (in milliradians) for elements expected to undergo inelastic rotation
demand

(ii) 2o/o drift limit (for deftections)

The relevant element rotation limits are calculated as follows:

(1) For the flange bolted joints:

0r,,"i, = *+x103 (mrads) (4.20)
u.5ob

where:
5.5 = maximum flange plate extension associated with minimum need for repair as determined

from experimental testing, as set by section 4.3.3.6 (5) herein.

ds = beam depth

(2) For the panel zones

Olrmrt = 40o = 
4M"'tu

ko,r,

where:
Mpz,av = panel zone moment from equation 4.19
ko.p. = panel zone stiffness from equation 4.1 7

(3) For the column bases

€lri-,, = 0y+0.50p

where:
It

0" - "'rx'av
' ko."nt

(4.2U

(4.22)

(4 23)

ep = 30 mrads (from NZS 3404 Table 4.7 (2)), given that peak demand typically occurs over
only one cycle from all records which generate appreciable column base rotation demand.

Mo."u = average maximum moment that can be sustained in conjunction with axial force,

calculated to NZS 3404 Clause 8.3.2.2.

t, - 6E/cot 
- .^- ^.-.-.. -.L:z-Ko,cor = for sway stiffness, ignoring the influence of axial loads which is

Lcol

conservative in setting damage limits.
E = 205,000 MPa
lcor = moment of inertia of column
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4.6.7 Principal results obtained

4.6.7.1 Rotafions in semi-rigid joints

The examples of semi-rigid joint rotation shown are as follows:

. Figs 4.97 lo 4.100 show rotation in the FBJs at level 1 and at mid-height for the 5 and 10 storey
frames subject to the greatest inelastic demand. These figures show a selection from the range of
ductility 2 and ductility 4 designs undertaken

. Figs.4.101 to 4.103 show rotation in the FBJs designed to ductility 2-ie.In accordance with the
final recommendations of section 4.7.2 - for the 5 storey frames, with the limits for minimum repair
from equation 4.20 of section 4.6.6 also shown. These results were undertaken in 2002 using the
new earthquake records and scale factors developed for the sliding hinge joints, as described in
section 5.7.4.

The results show that, in the low seismic zone, all designs except 1 meet the FBJ performance criteria for
the design level event listed in section 4.2.2. The same applies for the demands on the other elements.
The one design subjected to joint rotation demands in excess of that desirable is the ductility 4 design with
pinned bases, 5 storey building, under the peak impulse type Bucharest event. Increase the strength to
ductility 2 and the peak rotation demands are significantly reduced under this single strong pulse type
event, as shown in Figs. 4.101 to 4.103.

For the high seismic zone, the level 1 FBJ rotation for the events with a high velocity single pulse (Sylmar,
lmperial Valley and Bucharest) are considerably higher and the limiting rotations for minimum repair are
slightly lower, because of the deeper beam sizes. See details in Fig. 4.99. The result is rotation demands
exceeding the repair limit under the near fault type design level events for the ductility 4 designs As can
be seen from a number of comparisons in Fig. 4.99, under this type of event in the high seismic region,
the increased joint and system strength of the ductility 2 designs does reduce the peak demand to within
the proposed damage limits. This is also illustrated in Figs. 4.94 to 4.96. Similar applies to soft soil.

The use of UC type (shallow) columns also slightly increases the rotation demand on the joints for this
type of event.

In contrast, for the events involving multiple strong cycles of shorter duration (ie. lower velocity but similar
peak acceleration due to the shorter length of time over which the acceleration is applied in a given
direction) the inelastic rotation demands on the ductility 4 designs and the ductility 2 designs are similar
and the use of UC columns sometimes reduces the peak ductility demands. This can be seen from
comparing the results for the Newhall and El Centro records for the different member types and building
heights. In this type of event, the greater flexibility between each seismic mass and the ground
contributes to a reduction in the acceleration and displacement of the suspended floors of the building and
the peak rotation demands in the joints.

4.6.7.2 General

The general results show the same tendencies as described in section 4.6.7.1 for the demands on the
semi-rigid joints. Figs 4.104 to 4.106 show panel zone and top floor lateral deflection requirements for the
greatest demand in the 5 storey frames; the 10 storey frames show a similar response.

The use of the nominally pinned bases is beneflcial in suppressing inelastic rotation demands at the
column bases, however at the expense of increased demands on the lower storeys of the superstructure
(see Figs 4.101 to 4.105).

The use of the nominally pinned base in the ductility 2 systems does not increase ductility demand beyond
the minimum repair limit. However, it does for the ductility 4 systems, for the single high velocity pulse
type events. This is one of the reasons why extending the application to |kesign = 4 has not been adopted.

The MRSF capacity design procedure is successful in eliminating inelastic demand on the columns under
the design level events, except at the column bases of nominally fixed base systems. Under some
maximum considered level events, one pulse of minor inelastic rotation demand (up to 1.5 millradians)
occurs in isolated columns.

The lateral displacement demands and rotation demands on all systems are within satisfactory limits
which, given that large displacement analyses were used throughout in allowing for P-delta effects,
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shows that this aspect of frame response is adequately covered by either of the design options
recommended in section 4.10.2 step 7 herein.

For UC type column options, the bases should be fixed to reduce lateral displacement.

Finally, in this vein, it should be noted that the UC column option, in conjunction with appropriately deep
beams, has appreciable benefit to the client in lerms of reduced column depth, especially where these
MRSFs are along the perimeter. Compare the frame elevations in Figs. a.95 (a) and (b) and in Figs. 4.95
(c) and (d) for indications of this. However, as seen in Tables 4.6 and 4.7, the column weight is likely to
be increased with the UC column option and panel zones are more likely to need doubler plates. This will
be especially the case with Uo"sisn = 2 and UC columns. However, the use of these columns is very
feasible, in conjunction with the deeper beams, because the joints limit the moment demand on the
columns and control the build-up of capacity design derived design actions down the columns to levels
which can be readily sustained by practical column sizes. This is especially the case for the lower seismic
zones. That option would not be possible in a rigid-jointed strong column weak beam MRSF, giving a
significant benefit to the use of the FBJ semi-rigid system.

4.6.8 Recommendations from the NITH studies

These are as follows:

(1) On the basis of the results obtained, it is expected that the detailing and design requirements of
sections 4.7 to 4.10 will generate joints and systems that meet the performance criteria set in
section 4.2.2herein.

(2) lf using universal beam type l-section as columns (or CFST sections), the bases may be fixed or
pinned.

(3) lf using universal column type l-section as columns, the bases should be fixed.

(4) Changing from UB type to UC type columns results in a more flexible frame with a higher
fundamental period, T1. This can be approximately allowed for when making an empirical
determination of T1 by using equation 4.64.1 for a MRSF with deep columns and using equation
4.64.2 for a MRSF with UC columns.

(5) A lower limit on joint strength may arise from the influence of the concrete floor slab on the joint
design, as stipulated in section 4.8.4.1 herein, unless the isolation of the concrete from the column
specified in section 4.7 .12 is employed. This will be more prevalent in designs for the lower seismic
zones.

4.7 Detailing Requirements for the Flange Bolted Joint and System

4.7.1 General

The FBJ is intended for moderately ductile design demand (!o"'nn = Z for most applications). As
explained in section 4.3, this limit is set by the intention to minimise the need for remedial work to be
undertaken on the joint and system following a DLE.

Designers should be aware of the very great advantage that the FBJ offers over conventional rigid-
jointed MRSF systems. This advantage is the ability to de-couple seismic and gravity requirements in the
frame and connection design. The approach used involves a variation on the procedure for design of
multi-storey wind-resisting MRSFs [47] in non-seismically active countries, such that:

(1) The beams are designed to resist the maximum applied gravity loads (dead, live loads) in a simply
supported condition

(2) The joint is sized to resist only the moment generated by the earthquake action, ie. M"o6" poes,sn This
moment is calculated and applied independent of the beam's section momenl capacity

(3) The columns are designed to resist the overstrength action developed by the joint, not that from the
beam.

Thus the beam depth can be chosen for gravity strength and lateral stiffness control without impacting on
the column design-
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Prior to presenting the step by step design requirements, the detailing requirements are given. These
should be read in conjunction with Fig, 4.107. The notation used in that figure and throughout
this report is consistent with that of the Structural Steelwork Connections Guide. HERA Report
R4-100 [72].

4.7.2 Limit on overall beam depth as a function of p 6"e1sn

When the FBJ is subjected to inelastic demand, this is accommodated by relative movement between the
beam and the flange/web plates and is associated with yielding of these plates. At the design level
earthquake (DLE), plate yielding is limited to localised yielding in the immediate vicinity of the bolt holes.
The ultimate rotation capacity of the joint, at which the design moment capacity is still capable of being
achieved (at maximum rotation), is associated with fracture of at least the bottom flange plate and
extensive yielding of the web plate.

From the experimental testing, these conditions are shown to occur at relative lateral displacements
between beam flange and column of around 5.5 mm for the DLE and 10 mm for the MCE. These limiting
lateral displacements are a function of the plate / bolt detailing and are independent of the beam depth.

Because of this, when converted to rotation capacity, the rotation capacity for each condition decreases
with increasing beam depth. This can be accommodated in two ways; either with an upper limit on beam
depth for a constant value of Fdes,en ot by reducing [dusisn with increasing beam depth. The latter option
was adopted, based on limiting the desired inelastic rotation demand on the joint itself at the DLE to 12
mrad for Fdr'sn = 2, B mrad for p6.'nn = 1.5 and 4 mrad for p6"gnn = 1.25.

These limiting inelastic rotations give rise to the following limiting beam depths for ease of repair:

. 920 mm for lb"risn = 2

. from 921 to 1375 mm for p6"'nn = '1 .5

. from 1376 mm to 2750 mm for Fo"'en = 1 .25

. Fd"r,sn = 1.0 is required for d6 > 2751 mm

These limiting depths are based on the following relationship between relative lateral displacement,
rotation angle and beam depth determined from the experimentaltesting:

orin.',, = l,ii gz4)
0.5d-

where:
Orrmir = the limiting rotation in milliradians
Ari-ir = the limiting relative lateral displacement at the beam flange, in millimetres, associated with repair

or fracture
db = beam depth, in metres

4.7.3 Limit on flange and web plate grade and thickness as a function of bolt diameter

The bolts used are Property Class 8.8 Structural Bolts (HSFG bolts) to AS/NZS 12521621. lt is assumed
that the threads are in the shear plane.

Grade of steel for the flange/web plates is to be either 250 or 300. lt is important, when determining the
actions imposed on the beams and columns by the joint, under system overload, that the grade used in
design is that used in fabrication; this requires clear specification in the contract documents and quality
control by the steel supplier and fabricator. The use of grade 250 material for these plates is consistent
with [72].

For the above grades of steel and bolt property class, the plate thickness must comply with equation 4.25,
which is based on the small - scale experimentaltests undertaken;

li ."" 3 0.9dr

where :

ti'n", = maximum thickness of flange, web plate
dr = diameter of bolt

These translate to :
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. 16 mm for M20 bolts

. 20 mm for M24 bolts

. 25 mm for M30 bolts
t 32 mm for M36 bolts

4.7.4 Edge distances required

To provide the necessary plate inelastic capacity prior to plate tension tearing, lhese are > 2dt , for allthe
relevant edge distances shown in Fig. 4.107 , namely:

. €ler = edge distance transverse to the line of principal applied force
r oep = edge distance parallel to the line of principal applied force.

4.7.5 Pitches and gauges

Spr = Sn* = 70 mm for M20 bolts

Spr = Ssw = 90 mm for M24 bolts

Sd = Ss* = 110 mm for M30 bolts

Spr = Sn* = 140 mm for M36 bolts

Snr is based on the beam flange width, b1, as follows:

Sd = 90 for br < 200

= 110 for200 < br < 290

= 140 for 290 < b,

Note that the minimum beam flange width required from (Ssr + 2aet.r.u) will not allow the FBJ to be used for
beams with br < 170 mm.

4.7.6 Depth of web plate

This is the dimension d*o in Fig. 4.107. The web plate should be as deep as is practicable for the given
depth of beam, leading to the following recommendations for hot - rolled beams.

dru. r,n,rur = do - 2&b - 58

d*p, ,"r,*u* = do - 2tf, - 48

where:
d5, t6 are the beam depth, flange thickness (mm)

The limits for d*o are given in mm.

4.7.7 Clearance between beam face and column flange

(4.26.1',)

(4.26.2)

This is the dimension, f, shown in Fig. 4.107. lt needs to be sufficient to ensure that the beam flange does
not impact the column under inelastic rotation to at least the DLE. This can only occur on the
compression side of the beam. Previous considerations had varying values forf from 15 mm to 25 mm,
depending on the beam depth. However, variations from '15 mm to 25 mm will not noticeably affect the
joint or system performance. Also, to accommodate allowances for manufacturing tolerances, a gap
between each flange plate and the beam is required, with this information given in section 4.7.8. The bolts
then have to pull the flange plate into contact with the beam flange, on tightening, and a slightly larger gap
is advantageous for this.

The decision has therefore been made to recommend f = 20 mm for the FBJ for all depths of beam.

In addition, once the joint is designed, the actual clearance between the end of the beam and the toe of
the fillet welds determined as being required between column and plate (f - t*) should be checked for the
flange and web plates. lf it is less than 6 mm for the combination of f and t*, replace the double sided
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fillet welds with a complete penetration butt weld, keeping f,* ) f,. This will sometimes be required for the
flange plates; much less often for the web plate.

An alternative to changing the weld type from double-sided fillet weld to butt weld might be to chamfer the
beam flanges to maintain (f - L) > 6 mm, when 1* > 14 mm. The most cost-effective of these options
will depend on a particular fabricator's equipment and work practices.

4.7.8 Allowance for manufacturing tolerances in the supported beams and inclusion of a decking
support shim

As shown in Fig. 4.4, the FBJ involves bolted connections to each flange, via the flange plates, and bolted
connections to the beam web, via the web plate. The clear distance between the inside faces of the
flange plates must be sufficient to accommodate manufacturing tolerances in the supported beams, plus
the inclusion of a decking support shim, where used. The offset required to accommodate rolling
tolerances is given by the material supply standards; tolerances given in AS/NZS 3679.1 [73] are
representative of general good practice and have been used to formulate the recommendations below:

The tolerances must include allowance for variation in height and in flange out-of-square. According to
[3], these can be up to:

r +6 mm on specified depth for hotrolled sections up to 610U8
r +8 mm on specified depth for welded sections above 610U8 and up to 1200W8

The recommendations for manufacturing tolerance allowance in the FBJ are as follows:

(1) The allowances are provided as an offset of each flange plate away from the specified centreline
position of the beam (see Fig. 4.107)

(2) The up offset for the top flange plate is as follows:

o J mm for beam depths up to 610 mm
o ! mm for beam depths above 610 mm
r 3 mm is added to allthe above to accommodate a decking support shim, where used.

(3) The down offset for the bottom flange plate is as follows:

c 1 mm for beam depths up to 310 mm
o 2 mm for beam depths from 311 mm to 610 mm
o 3 mm for beam depths above 610 mm

In practice, these will lead to a gap existing between the beam flange and top flange plate in most
instances; this gap is readily closed by the bolt tightening.

The smaller offset on the bottom is to facilitate positioning of the web bolts when the beam is made exactly
to or slightly below the specified depth.

The web plate must also be offset from the column flange centreline by an amount equal to half the beam
web thickness plus 0.5 mm.

Finally, note the decking support shim shown in Fig. 4.107. This is made from 3 mm thick Grade 250 or
300 plate, extends 50 mm beyond the top flange plate on whichever side(s) of the beam support(s) steel
decking and provides a support to the decking during construction. An example is shown in Fig. 4.17; it is
also detailed in item 35 of HERA Report R4-58 [74]; see especially item 35c therein in this regard. lt is an
extra component to consider in fabrication and erection but one which greatly facilitates laying of the
decking around the connection. Note also the 3 mm thick plate extensions welded onto the underside of
the top tension/compression stiffeners in Fig. 4.17 for the same purpose.

4.7.9 Tightening of large diameter HSFG bolts

The FBJ connections will routinely require the use of fully tensioned M30 high strength structural bolts and
occasionally the use of M36 bolts. lt is important to ensure that, when this size is specified, they are fully
tensioned in accordance with NZS 3404 Glause 15.2.5, typically by the part-turn method.



This task is beyond the scope of a standard impact wrench. Suitable equipment is readily available;
details are given in HERA design guidance in the HERA Steel Design and Construction Bulletin, eg.
Page 24 of DCB lssue No. 56.

4.7.10 Preferred bolt sizes

These are M20, M24 or M30 property class 8.8 bolts (ie. bolt, nut and washer sets) to AS/NZS 12521621.
M36 bolts should only be used when more lhan. say, 10 M30 bolts per flange are required. This is firstly
because they are more difficult to tighten. The second reason is that they are manufactured differently to
the smaller sizes, making them slightly more variable in strength and elongation characteristics.

4.7.11 Surface treatment of the ply contact surfaces

FBJs in corrosion category C1 to ISO 9223175l (very low rate of corrosion, typically found inside heated or
air conditioned buildings with clean atmospheres) should have the contact surfaces unpainted.

FBJs in corrosion categories C2 to C5 of [75] should have the contact surfaces painted with a specified 75
pm or 125 pm of Inorganic Zinc Silicate paint [76]. The construction tolerances specified in section 4.7.8
above will accommodate both options. Other surface treatmenls should not be used as these may reduce
the slip factor between the surfaces; see Table Cg 3.3.2 of NZS 3404 [34]for details.

4.7.12 lsolation of the concrete from the column flanges

As discussed in section 4.3.2.1, the concrete slab provides an alternative load transfer path for moment-
induced beam top flange compression force into the column, when the joint is subject to positive rotation.
When the compression strength available through this path exceeds the axial capacity of the flange
plate, this can cause the connection to pivot about the top flange under positive rotation, thereby - in the
worst instance - doubling the outwards lateral displacement at the bottom flange level from that
considered in developing the limiting beam depth relationships of section 4.7.2. This will increase the
inelastic demand on the bottom flange and hence the extent of damage occurring there for a given joint
rotation.

There are two ways to avoid this. The first is to design the bottom flange to resist the greater of the design
axialforce from bending or the compression capacity through the concrete. This increases the strength of
the joint and the demands on the column. The second is to isolate the concrete from around the flanges.

This issue is addressed in section 4.8.4.1. lf isolation is not used, R"on" must be calculated and used in
determining the design action on the bottom flange plate.

lf isolation is used, this canbeappliedasshowninFig.4.108orFig.4.109. lttakestheform ota25
mm thick ceramic fibre blanket that is wrapped around both column flanges and pinned in place prior to
pouring the concrete. The concrete is poured against the web, with the contact face of the steel first
treated with a concrete bond breaking agent to allow the surfaces to slide laterally past each other. This
detail allows the concrete slab to move relative to the column in the plane of the MRSF but provides
restraint against out-of-plane lateral movement of the column, which is necessary for column member
com pression capacity development.

Where the MRSF is near a free edge, U shaped drag bars should be placed around the column with their
legs anchored back into the slab to resist 0.025 N.or.on.o .

The choice of material to use for isolating the flanges from the concrete is important. lt must be flexible,
fire resistant and have high insulation to ensure that the fire resistance of the floor slab is not
compromised in regard to integrity and insulation.

A ceramic fibre blanket is recommended. Placed against the slab as shown in Fig.4.108 and pinned in
place as specified by the manufacturer's instructions, it will provide the necessary clearance of concrete
from the flanges and ensure that the fire resistance rating for the general floor is still achieved.

Several proprietary products are available; details are in, for example, HERA Report R4-89 1771.

Fi9.4.109 shows suggested isolation details for a connection to a circular hollow section column.
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4.8 Design of Flange Bolted Joints Onto l-Section Columns

4.8.1 Calculation of the design earthquake moment

As noted in section 4.2"2,Lhe joint is sized to resist the code-derived earthquake moment alone, ignoring
joint moments induced by gravity only, with the beam designed to resisl the full factored gravity load (1.2G
+ 1.6Q) as a simply supported composite beam.

For the FBJ, the design earthquake moment, Me'o"risn , is determined from t6,34,351 for low-rise and

medium-rise MRSFS, using the equivalent static method or the modal response method. Most low-rise
and medium-rise MRSFs will have beam depths not exceeding 920 mm on any level and hence [desiqn =
2 is applicable for these systems.

For preliminary design, p6.'nn may be determined by looking at the maximum beam size likely to be
required from section 4.10.2, step 2.2. Then select !ro..,sn from section 4.7.2according to the maximum
beam size. Having chosen Fdesisn, the earthquake design moment for the joint may be determined using
step 3.1, section 5.2of R4-76 [35]. More information on this is given in section 4.10.2, steps 3,4 and 5
herein.

4.8.2 Calculation of the element design action reduction factor, Q.'

The design philosophy for the FBJ has been developed on the basis that the design earthquake moment
could equal the design section moment capacity of the beam and that the joint will still meet the target
performance criteria specified in section 2.4.2 at this level of loading. In most applications, however, the
design earthquake moment will be less than this.

For design earthquake moments less than the design section moment capacity of the beam, the design
philosophy remains the same, however the reduced design actions on the elements of the joint are
determined using the elementdesign action reduction factor, S,', given byequation 4.27.This reduction is
applied to the flange and web elements independently.

0, - 
Miloesign

OMs*.u
(4.27)

where:
$Ms,,o = design section moment capacity for the beam size chosen

4.8.3 Top flange bolts and top flange plate details

The top flange bolts and top flange plate are designed so that:
r the flange plate has sufficient axial capacity to develop the design seismic actions (from equation 4.28)
o the flange plate can develop inelastic axial action when required without premature tension failure or local

compression buckling occurring
. the bolt group has sufficient shear strength to dependably develop inelastic deformation in the flange

plate, to fracture if necessary, without bolt failure occurring.

4.8.3.1 Design seisrnfc force at top flange level

This is given by equation 4.28

V,* = 0r,415frru0o." (4.28)

where:

Vtflr = design seismic force to be resisted by the top flange plates

416 = tru bru = area of beam (top) flange

frro = yield stress of beam flange

So-" = overstrength factor for beam, from Table 12.2.8(1) of NZS 3404, for a category 3 member

4.8.3.2 lnitial estimate of the number and diameter of top flange bolts required

This is determined from equation 4.29
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fOvr.tro > 1.3Yrrb (4.2e)

where:
0Vr,tru = design single shear capacity of bolt, typically with threads included (QV1"), from NZS 3404 Clause
9.3.2.1, or as listed in [59].

The 1.3 comes from 1/0.8, which is the limit on bolt shear strength to flange plate strength in section
4.8.3.8, rounded up slightly to account for the cleat thickness selected typically being greater than that
required.

Note the plate thickness limitation for a given bolt diameter of equation 4.25, section 4.7.3.

Note also that the equation for QV1 given in Clause 9.3.2.1 of [3a] includes a length reduction factor, k,.
This is a function of the length between the first and last bolt in the group, L,, measured parallel to the
applied force (along the beam in this instance). The relationship between Li and k, given in Table
9.3.2.1of NZS 3404 Part 1 is derived from equations given on page 133 of NZS 3404 Part2 (Fig. C9.3.2.1
(2) of Part 2) for M20 bolts. Given the larger boll sizes used in FBJ connections, the commentary
equations should be used directly to determine k, as a function of I.
These expressions give k,= 1.0 for Lr< 15dr. For theflange bolt pitches given in section 4.7.5,k,<
1.0 applies only when more than 5 rows of flange bolts are required (ie. n6s > 12). The same applies for
web bolts (see section 4.8.5.5) where k, < 1.0 only for fls6 2 6.

4.8.3.3 Selecf the flange plate width required from within the limits of equations 4.30 and 4.31:

b,rp..,n 24d1 +Ssr

brfp,r", < 1.05bfc

where:
dr = diameter of bolt
Ssr = bolt gauge (view 1.1, Fig. 4.107)

Select suitable plate width, b6o. Where possible, use a flat bar to minimise fabrication cost, noting that flat
bar is Grade 300 to [73] and must be designed and specified as such.

4.8.3.4 Determine the required plate fhickness

Two limiting thicknesses are determined, one for the plate in tension and one for the plate in compression.
These are given by equations 4.32 and 4.33, respectively:

(4.30)

(4.31)

ttfp,tension > M"*[ ;fOmm]
Vrru

0.77 (bfip - 2d; )f,,$p
(4.32)

ttrp.co.pression 
= M*[ o.r#r* ; romm 

J

(4.33)

where:
fytrp = design yield stress of flange plate
fu.trp = design tensile strength of flange plate

d; = diameter of bolt hole to NZS 3404 Ctause 14.3.5.2.1.

The above two equations include a minimum flange plate thickness of 1O mm. This is not based on a
calculated limit but rather to keep the flange plate minimum thickness to a reasonable value.

The implication of this is that, where the design actions on the joint are low, the minimum thickness limit of
l0mmwill exceedthecalculatedvaluefromeitherequation4.32orequation4.33. Insuchinstances,the
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flange plate width should be kept close to the minimum required from equation 4.30, while being
consistent in terms of minimising the variations in flange plate width over the height of the MRSF.

4.8.3.5 Select the thickness of plafe such that

t,,o > (greatet of ttrp,t"n"ron and tnp."orpr..",on )

4.8.3.6 Check that the plate thickness from sectlon 4.8.3.5 is within the thickness limit for the proposed bolt
diameter from section 4.7.3 above. lf it isn't, use a larger bolt diameter.

4.8.3.7 Calculate the design tension and compression capacity of the flange plate from equations 4.34
and 4.35.

QNt,trp = 0.77(bilp -2d't)ttrpfu.fp (4.34)

$N..trp = 0.86b6ofspfy,trp (4.35)

where:
all quantities relate to the chosen flange plate details and bolt diameters.

4.8.3.8 Check that the ratio of bolt group shear capacity to flange plate axial capacity given by equation
4.36 is met.

$Nt,rtp and QN".,to < 0.8I0Yr,rrb

where:

I0vr.,ru = ntru$Vr,tru

trtru = no. of top flange bolts from section 4.8.3.2

(4.36)

lf this equation is not initially satisfied, add an extra pair of top flange bolts and recheck. Note the
reduction in bolt shear capacity due to k, when n66 > 12 (see section 4.8.3.2,last two paragraphs).

This is the critical check on bolt shear strength to flange plate axial capacity derived from the experimental
testing, to ensure that the bolts will force fracture into the flange plate rather than suffer bolt fracture in
shear.

4.8.4 Boftom flange bolts and bottom flange plate details

The bottom flange bolts and bottom flange plate are designed so that:
. the flange plate has sufficient axial capacity to develop the design actions, which are the minimum of the

seismic induced actions or the compression capacity of the load path through the slab into the column
o the flange plate can develop inelastic axial action when required without premature tension failure or local

compression buckling occurring
r the bolt group has sufficient shear strength to dependably develop inelastic deformation in the flange

plate, to fracture if necessary, without bolt failure occurring,

4.8.4.1 Design shear force at bottom flange level

lf the concrete is isolated from the column flanges as described in section 4.7.12 and Fig. 4.108, then Vi*
is determined from equation 4.28, this time applied to the bottom flange.

lf the concrete is not isolated, then the design axial force on the bottom flange plate must include the
influence of the concrete slab as described in (1) - (3) below:

(1) Calculate V1i.., using equation 4.28, this time applied to the bottom flange.

(2) Calculate R"on" from equation 4.37.

R.on" = 0.7 fcbctconc
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where:
R*n" = compression force able to be resisted by the concrete
f; = specified 28 day concrete cylinder compression strength
b" = width of column flange to which the beam is connected
t"on" = effective thickness of concrete slab, from NZS 3404 [34] Clause 10.1.2.5.1

R"on" is derived initially from the Ring Spring Joint testing, with a modification following the large
scale FBJ testing; see section 4.3.2.7 (7)1or detaits.

4.8.4.2 to 4.8.4.8 Bolt and ptate detaits

As for the top flange plate; repeat steps 4.8.3.21o 4.8.3.8 respectively, substituting bottom flange plate
(bfp) or bottom flange bolts (bfb) for top flange plate (tfp) or top flange bolts (tfb).

The top flange plate thickness and width should be made equal to the bottom flange plate thickness and
width for a balanced connection with symmetrical inelastic response; note this means that if R"on, governs
the design of the bottom flange then this will also impact on the top flange sizing.

4.8.4.9 Check slenderness ratio of hottom flange plate (and top flange plate if no concrete s/ab is
present)

Equation 4.35 incorporates a value for member slenderness reduction factor, o. = 0.96, which allows for
the flange plate having a modified member slenderness. l"n, of up to 25.

This should be checked as part of the bottom flange ptate design.

The slenderness ratio of the bottom flange plate is given by:

(3) Determine Vo" from equation 4.38.

Vu,u = greater (y*.,;R.-.)

t Lo 1l

'" =iors[*]l

(4.38)

(4 3e)

the vertical shear (from earthquake and associated dead

develop inelastic action in the web plate, to fracture if

where:
L. = 0.7 (f + a"p,r.o)

f and a"o,y,6 are given in sections 4.7.7 and 4.7.4, respectively.
lf l.n > 25, then recalculate $Nc,orp using cr,, from NZS 3404 Table 6.3.3 for oo = 0

4.8.5 Web bolt details

The web bolts are designed to:
o transfer the horizontal earthquake action and

plus live load) into the web plate
e have sufficient shear strength to dependably

necessary, without bolt fracture occurring.

4.8.5.1 General

The web bolts are arranged in two horizontal rows, near the top and bottom of the web plate. See Fig.
4.107. In that position, they prevent sudden, significant loss of moment capacity when the load path
through the beam flange/flange plate/column fails under severe rotation demand, thus extending the
ultimate rotation capacity of the joint.

The design is undertaken for one row of web bolts; the same details are repeated for the other row. The
design procedure accounts for the horizontal shear due to earthquake-induced rotation and the vertical
shear due to earthquake plus gravity actions.
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4.8.5.2 Calculate horizontal design shear force, V*n, on each row of web bolts

V"r6 = 0.36Q.4uufu*o

(4.40)
where:
Awu = drt*u = area of beam web
fy*o = design yield stress of beam web

This equation is 0.Bx the design tension capacity of the tributary half of the beam web that generates
moment-induced axial force which must be resisted by the bolts and web plate. The 0.8 multiplier was
added, based on the representative systems designed (as described in section 4.5), to better proportion
the web plate / web bolts and the flange plate / flange bolts on the basis of the large scale tests
undertaken, as reported in (section 4.3.1).

4.8.5.3 Calculate vertical design shear force,V*u , on each row of web bolts

MEud"siqn
v*. = ;.:fi+ 0.5v16,qu1

(Lb-d")

where:
(Lo - d") = clear length of beam
V1s*eu) = gravity shear force on joint from load combination G + Q,

4.8.5.4 Resultant design shear force on each row of web bolfs.

(4.41)

(4.42)

4.8.5.5 Using the same bolt diameter and using at this time the web plate fhickness as chosen for the bottom
flange, determine the number of web bolts required to satisfy equation 4.43.

IQvrn.*o > Y* (4.43)

where:

I0Vn,*o = owo0Vrn.*b

Note the reduction in bolt shear capacity from k, when f,*o ) 6 (see section 4.8.3.2,last two paragraphs).

4.8.5.6 Check that the number of web bolts is within the limits given by equation 4.44.

0.5npi5 S Dp6! 0.5nyo + J (4.44)

The lower limit on this equation, in conjunction with the bolt diameter/plate limits of sections 4.7.3 and
4.8.5.5 and the web plate edge distance limit of a"1.* > 2d1 arc all present to ensure that the row of web
bolts has sufficient capacity to force yielding into the web plate under inelastic rotation, rather than to
suffer bolt fracture. lt also assists to suppress block shear failure, by ensuring that the length of the failure
plane for block shear failure through the plate is always sufficient to make this form of failure non-limiting.

The upper limit is to keep the number of web bolts "in proportion" to the number of flange bolts and to
reduce the reduction in bolt shear due to k,

4-8.5.7 Apply the result of sections 4.8.5.4 to 4.8.5.6 to both rows of web bolts

4.8.6 Web plate details

The web plate is designed to:
o transfer the actions from the web bolts into the column web
r be able to develop inelastic rotation in-plane when required without premature tension failure or local

compression buckling occurring
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4.8.6.1 Calculate moment due to horizontal action from the web bolts

Min = V*r,d*u 9.45)

where:

V*n = horizontal design shear force from equation 4.40

dwu = vertical distance between the two rows of web bolts

4.8.6.2 Calculate moment due to vertical action on the web bolts

Mwv = 2V*ue, (4.46)

where:

V*u = vertical design shear force from equation 4.41

€y = horizontal distance from column face to the centroid of the web bolt row (see Fig. 4.107)

4.8.6.3 Calculate the design moment on the web plate

M*p = M*n + M*u F.47)

4.8.6.4 Calculate the design moment capacity of the web plate

QM*p= A.225 t*Pd?*pfv*p @.48)

where:
twp = thickness of web plate
d*o = depth of web plate
f, *o = yield stress of web plate

4.8.6.5 lncrease the thickness of the web plafe initially selected from section 4.8.5.5 until QM*o > Mwp,

however ensure that the required plate thickness does not exceed the limit given from section 4.7.31or
the chosen web bolt diameter.

4.8.6.6 Calculate the web plate slenderness ratio, d*o/t*o

4.8.6.7 Calculate the design shear capacity of the web plate

OKn,*p = O.27dnot*rfr*octo (4.49)
where:

a [i--
s" = 1.0 if "*P s 82./'Y*Pt*o ll 250

ou < 1.0 otherwise; see Clause 5.11.5.1 of NZS 3404 [34]

Equation 4.49 is based on 60% of the shear capacily given by Clause 5.11.3(d) of [34]; this is the upper
limit at which the applied shear does not reduce the moment capacity of the plate.

4.8.6.8 Check shear adequacy of web plate from:

QKn,rp 22v*u

where:

V; = verticaldesign shear force from equation 4.41

(4.50)

4.8.7 Gheck on reduced tension capacity of beam at the bolted connection region

The purpose of this check is to suppress a net section tension failure through the loaded end of the beam under
moment-induced axial tension.
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4.8.7.1 Calculate the design tension action,N16, oD the tension half of the beam, from equation 4,51

Nro = 0.50lNr (4.51)

where:
Nt = fiominal section capacity, from NZS 3404 Equation7.2.1

4.8.7.2 Calculate the design tension capacity of the tension half of the beam, from the /esser of

QMu = 0.39 Ansfu6 (4.52\

QNro = 0.45 Asfytb (4.53)

where:
Ano= net area of the beam cross section, calculated in accordance with Clause 9.1.10 of [34]
fro = tensile strength of the beam
frru = yield stress of the beam flange

4.8.7.3 Check that equation 4.54 is safisfied

0Ntu > Ntu (4.54)

lf this equation is not satisfied, add a reinforcing plate to the web of the beam to provide additional area to
the critical cross section, hence increasing 0Nto, until it is satisfied. This plate is added to the beam web
on the side opposite that in contact with the web plate. lt should extend a sufficient distance along the
beam past the web bolt furthest from the column face (at least 0.5d*o) and be welded around the top,
bottom and loaded vertical face (ie. the vertical face furthest away from the column) so that the design
tension capacity of the plate can be developed by the welds between this plate and the beam web at
the line of the web bolt furthest from the column face. The depth of this reinforcing web plate should be
at least the depth of the web plate welded to the column (d*o in Fig.4.107).

In practice, if 0; < 0.85, this web reinforcing plate is unlikely to be needed.

4.8.8 Welds required between the column flange and the web plate

These welds are designed to allow inelastic in-plane rotation of the web plate to develop, to fracture if necessary,
without weld failure occurrinq.

4.8.8.1

Vwh =

Calculate horizontal design force/unit length of weld

(4.55)

where:

M*n - design moment from equation 4.45 in kNm

dwp = web plate depth, in mm
twp = web plate thickness, in mm
fr.*o = yield stress of web plate in MPa

The first expression is the moment-induced stress on the weld group based on an elastic distribution of
stress along the weld group. The elastic distribution is more realistic than a plastic distribution of stresses,
given the position of the web bolts on the web plate and the resulting mechanism of moment transfer from
beam to web plate.

However, the weld need not be stronger than is required to develop the design tension yield capacity of
the plate. That level of weld strength, in conjunction with NZS 3404 Clause (9.7.3.10.3) requirement that
f* t f, (weld metal tensile strength > web plate tensile strength), will ensure that general web plate yield
can develop instead of weld failure. This is the second expression on the right hand side of equation 4.55.

rr,finf 
3Y*n119'

|, (d*p),
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4.8.8.2 Calculate vertical design forcelunit length of weld

t/'
v*u = iE (4.56)

d*o

where:
V;" = vertical design shear force from equation 4 41. in kN

4.8.8.3 Calculate combined design force/unit length of weld

, l. .^ .^,05
v*,*p =t(u;^f *(u;"f I (+.szl\/

4.8.8.4 Select fillet weld size such that Qv* z v*.wo,

where:
0v" = design capacity of category SP fillet weld from NZS 3404 Equation 9.7.3.10
Values of Qv* are listed in [59]

This gives the size of fillet weld required down each side of the web plate

4.8.8.5 From consideration of welding economics and clearance requirements, determine if the fittet weld
size from 4.8.8.4 will be used or if a buft wetd is required.

Check the clearance requirements of section 4.7 7: this will limit the maximum leg length of fillet weld to 14
mm, which is also a reasonable limit from welding economics.

4.8.9 Welds required between the column flange and the flange plate

These welds are designed to allow inelastic axial action in the flange plates to develop, to fracture if necessary,
without weld failure occurring.

4.8.9.1 Calculate design action on flange ptate weld

oN,,^
N' = ----llrY 1.25 (4.5S)' 0.9

where:
ONr.rp = design tension capacity; from equation 4.34 for top flange plate, same procedure for bottom

flange plate

1.25 = overstrength factor from Table 12.2.8(1) of [3a] for category 1 member (the flange plate), which
is the principal yielding element in the FBJ and is subject to high ductility demand.

,. N;'tl - --_______j_ (4.59)- w'r' 
Zb^in

where:
b^n = lesser of (bro ; bi")
brp = width of flange plate
br" = width of column flange

The mode of failure of the joint under severe overload involves flange plate fracture, thus the use of an
overstrength factor greater than that for the joint as a whole is required in sizing the (fillet) welds between
flange plate and column flange. The experimental tests (section 4.3 herein) have shown use of 6o*" for
category 1 is appropriate, hence this value is adopted
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4.8.9.2 Setecl fittet wetd size such fhat 0v* = 
uL,tO

where:
tfv* = design capacity of category SP fillet weld from [34].
Values of gv* are listed in [59]

This is the fillet weld size required on each side of the flange plate to column flange.

4.8.9.3 From consideration of welding economics and clearance requirements, determine if the fillet weld
size from 4.8.9.2 will be used or if a butt weld is required.

The clearance requirements of section 4.7.7 limit a fillet weld leg length to 14 mm; greater than that
requires a butt weld.

4.8.10 Tension/compression stiffenerrequirements

The role of the tension/compression stiffeners is to transfer the incoming axial forces from the flange plates
through the column flange into the column web, thus avoiding either column flange out-of-plane failure
from tension or column web compression failure.

These are determined using NZS 3404 Clause 12.9.5.3.1, modified as described below, in conjunction
with section 3.2, page 13, DCB lssue No. 50 [81].

1. Provide tension/compression stiffeners positioned opposite the flange plates, so that top of steel is
the same for each element (See Fig. 4.107).

2. Use NZS 3404 Equations 12.9.5.3(3)and 12.9.5.3(4) to determine the area of stiffener required for
each design action, with the following modification:

. Replace all terms related to the beam flange with the same term for the flange plate, ie: Alo
replaces Arui fvrp replaces fyu; tro replac€S t6; bqo replaces btu, t*t relates to the weld calculated
from section 4.8.9.3 above.

. More simply, use equation50.2 from section 3.2(2)ot DCB lssue No.50 [81] with the same
substitutions as stated above.

3. Design and detail the tension / compression stiffeners to section 3.2 of DCB lssue No. 50 (with the
above modification to section 3.2(21 of that issue) and to section 6 of DCB lssue No. 57 1821.

4.9.11 Jointpanelzonerequirements

The panel zone is designed with sufficient shear capacity not to commence visible yielding until the design joint
rotation in the flange and web plates has developed, then to yield as part of the overall inelastic resisting
mechanism if further inelastic rotation demand occurs on the joint.

4.8.11.1 General philosophy

This is in accordance with pages 14-28 of DCB lssue No. 57 [82]; in particular see section 2.2 on page 19
therein, with the modifications of pages 18 to 24 of DCB lssue No 77 [901.

4.8.11.2 Design shear force on panel zone

The out-of-balance panel zone shear force from the joint, Vi, , is given by equation 4.60.

v;,=#;,tr.h+il-Vco. (4.60)

where:
(1) The subscripts 1- and p denote the left and right hand beams at the connection.
(2) V6es is the lesser of the column shear above or below the joint generated by the design moments

acting on the columns
(3) du, torp are the beam depth and bottom flange plate thickness, respectively
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(4) Ml = 1.2 My.loinr. ren 8lld Mn = 1.2 My.loinr,nshr

(5) My lornr is given by equation 4.69
(6) Derivation of the overstrength factor of 1.2 is given in section 4.3.2.8 (2).

Equation 4.60 replaces NZS 3404 Equation 12.9.S.2 (1).

The denominator for each out of balance shear term in equation 4.60 is
centroids of incoming flange plate axial forces. This is the same approach
design, however with the FBJ this distance is greater than the beam depth,
design shear on the panel zone.

(4.61)

the distance between the
used in rigid welded joint
which slightly reduces the

4-8.11.3 The design shear capacity of the panel zone. eiV" , is calculated to NZS 3404 Eq 12.9.5.3.(5)

4.8.11.4 The panel zone has adequate capacity when

qv">vi. $.62)

Doubler plates, if needed, should be designed in accordance with sections 4 and 6 of DCB lssue No.
57.

With the FBJ. doubler plates are not going to be necessary when only one beam frames into the column
and may not even be required when two beams frame into the column.

4.8.12 Connections at column bases

These must be able to transfer the seismic and associated gravity actions from the overall system between the
frame and the foundations and develop the necessary rotation for deformation compatibility with the
inelastically responding frame above.

4.8.12.1 Options available and impact on building pertormance

The most commonly used column base connectron type for a MRSF is a fixed base connection. This has
the advantage of reducing lateral deflection in the superstructure and hence reducing inelastic rotation
demand on the FBJs, especially in the connections within the lower half height of the structure. As
mentioned in section 4.6.7, with fixed base columns, the inelastic demand on the joints under the design
severe seismic event is within the performance criteria specified in (ii) and (iii) of section 4.2.2. With
pinned base columns, these limits are slightly exceeded in some types of earthquake record, principally
those exhibiting impulse type ground motion.

A third option is a ring-spring type detail at the column base.

When subjected to a design level severe seismic event, it is anticipated that minor damage to the yielding
regions of columns adjacent to the column bases would occur in columns with fixed base connections.
For columns with pinned base connections, minor damage would be expected within the baseplate detail.
In each case, minimal or no repair would be anttcipated to be necessary from this level of event.

The ring spring base is expected to be undamaged by this level of event.

Brief guidance on each type of column base connection is now given.

4.8-12.2 Fixed bases

The design actions for fixed bases are given in section 4.2.1, pages 22,23 of DCB lssue No. 50 and are
directly applicable to these semi-rigid systems.

Design and detailing concepts for moment-resisting column baseplate connections are given on pages 11-
20 of DCB lssue No. 56.

The advice in both articles is written to utilise, as much as possible, the standard details and provisions in
HERA Report R4-100 [72].
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4.8.12.3 Pinned bases

Design actions and detailing requirements are given in section 4.2.2, page 23 of DCB lssue No. 50. The
advice therein is also written for use in conjunction with [72],

4.8.12.4 Ring spring bases

Design and detailing of the ring spring base would be to section 3.5.2 herein.
The ring-spring joint is well suited to application at the column base of a MRSF with FBJs. This is
because it combines the benefit of the pinned base, in protecting the column from inelastic action at its
base, with the ability to generate a rapid increase in moment capacity with increasing rotation demand.
The joint also has good self-centering capability, which will assist in returning the building to its pre-
earthquake position at the end of the strong ground motion shaking.

4.9 Design of Flange Bolted Joints Onto Circular Hollow Section Columns

4.9.1 General

As outlined in section 4.1, the original design query application that led to the concept of the FBJ being
developed involved a moment-resisting frame using circular hollow section (CHS) columns.

Having developed the joint design and detailing requirements for the FBJ onto an l-section column, the
concept is readily adaptable to CHS columns.

The design concepts and critical checks required for this are given in section 4.9.2 and Figs. 4.109 -
4 .111 .

The detailing provisions of section 4.7 must be met, with the beam flange to beam web plate cope
clearance, f = 20 mm, as shown in Fig. 4.102.

4.9.2 Design concepts and critical checks required

Fig. 4.109 shows the concept of applying the FBJ to a CHS column, involving the top and bottom flange
plates extending around the sides of the column as external transfer plates. These must transfer
horizontalactions from the flanges and the web plate into the column.

Fig. 4.'110 shows a FBJ onto a CHS as part of a one-way frame, indicating the critical locations for the
design checks.

One reason why a CHS column would be used in preference to an l-section column is for a two-way
frame; Fig.4.111 shows such a detail, indicating the critical locations for the design checks in this
instance.

The design concepts / critical checks are as follows:

(1) The FBJ design for the beam, bolts, flange and web plates is as given by sections 4.8.1 to 4.8.7.
The distance eu (used in equation 4.46) is from the bolt centreline to the outer point of attachment of
the web plate to the flange plate, as shown in Fig. 4.109. lsolation of the concrete slab from the
column, when required, is also to Fig.4.109.

(2) The top and bottom flange transfer plates must transfer the horizontal forces from the connection
into the CHS. The requirements for this are as follows:

(2.1) The horizontal forces in each direction are the maximum of 0N"and QN, from equations 4.34 and
4.35 respectively, plus the horizontalforces given by QM*o/du, where 6M*o is from equation 4.48 and
d6 is the depth of the beam.

(2.2) B2o/o of these horizontal forces must be transferred into the side quadrants of the CHS. The
remaining 18o/o ol the force is transferred into the front and back quadrants in equal measure. This
dictates the sizing of the transfer plates in that the transfer plates must be able to transfer this force
around from the end of the connection and into the side walls. The first critical point to check for
each connection into the transfer plate is shear yielding. For beam 1 in Fig.4.110, the criticalcheck
is along lines AA and BB. The design shear action is (82+9)% of half of the horizontal force
described in (2.1) above. The design shear yield strength is given by 9x0.83x0.6xf, = 0.45fr. This
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dictates the dimensions of the plate at that point This check is done for each beam separately - for
beam 3 in Fig. 4.111 the critical check is along lines EE and FF.

(2.3) The second critical check point is at the beginning of the side quadrants - for beam 1 into the side
quadrant, this is shown as line CC (Figs.4.110 & 4.111). This is taken at the minimum plate
dimension between the beam and the side quadrant. lt must be able to transfer ((0.82+0 09)12)x',12
of the horizontal force from beam 1 into the side quadrant CD. The ((0.82+0.09y2) is the proportion
of horizontal force that must go past the llne CC to get into the CHS, with the other half of this going
into the lower side quadrant. However, in a cruciform column such as that shown in Fig. 4.111 for
a category 2 system, which a FBJ designed for p = 2 is, concurrency effects must be considered.
This means that the same proportion of incoming horizontal force from beam 4 is going through line
CC in the other direction. When the direction of moment in beam 1 and beam 4 in Fig.4.111 is the
same, the forces through line CC are additive and the plate must be able to resrst the vector sum of
these forces at that point.

(2.4) The transfer plate slenderness must be such that it will not buckle when in compression. This is
achieved in one of two ways. Either the outstand slenderness ratio (brp/ttp) < 221'Ufvt250) from NZS
3404 orthe length bn, as shown in Figs 4.110 or 4.111, complies with equation 10.16 from HERA
Design Guides Volume 1 [78]. First, check that the outstand slenderness ratio at the beginning of
the side quadrant meets the 22/,1(trrl250) ilmit above. lf this is not met, then the plate edge must be
stiffened. Secondly, check that the unsupported edge dimension from the end of the supported
beam, to the beginning of the side quadrant, meets the bn/t1o limit. lf both are met, then the outstand
limit between these two points need not be checked. lf the second is not met, but the first is, then
check the maximum outstand ratio between these point meets the 22ltl(tel250) limit. This is shown
in Fig. 4.110.

(2.5) The vertical shear force on the web plate given by equation 4.41 is resisted directly by the CHS
column. The local vertical shear capacity of the CHS column wall is given by
Qx(O.83x0.6xfy,.or)2Lodo. The part in the brackets is the shear yield stress. The area over which this
check is made is 2t"o1d5.

(2.6) The welds between the web plate and the top and bottom horizontal transfer plates must be
designed to transfer the horizontal forces given by QM*p/d6

(2.7\ The double sided fillet welds between the transfer plates and the column wall for the cruciform
arrangement are sized for the following:

o a longitudinal shear force equal to the overstrength action from the 82% proportion of the out
of balance horizontal forces that goes into the side quadrants, The increase due to
overstrength is given by (1.20/0.9) as is done for the welds between the column flange and
the flange plate in section 4.8.9.1 herein However, the overstrength factor is reduced to 1.2
to be consistent with that for the panel zone as described below. This force is applied over
the length of the side quadrant.

. an overstrength transverse tension force equal to 9% of the horizontal force generated by the
incoming beam that is attached drrectly to that side quadrant for a cruciform section. This
force is applied over the length of that quadrant.

these two forces are combined using the vectorial sum method of NZS 3404 Clause
9.7.3.10.2.

the resulting weld size is used around the full circumference.

asanexample,fortheupperquadrantof theCHSshowninFig.4.lll,thelongitudinalshear
force is generated by beams 1 and 3 and the transverse tension force is generated by
beam 4.

(2.8) A check for local yielding of the CHS side quadrants under the incoming overstrength shear force
must be made. The design capacity of these side quadrants is given by
Qx(0.83x0.6Xfy,"or)4tcorl",dequadrl. The length over which this shear force is applied is twice the length
of both side quadrants - hence the 4. The factor q is as defined in NZS 3404 Equation 12.9.5.3(5)
except that the 1.15 is replaced with 1.0. This must be equal to or greater than the out of balance
overstrength action from the 82% proportion of the out of balance horizontal forces that goes into
the side quadrants. The overstrength factor is 1.2 - ie same as for the welds. Note this check is for
both side quadrants in relation to the incoming beam. 
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(2.9) The panel zone shear capacity is calculated to section 9.3 of HERA DCB No 57. The panel zone
design shear actions are determined from the out of balance joint actions from the FBJs. This is
given by section 4.8.11.2 herein.

(2.10)The overstrength action for flexural design of the columns and for seismic shear determination into
the columns is given by equation 4.68.

4.10 Design of Moment-Resisting Frames Incorporating Flange Bolted Joint Connections

4.10.1 General and scope of guidance given

Section 4. 1 0 presents guidance on the design of the MRSF system that incorporates the FBJ.

Section 4.10.2 covers preliminary design, while section 4.10.3 covers final design.

The design procedures presented herein are based, in format and content (wherever possible), around the
procedures incorporating capacity design presented in sections 5 and 6 of HERA Report R4-76 [35] for
preliminary and final design, respectively, of category 1 or 2 MRSFs with rigid beam to column
connections,

For such systems, strength and stiffness cannot be de-coupled, so the columns must be designed to resist
the beam section overstrength actions (or the upper limit seismic actions Er",).

In contrast, for the semi-rigid systems incorporating FBJs, strength and stiffness are considered
separately and the columns are designed to develop only the overstrength moment from the joint. This
requires some modifications to the R4-76 [35] procedures, but is a considerable simplification from the
designer's view point.

4.10.2 Procedure for MRSF preliminary design

The preliminary design procedure presented below is based around that given in R4-76 [17] section 5.2
for preliminary design of category 1 and 2 MRSFS. lt is presented in the same step by step format as
section 5.2 of [35]and with the same headings.

Step 1 Establish preliminary frame layouts

Formulate the preliminary framed layout or layouts in terms of the beam and column spacings and the
number of bays (more than one scheme may be required).

The FBJ has principally been developed tor perimeter frame application and the guidance given in step
2.2 and step 6 herein for the member sizes to meet frame stiffness requirements is formulated on that
basis. However, the joints themselves are easy and economical to fabricate and erect and as such can be
used in internal frames, even two-way internal frames. (Perimeter frames and internal frames are as
defined in NZS 3404 [34]). lt was a two-way system, query as mentioned in section 4.1, that led to the
FBJ being developed; a typical connection for that system is shown in Fig.4.1. However, an internal
frame MRSF is an expensive solution compared with a perimeter frame and a two-way system even more
so. In general, MRSFs with FBJs should be used only in perimeter frames for maximum cost-
effectiveness from this system.

Step 2 Estimate beam sizes required

This estimate should be made at the first level above the seismic base level, at the level of uppermost
principal seismic mass level and at selected intermediate levels.

Guidance on the number of intermediate levels to consider is given on page 5.3 of [35]; for buildings up to
4 storeys in height, use the top and base levels, for buildings between 4 and 12 storeys in height, select
every third level, for buildings above 12 storeys in height every fourth level.

Step 2.1 To carry gravity loads

Use the approach given in step 2.1, section 5.2 of [35], except use the denominator value of 8 in equation
5.1 of [35] instead of 10. This corresponds to a simply supported condition, which is required for design in
accordance with section 4.7.1 (1) herein.
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Use the lightest category 3 section from NZS 3404 [34] within a particular designation to resist the design
moment, such that M'< 0M.. (ln the 1992 edition of NZS 3404, this category was designated 3A, which is
still used in HERA report R4-76 [35].

Step 2.2 To provide suitable frame lateral stiffness

(1) For perimeter frame MRSFs, select beam depths from the target span to depth ratios given by
equations 4.63.1 to 4.63.4

(1.1) For the first level above the base
(L/d )' = 9'3'7 (4'63'1)

(1.2) For the mid-height (0.5H) of the structure
(Ud )056 = 10,9,8 (4.63.2)

(1.3) For the three-quarter height (0.75H) of the structure
(Ud )o 75s = 13,1 1 ,9 (4.63.3)

(1 4) For the uppermost level (1.0H)
(L/d )1 oH = 17,14'10 (4'63'4)

In these equations;

The first figure is the target Ud' ratio for a 5 storey building, the second for a 10 storey building and
the third for a 20 storey building. Interpolate for building levels between these

L. = span of beam (centre to centre)
d = target depth of beam

(2) At each level, select the lightest weight category 3 section, from NZS 3404 [34], for which db > d' (db

= depth of beam).

(3) Note the dependence of Fo,'gn otr d5.n13y from section 4.7.2. There is an incentive to keep ds,.un
below 921 mm to allow Fdes,sn = 2 to be used.

Sfep 2.3 Selecf the largest beam size from steps 2.1 and 2.2

Sfep 3 Calculate the design seismic loads

Use the procedure given in step 3.1, section 5.2 of HERA Report R4-76 [35], except that the estimate of
fundamental period should be given by :

(i) For a MRSF using deep sections (UB proportions, ie. d" > 1.5 br.)

Tt = 0.12h275 (4.o+.1)

(ii) For an MRSF using UC column sections (UC proportions, ie. d. = 1.5 br"):

rr =o.15hl7t (4.64.2)

There are two levels of seismic load to determine, namely:

(a) That associated with determining the design joint moment. This is load case E,, (see section 4.7.2
herein), determined for p4u'n^ For the majority of MRSFs, this will be 96"";nn = 2.

(b) That associated with determining the upper limit design seismic actions on the secondary members.
This is load case E.",. The magnitude of En,", is dependent on p6".,nn in accordance with NZS 3404
Clause 12.9.1.2.2 (4), namely;

For pt6.r,nn = 2, E^^, is based on p = 1.25
For pa".1nn = 1.5 and 1.25, Em", is based on p = 1.6.
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Sfep 4 Determine the design bending moments at the joints (ie. Mi, and Mlr"* ) for load cases

Eu and E 
",

(1) Usethe procedure given in step 3.2, section 5.2of [35], exceptthat, instead of calculating Miu as
given on page 5.7 of [35], use equation 4.65 below.

Mt = (ZM ,oin.,)/ zfto"^ .,

where:

IM joinr.i =

obeam,i =

d\< 70

t* - ,,frJztn

sum of the out-of-balance moments at each joint on level i

number of beams in the semi-rigid system on level i

(4.65)

(4.66)

(2) In applying step 3.2, section 5.2 of [35], assume that the columns above and below that level are all
of the same section.

(3) Calculate both Miu and M.*"" .

Sfep 5 Reassess the beam size/check if web reinforcing plafes are likely to be needed

The beam size should be selected so that web reinforcing plates are not required. This is very likely to be
the case if 0r (see equation 4.27) does not exceed 0.85. lf it does for the beam size selected, look first at

increasing the beam size to bring Q, < 0.85 .

Step 6 Estimate the column sizes required

Step 6. f For the fiisl seismic level

Select the lightest l-section beam or column type cross section which complies with all the following:

(1) lf using a beam type section, limit the column depth to be not less than 0.8du, where d6 is the depth
of the beam framing into the top of the column. lf using a column type section, the column depth
will be considerably les than the beam depth.

(21 Flange slenderness complies with NZS 3404 Table 12.5l34l for a category 3 member.

(3) Web slenderness complies with the more stringent of equation 4.66 or the web slenderness
required from NZS 3404 Equations 12.8.3.2 for the magnitude of No, o,

where:
d1t*fy are as defined in NZS3404

(4) Check the column capacity at the first level (and then at all other levels where the beam size is
checked) by using step 2.2, section 5.2 of [35], in conjunction with the overstrength moment for the
joint from step 5, section 4.10.3 on the next page.

Step 6.2 For the levels above the first seismic level

At each level where the beam size has been determined, choose the column from the lightest designation
of l-section beam type or l-section column type cross section which complies with allthe following:

(1) lf using a beam type cross section, limit the column depth to not less than O.Bdu. where du is the
depth of the beam framing into the column. lf using a column type cross section, the column depth
will be considerably less than the beam depth.

(21 Column cross section (flange, web slenderness) complies with NZS 3404 Table 12.5 and Clause
12.8 lor a category 3 member. (Category 3 rather than category 4 is used, because the joints
develop an appreciably higher overstrength moment (see section 4.10.3 step 5 below) than



conventional MRSFS, hence the columns above the base are marginally more likely to be subject to
slight inelastic action than these of a conventional MRSF. For this reason, the cross sections are
made category 3 to give them a small dependable inelastic rotation capacity without loss of
performance.

(3) Column capacity complies with step 2.2, section 5.2 of [35], in conjunction with the overstrength
moment for the joint from step 5, section 4.10.3 below.

Sfep 7 Review member srzes fo control deflection

Use the procedure given in step 4, section 5.2 of HERA Report R4-76 [35].

When applying equation 5.14 from [35], set F = 1.0 as the shear contribution to deformations will be
negligible in this system.

Equation 5.14 of [35] is reproduced below as equation 4.67:

A"1 S Jiim h.,i p / po""ien

where:
A*; = design interstorey elastic deflection at the level i with storey height h=,,

(4.67)

Tr,.= irterstorey drift limit, as determined from Clause 2.5.4.5 and, where appropriate, Equation 4.7.1
from Clause 4.7.5.1 of NZS 4203 [6]

h".; = storey height for level i

p = proportion of interstorey deflection due to shear translation under seismic load
= 1.0 for this semi-rigid system.

The value of Au, calculated from equation 4.67 is input into equation 5.15 of [35] to determine the limiting
beam stiffness necessary to keep the elastic lateral deflection within that limit.

lf a check for additional lateral load requirements generated by P - A action is to be avoided, under the
provisions of NZS 4203 [6], then 1,". from NZS 4203 Equation 4.7.1 needs to be applied between the base
and mid-height of the structure, with the limiting interstorey drift over those storeys taken as the lesser of
that value and the general limit of NZS 4203 Clause 2.5.4.5 @). Over the upper half height of the
structure, only the general limit of Clause 2.5.4.5 (a) is applied.

Equation 4.7.1 needs to be applied over only the lower half of the MRSF, as specified by Clause
4.7.5.1(d)(i) of [6], because the capacity design procedure is applied to suppress column sway
mechanisms.

Sfep 8 Design the connections

This involves applying the detailed procedure given in section 4.8 or 4.9 herein.

4.10.3 Procedure for MRSF final design

The procedure for final design is based on the established capacity design procedure from [34, 35] for
conventional category 1 and 2 MRSFs. lt uses the detailed procedure given in section 6.2 of [35],
wherever possible. lt is presented in step by step format, using the step numbers and headings
corresponding to those of section 6.2 of [35].

Sfep 1 Analyse the frame for the required load cases and load combinations

Follow step 'l in section 6.2 of [35]; load case E."" is based on p = 1.25 or p = 1.0, depending on the
value of poes,sn r€QUited, which in turn is based on the maximum beam size used in the MRSF.
Sfep 2 Assess P - delta effects and check the seismic lateral deflections

The frame elastic stiffness (ie. with the joints in their closed condition) should be such as to comply with
the P - A exclusion provisions of NZS 4203 Equation 4.7.1 [6].

Step 3 Derive the beam bending moments using moment redistribution

This step is not required, as the gravity and seismic moments are applied as separate cases for beam
design. This is a major simplification from conventional MRSF design for earthquake loading.
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Sfep 4 Determine the required beam sizes

(1) The positive moment capacity must be able to resist the maximum moment from applied vertical
loading (ie. from 1.2G & 1.6Q) in a simply supported manner. This is a more severe requirement
than equation 6.2 of [35].

(2) The second criteria on selecting beam size is to provide adequate frame stiffness. The preliminary
design beam size selection is likely to dependably cover this requirement. lf the beam size is
required to be increased, the moment input through the joint into the column does not have to
increase accordingly.

Sfep 5 Determine the beam overstrength moment capacities and design shear forces

The general details of steps 5.1 to 5.4 of section 6.2 of [35] are applicable, except that the overstrength
moment capacity of the beam, M3"". , is replaced by the overstrength moment capacity of the joint, M[,n,.

This is given by:

Mjuoin, = 0oms.loint My.loint (4.68)

where:

0oms.1o'nt = 1'3

My;onr-- A'.51p fy,6rp ds (4.69)

where:
As.brp = gross area of bottom flange plate
fy.urp = yield stress of bottom flange plate
d6 = depth of beam

The expression for nominaljoint yield moment was developed from the large-scale experimental testing as
described in section 4.3.2.1 (3.1).

The value of qoms.roint = 1.3 was determined as described in section 4.3.2.8.

(Note that the actions on the panel zone generated by the FBJ also contain an overstrength factor of 1.2:
see equation 4.2 in section 4.3.2.8 (2))
f n step 5.2, C*t = 1.0 is used for both perimeter and internal frames.

Step 5.4 from [35] does not need to be applied, due to the nature of vertical shear force transfer from the
beam to the column via the joint. This avoids the concentration of shear force in the beam web in the
beam yielding region immediately adjacent to the joint that occurs with rigid jointed MRSFs.

Sfep 6 Evaluate the overstrength factors at each heam-column joint

Follow step 6, from [35], for joints in the superstructure, using the overstrength joint capacity calculated
from step 5 above.

Folf ow the references from section 4.8.12 for joints at the column bases.

Step 7 Determine the design actions for the typical leyels and for the base

Follow step 7, from [35], for the superstructure.

Follow section 4.8.12 for the column bases; fixed bases are preferable to pinned bases so as to limit
frame lateral movement and inelastic rotation demand in the FBJs, especially those at the lower levels.

Step 8 Design the columns

These are designed as category 3 members in accordance with NZS 3404 Clause 12.8.3, using the
design actions from step 7.

Note especially the axial load/web slenderness requirements of Clause 12.8.3.1(c).
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Step 9 Design and detail the connections

This involves applying the detailed procedure given in section 4.8 or 4.9 herein.

4.10.4 Guidance on practical aspects of the MRSF design

4.10.4.1 Estimation of fundamental period

The range of trial designs and analyses undertaken over 1998/1999 gave some indication of the accuracy
of equations 4.64.1 and 4.64.2 in estimating the fundamental period for a perimeter MRSF with FBJs with
5 storeys and 10 storeys.

It tended to over predict the period by some 10 - 15To for the highest seismic zone (Z = 1.2 from NZS
4203 [6]) and under predict it by a similar extent for the lowest seismic zone (Z = 0.6)

4.10.4.2 Choice of members to use for the beams and columns

Follow the guidance given previously herein in conjunction with that given on pages 21 - 22 of DCB lssue
No.49.

When using one-sided welded beams, if O, > 0.85 (see equation 4.27), the beams must be double sided
welded through the connection region and for a reasonable distance beyond the bolt(s)furthest along the
beam flanges or web from the beam end adjacent to the column. A distance of 300 mm is recommended.
lf a web reinforcing plate (see section 4.8.7.3) is required, then extend this weld 300 mm past the end of
that plate into the beam.

Because this semi-rigid system decouples strength and stiffness, the same beam size can be used over
many levels, with the moment capacity of the joint reduced at successively higher levels.

4.10.5 Design forwind loading

4_10.5.1 General

The FBJ has been developed as a semi-rigid joint for seismic-resisting systems. Design for the seismic
ultimate limit state will also ensure that the joint remains rigid under the seismic serviceability limit state,
as defined by NZS 4203 [6], because of the low level of design structure displacement ductility demand
(po"r,sn ) used for the ultimate limit state seismic design.

The MRSF incorporating the FBJ must also resrst applied wind loading, both at the wind serviceability limit
state and at the wind ultimate limit state.

ln designs for New Zealand application, in accordance with NZS 4203 [6] and NZS 3404 [34], or using
AS/NZS 1170.2 [79] to derive the wind loading instead of [6], it is very unlikely that either of these wind
limit state conditions will become critical for the FBJs in buildings less than around 15 storeys in height
and, in fact, seismic design is still likely to be critical for MRSFs incorporating FBJs at any height.
However, because the levels of wind loading associated with the serviceability and ultimate limit states are
much closer (see Table 5.4.2 of l2l) than for earthquake, it is possible that either wind limit state may
govern some FBJs in buildings over approximately '15 storeys high.

For this reason, brief guidance on FBJ design for each wind limit state is given in sections 4iA.5.2 and
4.10.5.3 respectively. For typical building storey heights and configurations, it is suggested that these
wind loading checks be performed on buildings of 15 or more storeys in height. For these buildings, the
FBJs should be designed for the seismic requirements, then their capacity checked for the wind conditions
and the design modified, where necessary.

4.10.5.2 Wind ultimate limit state

The joint design for the wind ultimate limit state uses the same principles and procedures as given in
section 4.8 or 4.9 for earthquake. The only difference is that the design moment for the wind ultimate limit
state, M*rr5 , is calculated and used in section 4.8. 1 in place of the design earthquake moment. Design

of the jointto resist Mwuls then proceeds in accordance with sections 4.8.2to4.8.11(ln saying that, it is
conservative to apply the relevant overstrength factors as ductility demand is not anticipated under
Mwuls ).
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It follows, in checking for the wind ultimate limit state, that if Miu t Mwur_s, then the earthquake condition
governs design for the ultimate limit state.

4.10.5.3 Wind serviceability limit state

The FBJ must remain rigid at the wind serviceability limit state. This is easily checked as follows:

Step 1: Calculate the design wind serviceability limit state moment, M1r.r, .

Step 2: Determine the moment associated with rigid action of the joint from equation 4.70

oMreJJ.,sd = Io%r,ordo + Io%r*u (d*o - 2a"1*o) (4.70)

where:
I$Vy.uro = l"lbtu 0 Vsr.oru

I$V"t,*o = hwb0V"t,*o
nom = number of bottom flange bolts, from section 4.8.4
nwo = number of web bottom bolts, from section 4.8.5
OVsr = bolt design shear capacity in / TF mode, calculated from NZS 3404 Clause 9.3.3.1

Alf other dimensions are as defined in Fig. 4.107.

Sfep 3: Check if equation 4.71 is satisfied.

OMra1.no,o 2 Mwst-s $.71)

lf it is, the joint design is satisfactory.

lf it is not, add an extra pair of flange bolts to each flange and recheck. The addition of this extra pair of
flange bolts will not increase the ultimate limit state joint capacity (as this is governed by flange plate
yielding, which has already been checked).

4.11 Design Example for the FIange Bolted Joint

4.1'1.1 Scope and introduction

Section 4.1 1 presents a design example for the FBJ. lt relates to a 530 UB 82 beam connected to a 610
UB 101 column, as shown in Fig. 4.112.

The design example is taken from level 9 of a 10 storey MRSF for Wellington designed as part of the
analytical studies reported on in sections 4.5 and 4.6 herein.

Design of the joint shown in Fig. 4.112 is now covered in section 4.11.2.

4.11.2 Design of the joint

The design example commences with calculation of 0;, the element design action reduction factor. The
relevant section/equation from section 4.8 herein is referenced in each section of the design example.

The detailing requirements from section 4.7 are all met by the FBJ detail shown in Fig. 4.112 and are not
elaborated on further in this example. The allowances for manufacturing tolerances given in section 4.7.8
are incorporated into the flange plate offsets from the beam centreline shown in Fig. 4.112.

4.11.2.1 Calculation of gi

Q, (see equation 4.27) = * = O.OS' 558

0Msx.53ouBB2 = 558 kNm (from [59])
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4.11.2.2 Design bolt shear force at top flange level

V,js (see equation 4.28)

= 0.63 x13.2x 209 x 300 x 1.10 x 103 = 574 kN

4.11.2.3 lnitial estimate of number and diameter of top flange bolts required (see section 4.8.3.2)

Try 4 M30 8.8/TB bolts;

IQVrn.ttu=4x214 =B56kN>1.3 V;b=746kN iO.K

4.11.2.4 Determine required flange plate width and thickness

b6o.n';n (see equation 4.30)= 4 x 30 + 90 = 210 mm

b,r'..,, (see equation 4.31) = 1 .05 x 228 = 239 mm

Try b,to = 220 mm

The plate grade is 250 to [80]

t-trrp,rension = ffi= 1 1.8 mm

t"^.^-^ - 574x103 
=12.1mm

O.86x22Ox25O

Adopt 12 mm thick plate; frrro = 260 MPa.

t*, for M30 bolt (see section 4.7.3) = 25 mm > 12 { O.K.

4.11.2.5 Calculation of design tension and compression capacity

$N,,60 (see equation 4.34) = 583 kN

QN",6o (see equation 4.35) = 590 kN

4.11.2.6 Check ratio of bolt group shear capacity to flange plate axial capacity is met

This very important check is given by equation 4.36

QN",trp = 590 kN < 0.8:Ovf.trp = 0.8 x 746 = 597 kN V O.K.

4.11.2.7 Design of bottom flange bolts and bottom flange plate details

(1) Vru , Vo ., for bottom flange = as for top flange = 574 kN

(2) R.on"(seeequation 4.371=0.7 x25x228x66 x 103 =263 kN

where :

Lon" 
= ?ffi"1i;,:'E[Til "r 

trapezoidal profire deck slab

(3) Vutu = greater of (574,263) = 574 kN

As Vo" = Vriu, the bottom flange plate & bolt details are the same as for the top flange plate & bolts.

4.11.2.8 Check slenderness ratio of bottom flange ptate

^^ 

_ 0.7(20+65/ r-@_ =,," 0.29x12 \ 250



As l"n < 25, no change to 0N" is needed (see section 4.8.4.9)

4.11.2.9 Horizontal design shear force on each row of web bolts

V*n = 0.36x 0.63x502x9.6x320x 10-3= 350kN

(see equation 4.40)

4.11.2.10 Vertical design shear force on each row of web bolts

r,. 350
v..,., = 

- 

+0.5x122.4 = 116 kN
t7 - 0.602 )

(see equation 4.41; L6 is given by Note 3 to Fig. 4.112).

4.11 .2.11 Resultant desrgn shear force on each row of web bolts

Vf = ((350)2 + 11 16)2)0 
5 

= 369 kN

4.1 1 .2.12 Determine the number of web bolts required

The web bolts are M30, (same diameter as the flange bolts)
llwb,required = 3691214 =1 .72

Therefore, use 2 web bolts in each row (top and bottom).

1.1 1 .2.13 Limits for web bolts

See section 4.8.5.6
Dwu=2, limitsare0.5x4 =2and (O.axa)+3 =5 V O.X.

4.11.2.14 Moment due to horizontal action from web bolts

M*n (see equation 4.45)= 350 x (450 - 2 x 65)x 10'3 = 112 kNm

4.11 .2.1 5 Moment due to vertical shear

M*u (see equation 4.46) =2x 116 (20 +65 +140l2l x 10-3 = 36 kNm

4,11.2.16 Design moment on web plate

M*p = 112 + 36 = 148 kNm

4.11.2.17 Design moment capacity of web plate

QM,no (see equation 4.48)=0.225x12x4502 x 260 x 106 = 142 kNm

4.11.2.18 Check adeguacy of web plate for moment

QM*p = 142 kNm < Mwp = 148 kNm, but only 4o/o over design capacity - accept

4.11.2.19 Design shear capacity of web plate

d*p/t*p=450112=37.5

0Vun,*p (see equation 4.49) = 0.27 x 450 x 12 x26Ox 1 x 103 = 379 kN

4.11.2.20 Adequacy of web plate in shear

QVun,*p = 379kN >2Vu,, =2x 116=232 kN

142
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Vfr is from :section 4.11.2,10

1,1r.2.21 Oesign tensian capaclty of tension half af bean

QNto Gee,section 48.7.2, is the lesser of)

= 0.39x ('10,500-4x33 x13:.2-2 x 33x 9.6) x 430 x 10€ = 1362 kN

= 0.45 x 10,500 x 300 x 10-! = 1418 lcN

0l\lo = 13-621o*

4.11.222 Dasrgn:fensrbn ac.tion on terision half of heam,

Niu (see section 4.8'7.1) = 0.5 x 0.63 x 3150 = 992 kN

4,11.223 Adeqaacy of beamlensfon eepacitywiihou.tweb phte relnforcement

NL = gga kN < CItlo = 1362 kN

1.11.2.2,tt Welds required hetween column ftange and wcb ptate

., ,(sx112x103 0.9x12x260)vwh = t'nlouor-:- 
''1'r)

= mft,r'(1.B6 ; 1.a0) = 1.40 kN/mrn

vi = (seeequation4.56)=;h = 0.13 kN/mm

vo,,np= (r.+of *(o.eoffu = 1.42kNtmm

Category SP FW required, for 1Omm leg fength

ov*;(fron [591; = 1.63 kl',I/mm > vl,r,p = 1.42

Adopt 10 r,mm leg length FW

Che0k clearance requirements of se6'tion 4-7.7

f"d,r"r.* = f - t*w, = 2A - 10 = 10 2 6

4.11,2"25 Welds required between colurnn flange and flangeplates,

Frorn section 4.11 .2.7, V'i5= qib, hence same See weld requiied for both flange plates.

Ni (sa; eQUEtion 4.581= I t 1.25 =810 kN' 0.9

vi,* (see equation 4.59) = gL = 1.84 kN/rnm' 2xbn.*n

b'in = lbs-ser of (&0 i2281= 220 mm

eategory SP FW requird, for 12 mrl leg length

{v* (fnom [59D = 1.96 kl',llmm > vl,b

Adopt 12 rnm leg length FW to fla-nge plates

Gheek clearance requirernents of section 4.7.7

,/ o.x.

{ o"K.
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faspar,i = f -tir,re = 20- 112 = 8 ) 6 VO.tn

4.11.2.2:6 Determine anm of|e,n$lonfctifnpiesslonstfffiEners req.uired

This uses the procedure in seetion 32 ot DCB No. 50 [81], with modificatiens as described in se-ction
4.8.10 herein.

(t \
&,pair,rasur,rbd > (bro&p -t"ttr) | jg | (DCE No' 50,eq.50.2)

Uvs /

> (220 x 12 -1 0.6 x 14 f 
gl 

= 25li mma' t260,/

As starting pEint select same thiokness as flange plates.

b",'in Z(O-gb[o-t )/2 (DCBNo.50,eq50.1)

= 94 rnm

L,rnin2t+lffiJ =u,"'' (DCB No. 50, eq 50.3)

where:
Cr = 15 (based on the incoming bearR category of 3)
Try 1 10 x 12 FL for stiffeners - Grade 250 used.

Aail,pptid =,2x110x1'2= 2600 mm2 rlO.X.

Check2b"+1", =22A+ 10.6=230.6-br"=228mm {O.X.

4.11.2.27 Welds be:tweenstiLbinerc and column ftange adjacentto lncolrrltng beam

0.gbstsfyB
Vl.s,cr = + (DeB No, 50, eq.50,4)

<lJs

= 1,.4kNlmm

Use 10 rnrn leg length, category SP welds

Qv* (from [59J = 1.63 kN/mm > v'i.*,ur -{ O.t<.

4',1f .?'28 Welds between stiffeneit and oolurnn'web

.,4 _ o.gb"tsfys
vl,r,* = fr- (DCB No. 50, eq. 50.5)

v2e1o

= 0.27 kN/mm
where:
Ce = 2.0; 1 beam ftames ir-rto oonnection (see Fig. 4.112)

(Assume no doubler plate requir.ed at this stage; with FBJ in a perimeter frame, ttnis will alrnost alwale be
the case,fo-r 1' beam framing into,the oolumn),

Use 5 rnm leg length, category SP welds

$Vr, = 0.82 kl*,llrnrn r/ O.X.

4.11.2.29 Dasign slrear force on Bianel zone

Mv,pi* = As,bF fyssp d6 =362kNm

1M



v: =.1'2x362 - =BoSkN'Ptr (szg+tz)x to'3

(see equation 4,60)

(lgnore benefit of eelufin shear in this example)

1.11.?-30 Desigtr shear capacity of panel zone

0Vu = 0.9 x 0.6 x 320 x,602x 1O.6 x 1.0 [1.0a] x 10"3 = 1147 kN

(see NZS 3404 Equation 12.9.5,32J

4.'11.2.3"1 Panel zone adequacy

SVu = 1147 kN r V; = 805 kN ./ O.X.

Ns.web doubler plates are needed.

That ends the FBJ design example. See Fig. 4.112 tor the joint details.
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Table 4.1: Details of Large Scale FBJ Test Components for lests 1. 1 and 1.2

Notes to Table 4.1
1. The mechanical properties for the flange plates, web plate, beam web and flanges and column web are an average of two tested

values in each instance
2. The mechanical properties of the stiffeners are an average of two tests
3. The tensile strength of the bolts is taken from data supplied by the bolt manufacturer for the M24 bolt dia used - the average strength

from a sample set of 2000 tests was taken
4. The same sheet of mesh was used for both tests
5- The concrele mechanical properties are the average ofthree tests undertaken 8 weeks after the concrete pour

Table 4.2: Details of Large Scale FBJ Test Components for lests 2.1 and 2.2

Notes to Table 4.2
1. The mechanical properties forthe flange plates, web plate, beam web and flanges and column web are an average of two tested

values in each instance
2. The mechanical properties of the stiffeners are an average of two tests
3. The tensile strength of the bolts is taken from data supplied by the bolt manufacturers for the M24 bolt dia used - the average

strength from a sample set of 2000 tests was taken
4. The same sheet of mesh was used for both tests
5. The concrete mechanical properties are the average of three tests undertaken 8 weeks afler the concrete pour

Component Critical Dimensions Mechanical Prooerties
Nominal
yield stress
lMPal

Nominaltensile
strength (MPa)

Actualyield
stress (MPa)

Actual tensile
strength{MPa)

Bottom flange plate

Top flange plate

Web plate

Beam web

Beam flanges

Column web

Column stiffeners

Bolts

Mesh in slab
Concrete in slab

t6 = 12mm b1o = 200mm

tpo = 'l2mm b1, = 200mm

Lp = 12mm d*o = 450mm

t",o = 9.6mm

tru = 13.2mm b6= 209mm

L" = 9.6mm dr" = 572mm

t = 12mm b. = 100mm

dr = 24mm

8.7mm dia bars at 300 crs
Specificd 25 MPa NWC

320

320

320

320

320

320

320

440

440

440

440

440

440

440

830

32s

321

3Bs

416

395

402

341

565

451

445

520

531

528

531

521

931

622
f"'= 25 MPa .'= 30.9 MPa

Component Critical Dimensions Mechanical Properties
Nominal
yield stress
(MPal

Nominaltensile
strength (MPa)

Actualyield
stress (MPa)

Actualtensile
strength(MPa)

Bottom flange plate

Top flange plate

Web plate

Beam web

Beam flanges

Column web

Column stiffeners

Bolts

Mesh in slab
Concrete in slab

trp = 12mm bio = 200mm

tro = 12mm b1o = 200mm

Lp = 12mm dro = 450mm

hu = 9.6mm

tru = 13.2mm b6 = 209mm

t*. = 9.6mm d1" = 572mm

t. = '1 2mm b" = 100mm

dr = 24mm

8.7mm dia bars at 300 crs
Soecificd 25 MPa NWC

320

320

320

320

320

320

320

440

440

440

440

440

440

440

830

322

318

380

420

390

394

337

565

454

449

513

532

530

520

514

93'l

622
fc = 25 MPa f"'= 30.1 MPa



Mn. M1 1'' Mr | -'r M,,. , ,,
Pos Nea Averaqe Pos Neo Averaoe Pos Neq Averaqe Pos Neq Average
241 2't3 207 431 329 380 qn? 385 444 666 468 567

Table 4.3: Comparison of Measured and Calculated Joint Capacities for Test 1.1

Experimentally Measured Peak Moments on Second Cycle in kMm

Calculated Moments and Other Ouantities (all based on actual mechanical properties unless stated otherwise)

Comparison of Measured and Calculated Joint Moment Capacitres

Comparison of Other Measured and Calculated Capacities

Notes: The experimentally measured peak moments are those on the second cycle of loading, because this marks the beginning of stable
joint behaviour for subsequent cycles of loading to the same rotational demand. (The strength generated on the first cycle of loading
to a new maximum enforced rotation is always higher: see Fig_ 4.29 for example).

Mnr Mu -t Mor.olasbc

Pos Neq Averaqe Pos Neo Averaoe Pos Neg Average
790 641 716 909 776 843 895 793 844

Vfs,.beam Mn. MrBr.",eu Vlps.r rp.*p MrBJ.uh'*",u MFBJ rooer bound M,, R"on.

kNm kNm kNm kNm

Jos

kNm
\e9

kNm
ryerage

kNm
ros

kNm
Neg

kNm
AVera9e

kNm kNm KN
816 205 411 617 681 741 711 948 995 972 864 592

Bottom Flanoe Plate
Bolt Group Strength Nc lru Nr,nrp

Nom
KN KN

\om
KN KN

!om
KN KN

532 746 660 741 438 499

Mnt 
".1/Mn" -1

Mu=1/Msgl e;s;,r Mu= 1 66/Mro-*u M,=y'Mro
Pos Neq Averaoe Pos Neq Averaqe Neo Averaoe Pos Neo Averaoe
0,97 1.03 1.01 1.05 0.80 0.92 108 076 u.9z 1.28 1.04 1.16

Mq-r y'MFa..J uftr"r" Mr.t JMrBr upp", uounc Mr. o1""1p/Mo.
Pos Neq Averaoe Pos Neg Average Pos Neq Averaqe
1.33 lnq 1.18 0.96 0.78 0.87 1.04 0 92 | 0.9E
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Mn" Mu ttl Mur M.,

Pos Neq Averaoe Pos Neo Averaoe Pos Neq Averaqe Pos Neq Averaqe
252 228 240 445 373 409 425 400 413 567 500 534

Table 4.4: Comparison of Measured and Calculated Joint Capacities for Test 2.1

Experimentally Measured Peak Moments on Second Cycle in kNm

Calculated Moments and Other Quantities (all based on actual mechanical properties unless stated otherwise)

Comparison of Measured and Calculated Joint Moment Capacities

Comoarison of Other Measured and Calculated Caoacities

Notes: The experimentally measured peak moments are those on the second cycle of loading, because this marks the beginning of stable
joint behaviour for subsequent cycles of loading to the same rotational demand. (The strength generated on the first cycle of loading
to a new maximum enforced rotation is always higher: see Fig. 4.38 for example).

M,,,,, M1 .-r o Moz.otastrc

Pos Neo Averaqe Pos Neq Averaqe Pos Neo Averaoe
701 625 663 801 735 768 895 793 u4

Msr bmm Mn. MFB.I 
",.td

MrsL tp.rp MFBJ ,rt-u,. MFBJ.uooer bound Mo.

kNm kNm kNm kNm
Pos

kNm
\eg

kNm
qverage

kNm

JOS

kNm
Neg

kNm

qverage

kNm kNm KN
807 239 408 614 677 737 707 948 989 969 847 577

Bottom Flanqe Plate
Bolt Group Strength Nc blo Nt uto

NOm

KN KN

Nom
KN KN

\om
KN KN

532 746 oou 734 438 502

Mn, u"1/Mn. 
""1"

Mu=1/Mps.1 
","16

Mr=2/M1p**p M,=y'M1p.a
Pos Neq Averaqe Pos Neq Average Pos Necl Averaqe Pos Neq Averaqe
1.05 0.9s 1.00 1.09 0.91 1.00 0.92 0.81 u.a/ 1.14 1.02 | 1 .08

Mu=4/Mpg.1 u1s,*"1. Mu=a/MrBL upp.bouna Mp..p1g"1;"/Mp,

Pos Neq Averaqe Pos Neq Averaqe Pos Neo Averaoe
1.18 1.00 1.09 0.84 o.74 0.79 1.06 0.94 1.00
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Table 4.6: Member Sizes for the 10 Storey MRSF
Options M1 - M8

Level lVbmber group 1 t\ibmber group 2 l\hmber group 3 irbmber grotp 4
Designation Weight Designation Weight Designation Weight Designation Weight

Beam I

2
a

4
5

6
7

I
9
10

914x305 UB
914x305 UB

914x305 UB

914x305 UB
914x305 UB
914x305 UB
914x305 UB

610 UB
530 UB
530 UB

762rt267 UB
762/267 UB
762x267 UB
762v267 UB
762v267 UB

610x229 UB
610x229 UB
610x229 UB
610x229 UB
610x229 UB

914x305 UB
914x305 UB

914x305 UB

914x305 UB

914x305 UB

762t267 VB
762Y267 UB

762v267 UB
610x229 UB
610x229 UB

914x305 UB
914x305 UB

914x305 UB

914x305 UB

914x305 UB

762rt267 UB
762v267 UB
762v267 UB

610x229 UB
610x229 UB

241
201
201
201
201
201
201
101

82
82

147
147
'147

147

147

113
113
113
101

101

201
201
201
201
201

1U
134
1U
101

101

201
201
201
201
201
134
1U
1U
101

101
Column 1

2
3
4
5
6
7

I
I
10

914x305 W
914x305 W
914x305 UB
914x305 UB
914x305 UB
914x305 UB
914x305 UB
914x305 UB
914x305 UB
914x305 UB

356x406 UC
356x406 UC
356x406 UC
305x305 UC
305x305 UC
305x305 UC

305x305 UC

305x305 UC

305x305 UC
305x305 UC

356x406 UC
356x406 UC

356x406 UC

305x305 UC
305x305 UC
305x305 UC

305x305 UC

305x305 UC

305x305 UC
305x305 UC

313
313
289
289
289
201

201
201
201
201

340
340
340
283
283
283
240
't98

198
198

340
340
340
283
283
283
240
198
198

198

246
246
197

197
197
'197

1u
1y
1y
1U

762v267 W
762y267 W
762y267 UB
762;1267 UB
7621267 UB
762v267 UB

7621267 UB
762v267 UB
762Y267 UB
762v267 UB

ttfumbers for Ductility 2 tlvlembers 
for Ductility 4 lvtembers for Ductility 4 lvlembers for Ductility 4

With Deep Columns With Deep Columns Wilh UC type columns With UC type columns
Wellington Wellington And Fixed Bases And Pinned Bases
Complies with P-Delta OK limit Complies with P-Delta OK Wellington Wellington

limit Dosn't comply with P-Delta OK Dosn't comply with P-Delta OK
limit; design actions increased limit; design actions increased
by 1 .5 factor by 1.5 factor

Level lilember group 5 [4ember group 6 l,bmber group 7 llrimber group I
Designation Weight Designation Weight Designation Weight Designation Weight

I

2
1

4
5
6
7
8
9
10

610x229 UB
610x229 UB
610x229 UB
610x229 UB
610x229 UB
610x229 UB
610x229 UB
610x229 UB

530 UB

530 UB

201
201
147
147

147
113
113
82
82
82

140
140

140
113

113
113

113
113

82
82

113
113

113
113

113
113

1'13
.t't?

82
82

610x229 UB
610x229 UB
610x229 UB
610x229 UB
610x229 UB
610x229 UB
610x229 UB
610x229 UB

530 UB
530 UB

762v267 UB
762x267 UB
762Y267 UB
762Y267 UA
762Y267 UB
610x229 UB
610x229 UB
610x229 UB

530 UB

530 UB

147
147
147
't47

147

113
113
113
82
82

914x305 UB
914x305 UB
762v267 UB
762x267 UB
762ve67 UB
610x229 UB

610x229 UB
530 UB
530 UB
530 UB

Column 1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
I
10

610x305 UB
610x305 UB
610x305 UB
610x305 UB
610x229 UB
610x229 UB
610x229 UB
610x229 UB
610x229 UB
6'10x229 UB

287

287

240
240
240
240
240
240
240
240

240
240
240
240
244
240
240
240
240
240

238

238

238
238
238
238
238
140
140
't40

238
238
238
238
140
140
140
101

101

101

610x305 UB

610x305 UB
610x305 UB
610x305 UB
610x305 UB
610x305 UB
610x305 UB
610x229 UB

610x229 UB
610x229 UB

305x305 UC
305x305 UC

305x305 UC
305x305 UC
305x305 UC
305x305 UC
305x305 UC
305x305 UC

305x305 UC

305x305 UC

356x406 UC

356x406 UC

305x305 UC

305x305 UC

305x30s UC
305x305 UC
305x305 UC
305x305 UC
305x305 UC

305x305 UC

IMembers for Ductility 4 lvlembers for Ductility 2 lvbmbers for Ductility 4 lVlembers for Ductility 4
With Deep Columns With Deep Columns With UC type columns With UC type columns
Auckland Auckland And Fixed Bases And Pinned Bases
Dosn'l comply with P-Delta OK Complies with P-Delta OK A.rckland Auckland
limit; design actions increased limit Dosn't comply with P-Delta OK Dosn't comply with P-Delta OK
by 1.5 factor limit; design actions increased limit; design actions increased

by 1.5 factor by 1.5 factor



Table 4.7: Member Slzes for The 5 Storey MRSF
Options M1 - M6

Beam 1

2

3

4
5

Column 1

2
3

4
5

838x292 UB
838x292 UB

838x292 UB
610x229 UB

530 UB

762v267 W
762Y267 W
762x267 \N

762v267 W
762v267 W

762x267 UB

610 UB
610 UB
610 UB
530 UB

305x305 UC
305x305 UC
305x305 UC
305x305 UC
305x305 UC

Level

Level

176
176
176
125
82
196
196
196
134
1U

Weight

125
1?5
't25

101

82
171
171
171

140
140

1U
14
125
101

82
240
240
240
240
240

lvbmber group 1

Designation Weight
ftiember group 2

Designation

610 UB
q10 qB_

610 UB
610 UB
530 UB

610x229 W
610x229 W
610x229 W
610x229 W
610Y229W

lVlembers for Ductility 4
With Deep Columns
Wellington

Itlember group 3
Designation Weight

Complies with P-Delta OK Complies with P-Delta OK
Limit Limit

lVlembers for Ductility 2
With Deep Columns
Wellington

lVlember group 4
Designation Weight

M
610 UB 125
610 UB 125
610 UB 101

530 UB 82

305x305 UC 283
305x305 UC 283
305x305 UC 240
305x305 UC 240
305x305 UC 240

lvlembers for Ductility 4
With UC type columns
And Pinned Bases
Wellington
Complies with P-Delta OK
Limit Except at Storey 1

Where Stiffness is 10%
Under Code Limits for the
P-Delta OK Criterion

Ivhmber group 5
Designation Weight

610 UB 125
610 UB 125
610 UB 125
610 UB 101

530 UB 82
610x229W 171
610x229 W 171
610x229 UB 140
610x229 UB 140
610x229 UB 140

Itlembers for Ductility 2
With Deep Columns
Auckland
Complies with P-Delta OK
Limit

lrlembers for Ductility 4
With UC type columns
Wellington
Complies with P-Delta OK
Limit

Irrlember group 6
Designation Weight

T6ZxA67 uF
610 UB
610 UB
610 UB

530 UB

610x229 W
610x229 W
610x229 W
6't0x229 W
610x229 W

lVlembers for Ductility 4
With Deep Columns
Auckland
Complies with P-Delta OK
Limit

Beam 1

2
3
4
5

Column 1

2
3
4
5

1U
101

101

101

82
140
140
140
140
140
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Table 4.8: Scaling of Earthquake Records Used
ln Analyses for the Flange Bolted Jornt Systems

Auckland (low seismic zone)

Rp=450 years I R,=1000 years
(note 4) | (note 5)

Wdlington (higt

Ru=450 years
(note 4)

seismic zone)

Rp=1000 years
(note 5)

Record name
(sect. 3.4)

PGA for
record

'g 1mis2l

Soil
scate
factor
(note 2)

Target
PGA

'g [m/sl

Scale
factor

(note 3)

Target
PGA

'g [m/s2]

Scale
factor

(note 3)

Target
PGA

'g [rn/s'l

Scale
factor

(note 3)

Target
PGA
-g 

[m/s:]

Scale
factor

(note 3)

Sylmar H

Newhall

El Centro

Hall

Bucharest

0.s4

0.55

0.29

0.40

0.21

1.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

0.68

0.24

o.24

0.24

0,24

0.24

0.45

0.44

0.83

0.60

0.78

0.32

0.32

0.32

0.32

0.32

0.58

0.58

1 .10

0.80

1.04

0.48

0.48

0.48

0.48

0.48

0.90

0.87

1.66

1.20

1.55

0.58

0.58

0.58

0.58

0.58

1.05

1.05

2.00

1.45

1.88

Notes to Table 4.8
1 . The PGAs are expressed as a fraction of 1.0 g, where g = acceleration due to gravity.
2. The soil scale factor is given by the following ratio, as determined from NZS 4203 Table 4.6.1 :

(G (0.94,6)t.. 
'nr"*o,ur. o r.)/ (C', (0.94,6)r,' rhe sil 6no{,@s asw,ar{ sr:i rhe eanhcr.,ke re@.d)]

3. Scale factor = ((Target PGA) (Soil scale factor)) / (PGA for record).

4. R, (Retum period) = 450 years = Ultimate limit state design level

Ro (Retum period) 
= 1000 years = Ultimate limit state maximum considered level used in these analyses

5. This scaling method was superseded in 20OV2OO3 for sliding hinge joint analyses, as described in section 5.7.4 herein. However
the results, in terms of scale factors for the design level event, are similar for both, as described at the end of section 4.6.4.

Fig 4.1: FBJ Connection between l-section Beam and Concrete Filled
SHS Column (Princes Whaff, Auckland)
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a

/, t \, ,,
i

Fig. 4.2: First Proposed Flange Bolted Joint for Experimental Testing
Between a 530U882 Beam and a 610U8101 Column

\- l

I
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Fig. 4.3: First Proposed Bottom Flange Sliding Connection
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E

Wall Bracket Connectron To Column Top

il
a

610U810'l Column

RHS Anchor for Slab Mesh Rernforcemenl

'120 mnl Thrck Concrete
Slab on Traydec

a

t=

530UB82 Beam

\ ' Flange and Web Plates

Fig. 4.6: Side View of Large Sca/e FBJ Iesl
Specimen No. 1 under Construction

Lateral
Restraints

6
ts

a

Actuator (Jack)

Colunrn Base Conneclion

0.602 m

Strong Floor

2.341 m

Fig.4.5: Iest Set-up for Large Scale Flange Bolted Joint and Sliding Hinge Jornt Iesfs
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Fig.4.7:View Down onto FBJ Large-Scale Test Set-up
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PLAN VIEW

Fig. 4.8: Generallesl Sef-up for the Sma// Sca/e 7-ests,

Showing Side Elevation, Front Elevation and Plan View
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Fig. 4.9: Flange Plate for FBJ in Sma// Sca/e Iest RrEr Prior to Loading
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Fig. 4.10: Close-up of FBJ Flange Plate in lesf Rrg Prior to Loading
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Fig.4.11: FB,l Large Sca/e lesf Sefwp and Dimensions
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Fig. 4.12 Plan Wew of lesf Sef-up



Fi1.4.13: View Showing Decking Profile and Shear Stud Layout
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I

Fig 414: Detailsof the FBJ 01 forTests 1 1 and 1.2

I
I

Fi7.4.15. Detailsof the FBJ 0) Joint Ior Iesls 2.1 and 2.2
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Fig. 4.16: View of Top Flange Plate of FBJ Iest 1 Showing Decking
Support and Belleville Springs Under Bolts

Fig. 4.17: View of FBJ Iest 1 from South Srde Showng
Belleville Sprngs Under Bolt Nut
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Fig" 4.18: Methad ofAssembly af Baft and'Belleville,Sprhgs
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Fig, 4,:19: Ac,0ons orr FEJ for C.aleulatisn Af Momenfs



Reftected View of Top Flange; Top Side

See Fig, 1.21 for gauges lo bolt

Nut Side

See Fig. 1..?t for gauges to bolt

See Fig. /r,21 for
gauges lo bolt

Reflecled Vieu of Botton Flange; Top Side

Rettecled Vier of Top Ftange; Bottom Side-d

See Fig 4.?l
for gauges

to bolt

Reflected View of Botion Ftange; Bottom Side
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Fig. 4.20: lnstrumentation for the FBJ lesfs: / of 3



Portrt 6rugu lor Xrrrtrig
Botl [rtcnrion

0rrrrizr vlrhrr reertring rgehrt

lnstrumentation f or Bolts
Viewed in the Atong Beam Direction

Portrt 6algr lo (Cun Fxr
for l&rrring Bolt Till
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7 Colurrrf x.c/n
Instrumentation f or Bolts
Viewed in the Across Beam Direction

Fig. 4.21: lnstrumentation for the FBJ lesfs: 2 of 3
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Fig. 4.22: lnstrumentation for the FBJ lesfs: 3 of 3

Fig. 4.23: View of FBJ Test 2.1 lnstrumentation:North Srde
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Fig. 4.24: View of FBJ Test 2.1 lnstrumentation:Soulh Side
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Fig. 4.25: Loading Regime for FBJS Test 1.1

Fig. 4 26: Loading Reginte for FBJS Test 1.2
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Fig. 4.27: Loadtng Regime for FBJ Test 2.1
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Ftg- 4.28: Laading Ragime for F:BJ Test 2.2

Momqtlvs. Nel Rotationi Pert {

Fig, 4.29,: Motnwft ue/ls{/s Nef Rotafb-n Gurve for Part I lestlng,
F, lange Btilted tloil'lil with,'Erasc Shrms
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Moinent vs. Gross Rotatlon: Farl 2

Fig, 43A Mament yers{rs Gross Rotation Carue for Parl 2 Testing,
Flange Bolted Joint with Brass Shlms
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Moment vs. Fanel bne Rotation Test l.l

Fig. 4-31: Mament Versus Panel Zone Rotation, Ieef 1.1
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ttltment vs. l,let Rotation

Fig. 4.32: Moment Versus Net Rotation for Test 2.1

the wobble in the lines is due to fluctuations in the voltage of the data recording equipment
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Moment vs. Net Rotation; Nominal Servicability,
Test 2.1

Rotation [mrad]

Fig. 4.33: Moment Versus Net Rotation for First Cycles to
Nominal Seruiceability Load, Test 2.1
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Moment vs' Net Rglation; F = 1, Test 2,1
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Fig. 4,34; 'lfiornent Versus. Net Rota.tforl Gyeles tA Yield Test 2.1

Mo,ment vs. Net Ro tion; U = 1.25, Test 2.1

Rotalion [mrad]

5 -12.5 -10 -7.5 -5 r (2.5 _^^ fr // Z.S 5 7.5 10 12.6 1

Fig. 4.35: Afiomenl uexsus lVef Rotaflorr, Cycles to Nomlnal Ductilfty, T'est 2.1
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Moment vs. Net tion; F = 2.0, Test 2.1
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Fig.4.36: Manent ver$us Nef Rofafibn, Cyclesfo Design Ductilily, p-- 2; Test'Z.l

Moment vs. Net Rotation;
Nominal Servicability ll, Test 2.{

Fig. 4.37: Mornent Versus Net Rotation, Cycles to Nominal Sewiceability
Following DesBn Level Rotatia:n; Test 2.'l
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Moment vs. Net Rotation; U = 3.0, Testz.l

Rotation [mradl
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Fig. 4.38: Moment Versus Net Rotation Cycles ta 1.5 x Design Ductility.; TesI 2.1

Moment vs. Net Rotation; H = 4.0, Test2.I

Rotation [mradl
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Fig. 4.39: Mament Versus Net Ro:tation, Cycles ta 2x Design Ductility, Test 2.1
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Fig. 4.40: Moment Versus Gross Rotation. Test 2.2

Moment vs Panel Zone Rotation Test 2.1

Rotation [mradl
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Fig. 4.41: Moment Versus Panel Zone Rotation, Test 2.1



Fig. 4-43: Moment Versus Lateral Displacement of the Top and Bottom Flange
Plates Relative to the Column Face: Test 2.1

Notes for Figs. 4.43 and 4.44.'l The lateral displacement of the top plates relative to the column face is the average of that recorded by gauges a and b (see Fig.4 20) The lateral displacement of the bottom plate relative to the column face rs the average of thal recorded by gauges m + n(Fig a.20). Movement towards the corumn is negarive. away from rs positive.

2. The moment is that generated at the column face.
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Moment vs Panel Zone Rotation Test 2.2

Fig. 4.42: Moment Versus panet Zone Rotation, Test 2.2

Moment vs Flange Plate Lateral Displacement, Test 2.1
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Moment vs Lateral Displacement of the Flange Plates,

Fig. 4.44: Moment Versus Lateral Displacement of the Top
and Bottom Flange Plates: Test 2.2

Test 2.2

Displacement [mml
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Fig. 4.45: Fully Tensioning Bottom Flange Bolts Prior to Test 2.1



Fig. 4.46: Fully Tensioning Web Bottom Botts prior to Test 2.2,
Showing Self Holding Abitity of Torque Wrench

Fig. 4.47: View of Slab and Column Surrounds Showing
Slab Mesh Anchorage Sysfem; Test 2.1



Fig. 4.48: View of Joinf South Srde at Commencement of Test 2.1

Fig. 4.49: Minor Cracking in Slab After First Negative Rotation
Cycle to Nominal Serviceability Loading
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Fig. 4 50: Cortdition of top of Slab afte- Twct Cycles of Loading. Desigr-t Ductility

If rl

Fig 4 51 Conditron of Norih Sicte of Jornt Foilowing 3 Cycles of
Loading to Destgn Ductrltty lrnltosecl Displacemenl. Test 2 1



Fig. 4.52: Condition of Top of Slab Following 3 Cycles of Loading to Design
Ductility lmposed Displacement: Test 2.1

r-*r$

Fig. 4.53: First Negative Moment Cycle to Ductility 4 (Twice Design Ductility Level): Test 2.1



Fig. 4.54: First Positive Moment Cycte to Ductitity 4; Test 2.1

Fig. 4.55: Close-up of Joinr Shown in Fig. 4.54: Test 2.1
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Fig. 4.56: Condition at Top of Slab on Completion of Test 2.1
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Fig. 4.57: Condition of Joint (Soufh Slde or Web Plate Side) on Completion of Test 2.1
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Fig. 4.58: Condition of Stab At peak Negative Rotation.
First Cycle of Negative Rotalion to 1t= 6:Test 2.2

Fig. 4.59: Condition of Joint at peak Negative Rotation.
First Cycle of Negative Rcttation to p = 6: Test 2.2



Fig. 4 60: Condition of Joint at Peak Positive Rotation,
First Cycle of Positive Rotation to p = 6: Test 2.2
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Fig. 4.61 Condition of Slab Above Joint at Peak Negative Rotation,
Third Cycle of Negative Rotation to p = 6; Test 2.2
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Fig. 4.62: Condition of Joint at peak positive Rotation,
Third Cycle of Positive Rotation to u= 6:Test 2.2

Fig. 4.63: condition of Joinr at the encl of rest 2.2, Beam Horizontat

1Cq



Fig 4.64: Condition of slab at the end of Iest 2.2, Beam Horizontal

4.65: Underside of Bottom Flange Plate Showing
Fracture Pattern During Parl2 festlng
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South Side
Bottom

Fig. 4.66: Condition of Bottom Row of Web Bolt Hotes
in the Beam Web Following pari 2 Testing

I BJ Cteot -Sheon Key

Hold Down Bolt
L .--J

Hotci Down
Beo,m flanee

Bo( t
Stukr rroal" €'t rn

'lor-",.',t I or'
lheur Key

Fig. 4.67: FBJ Small Scale Component Test Sef-up
Showing Location of All Components, lnctuding the Shear Key

Reoc tron Eeo.n i
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Dolts Plate fhrrkness vaTres

Fig. 4.68: Plan of Typical Cleat Used in SmallSca/e FBJ lesfs
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Fig. 4.69: Typical lnstrumentation for the Cleat Region of a Sma/lScale Component Test
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Fig. 4.70: lnstrumentation of the Actuator for the sma//-sca/e component rests

Sreo Ir-1Force or
Dlsplocenent

-ve = Jock torords roll

Tlne
(no units)

UPPER LIiIIIS ON JACK DISPLACEMENT
IS+nnqnd-nn

ove = Jock oroy froF rorl

Fig. 4-71: General Form of Loading Regime for Smatt- Sca/e FBJ Componenf lests
Notes:
The parameters for the roading regime above were determined as foilows:

1 , All dynamic loadlng regime steps comprised 3 cycles; involving:
1 .1 Step 1: Force controlled, friction controlled sliding; 1 .33 cycle#econd for dynamic loading1.2 step 2: Force conrrorred, net tension yierding of cleat: ."t,i oiro"or! = 

"i"p 
r1'3 Step 3: Deflection controlled, t 2 mm slip between cleat and beam stub; rate of movemenl = step b1.4 Step 4: Deflection controlled, J 3 mm slip between cteat and beam stub; rate of movement = step 51'5 Step 5: Deflection controlled, + 5 mm slip between cleat and beam stub: 1.0 cycles/second for dynamic loacting.

(This represents the target slip at the flange plates in a FBJ under the design level event;1'6 Step 6: Deflection controlled, + 7 mm slip between cleat and beam stub; rate of moivement = step s1'7 Step 7: Deflection controlled, t I mm slip between cleat and beam stub: rate of movement = step 51'8 Step 8: Deflection controlled to maimum lateral movement possible (typically 1S mm movement towards the wall); rate of movement
= step 5

2.
?

The static loading regime followed the same steps but at 1/500 the rate of loading or rate of deflection, respectively
The deflection limits were adjusted to actuator ram limits - ie. allowing for rig fLxibility. This was determined from two initial tests
undertaken for that purpose and not reported herein.
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Force vs Rotation, Test 1.5.1, (dynamic),
16 mm Cleat, 90 mm Width, no Shear Key Slip, no B.S.
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Fig. 4.72: Force on Cleat Versus Rotation, All Cycles, LIV: / Max (drQ = A.72

Rotation [mrad]

Fig.4.73: Force on Cleat Versus Rotation,
Cycles to Design Lateral Deflection, LD/r / Max (01,1) = 0.72

_ _400 _

Rotation [mrad]

Force vs Rotation Test 1.5.1, Step 5
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Force vs Rotation, Test 1.9.1, 25 mm Gleat

Rotation [mrad]
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Fig. 4'74: Force on cleat versus Rotation, All cyctes, @fyr / Max (at,lr) = 1 .01

Force vs Rotation, Test 1.9.1, Step S, ZS mm Cleat

Fig. 4.75: Force on Cteat Versus Rotation.
Cycles to Design Laterat Deflection, dfi/r / Max (0N"1 = 1.0,

Rotation [mrad]
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Force vs Rotation, Test 1.9.2,25 mm Cleat
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Rotation [mrad]

Fig. 4.76: Force at Cleat Versus Rotation, All Cycles, QfY / Max (QN,) = 1.23

Force vs Rotation, Test 1.9.2, Step 5, 25 mm Gleat
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Fig. 4.77: Force at Cleat Versus Rotation, All Cycles, 054 / Max (N,'t") = 1.23
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Force vs Rotation, Test 1.1, Statically Loaded, 12mm Cleat, 4 Bolts
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Fig.4-78: ForceatCleat Versus Rotation AltCycles,staticatlyLoadedTestl.l (FBJ)

Force vs Rotation, Test 1.2.1, Dynamically Loaded,
12 mm Cleat, 2 Bolts
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Fig' 4-79: Force at Cleat Versus Rotation, Att Cyctes, Dynamicalty Loaded Test 1.2.1 (FBJ)

Note: There are two bolts in thrs test specimen, compared with 4 in Test 1 1.
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Force vs Rotation, Test2.2
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Fig. 4.80: Force at Cleat Versus Rofaflon, All Cycles, Dynamically Loaded Test 2.2 (FBJS)

Fig. 4.81: Condition of Bolts Following Test 1.1
(Replication of Large Sca/e Iesf Conditions on Flange Plate)
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Fig. 4.83. Condition of Cteat Followtng lesf. Iest 7 7



Fig. 4.84: Test with LfY/ Max (dtD = 0.72, at start of lest
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Fig. 4.85: Test with 0B/r / Max (01,1) = 0.72 on Completion of Loading
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Fig. 4.86: Condition of Cleat with dNr/ Max (6t{") = 1.01

Fig. 4.87: Condition of Bolts with 0.5/r / Max (6,,t,) = 1.01
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Test l.g

Bottottt

Fig. 4 88: Condition of Cleat with d.Nr / Max ($,l,) = 1.23

Fig. 4.89: Condition of Bolts with dt5/1/ Max (0lr'1") = 1.23



Fig. 4.90: Typical Condition of FBJ Bottom Plate Around Bolt Hotes Expected,
Following Testing to Slightly Above the Design Level LJttimate Limit State Earthquake Joint Rotation

Note: For a FBJ designed to the final recommended provisions, the bolts would not have fractured at this level of rotation. This figureillustrates the expected condition of the plate, not the bolts, at thal level of rotation.
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